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ABSTRACT
Extracting Theory from Practice: A Computational Analysis of the Persian Radif
by
Sepideh Shafiei
Advisor: Stephen Blum

This dissertation studies radif, the repertoire/system of Persian classical music, by
developing a framework for computational research on vocal music performance. The radif
consists of seven dastgāhs and five āvāzes (secondary dastgāhs). Each dastgāh consists of several
pieces (gushes). Throughout this research, I draw on three areas of knowledge to study each
subject: the historical aspects, the current theories, and the practice. When possible, I attempt to
bridge the gap between theory and practice by extracting the relevant information from practice.
To this end, I use and modify existing computational methods for analyzing audio and symbolic
data. The main subjects of this dissertation are the intervals and tunings of Persian classical
music, vocal techniques, and extracting the theoretical aspects of each gushe.
Intervals and tuning have been subjects of discussion among Persian musicians since the
early twentieth century. Beginning with the process of Westernization during the twentieth
century and then a cultural back to roots movement, there are still arguments among different
groups of musicians on the appropriate tuning. To study the intervals, I focus on the audio
histogram of the performance of each gushe by Karimi, one of the masters of the art, and then,
using Dynamic Time Warping for the alignment of audio and transcription, I have collected the
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intervals used in the performance of each gushe. Since in this dissertation, I mainly focus on
unaccompanied voice, I have also studied pitch drift in the course of each performance.
The other important aspect of the vocal performance of radif is tahrir, a vocal technique
involving rapid jumps in frequency. I focus on three types of tahrirs through case studies of
various performances by a few masters of the art. Finally, I study theories about the defining
characteristics of gushes and compare them with what I have extracted from the practice using
computational methods. I also provide a visual framework for the comparison of various theories
with each other and with practice. One of the contributions of this dissertation is developing a set
of computational tools and an annotated database consisting of audio, MIDI, and a large body of
extracted theoretical and analytical data for every sentence of each piece for studying Persian
classical music.
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Note on Transliteration and Translation
The short vowels are represented by a, e, o; and the long vowels are represented by ā, u, i. The
long o, as in the word own, is presented by “ow”, e.g. owj, for اوج. The table of the
transliterations of Persian letters is as follows:
Persian letter
ا
ب
پ
ت
ث
ج
چ
ح
خ
د
ذ
ر
ز
ژ
س
ش
ص
ض
ط
ظ
ع
غ
ف
ق
ک
گ
ل
م
ن
و
ه
ی
ء

romanization
ā
b
p
t
s
j
ch
h
kh
d
z
r
z
zh
s
sh
s
z
t
z
ʿ
gh
f
q
k
g
l
m
n
w
h
y
ʾ
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For the sake of uniformity, the transliteration of Arabic words that are commonly used in
Persian, is based on their common pronunciations in Persian. Silent consonants are ignored in my
transliteration, for example silent Persian  هat the end of the word  ﮔﻮﺷﮫis omitted, and the
transliteration will be gushe. As exceptional cases, to avoid unnecessary complications of dealing
with special characters in MATLAB, in the diagrams generated as our computer program’s
output, we do not have any special character like ā, ʿ, and ʾ. And the transliteration of the name
of gushes and people used in the MATLAB program are available in Table A.5 All translations
from Persian sources are done by the author. In this dissertation, I avoided capitalizing the
Persian names of gushes, dastgāhs, and books.
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Glossary of Persian Classical Music Terms
Āvāz: This word has several meanings in Persian, among which one can mention sound and
voice in general. It may refer to secondary dastgāhs derived from shur and homāyun. It is also
the name of some gushes, and it refers to the part of the vocal performance that is free-rhythmic
and is usually accompanied by one instrument in the form of a dialogue between the vocalist and
instrumentalist (āvāz and javāb-e āvāz).
Chahārmezrāb: (literally four beats/strokes) A composed instrumental piece, usually with a fast
tempo and ostinato plucking pattern pāye (literally means base). It displays the virtuosic ability
of the performers (Pourjavādy 2019: 256, Wright 2009: 30).
Darāmad: The initial gushe of each dastgāh and usually the first to be performed, it serves as an
introduction to a dastgāh and sets the primary modal space of the dastgāh. It is an unmetered
gushe.
Dastgāh: The radif consists of seven dastgāhs and five āvāzes (secondary dastgāhs). Each
dastgāh consists of several pieces (gushes). It is a level of organization, in which a certain
number of gushes are organized and ordered in relation to each other. The order of gushes in the
dastgāh teaches the students of radif the paths of modulations.
Eshāre (literally means hint) is a grace note that appears after the main note with a higher or
lower pitch. It can also be a sequence of secondary notes with both higher-pitched and lowerpitched notes and is an element of tahrir (Talāʾi 2015: 55).
Forud: A cadential phrase that marks the end of a gushe or returning to the primary mode of the
dastgāh after modulations.

xix

Gushe: (literally corner) The units which comprise each dastgāh or āvāz. Each gushe has a
distinct modal, melodic, or rhythmic character, and they are related to each other through a
special order in dastgāh.
Ist: (literally stand) It refers to the final note of an intermediate phrase other than the shāhed
(Wright 2009:33).
Maqām: In many contemporary Persian musicological texts, the word maqām is used without a
precise definition, and in some cases, the definition exists, but the usage of the word remains
vague. In this dissertation, we refer to ʿAlizāde’s definition. In his view, maqām or mode is a
scale in which certain tones have specific functions, and certain melody models might exist in
pieces performed in that maqām. For example, if we select [C D E F G A Bb C] as a scale and
compose a piece in this scale, in which we emphasize G, and we pause on D, then we have a
maqām. ʿAlizāde later mentions that if we compose different pieces in this maqam, we might
repeat a specific melody model (olgu-ye lahni) in all those pieces, and this melody model will be
among the characteristics of this maqam. He then mentions that instead of scale, in Iranian
music, we might have a tetrachord or two tetrachords as the range of maqām (ʿAlizāde et al.
2009:29-31).
Moteghayyer: (literally alterable, variable) It relates to a pitch that maybe replaced by another
(either a quartertone or a semitone higher or lower) during the course of the gushe (Wright
2009:33).
Pish-darāmad: An instrumental metric genre, usually performed at the beginning of the
performance, containing multiple modulations to important gushes of a dastgāh.
Radif: (literally series, row) The repertoire/system of Persian classical music which consists of
several hundred of mostly free-rhythmic pieces (gushes) organized in 12 or 13 systems called

xx

dastgāhs. Musicians interiorize radif through memorization and repetition and then improvise
based on what they have learnt.
Ravāyat: (literally narration) In the context of radif, it refers to the line of transmission of radif
through a certain student of that master.
Reng: A composed instrumental metric piece in a moderately fast tempo and usually
accompanied by a drum, which might be used for dance and is usually performed at the end of a
performance (Pourjavādy 2019: 255).
Shāhed: (literally witness) The most prominent pitch of the gushe, the salience of which is
marked primarily by relative duration. (Wright 2009:33).
Tahrir: A particular vocal technique similar to yodeling, which involves changes in vocal
register and sudden jumps in frequency. Tahrir has many various types that are discussed in
Chapter 3.
Tasnif: A vocal precomposed metered piece, usually with a relatively slow tempo. It is usually
performed towards the end of a performance.
Tekye: (literally leaning) Tahrir is a rapid transition between the main note and a higher-pitched
note, which is usually referred to as tekye. It is a grace note after the main note, and its pitch is
between one semitone to 4 semitones higher than the main note.
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Glossary of Mathematical and Computational Terms
Alignment (of Audio and MIDI): Looking at both audio and MIDI of a performance as
sequences of data whose indices are equally spaced points in time, to find which point of MIDI
corresponds to which point of audio.
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW): One of the most common algorithms for aligning two time
series and measuring their similarities. This algorithm measures the similarity between two
temporal sequences and gives the best possible global path for matching them.
Fundamental frequency: The fundamental frequency is the lowest frequency of a periodic
waveform. In music, our perception of pitch depends on fundamental frequency of the sound
wave.
Ground truth data: It refers to objective information obtained by direct observation, instead of
inference. It is used for verification of the inferred data by a given model.
Histogram: A chart that represents the total number of occurrences of each element of a
sequence. In a MIDI histogram, each bar represents the total duration of a note in a given piece.
In audio histogram, the x-axis represents the fundamental frequency (pitch) and the y-coordinate
of each point on the histogram represents the number of occurrences of that fundamental
frequency. The total duration of a note in audio histogram is given by the area under the
mountain corresponding to that note.
Linear regression: A model that explains the relationship between two variables by fitting a line
to observed data. One variable is considered to be dependent on the other variable.
Markov Model: probabilistic model with a number of states and a probability matrix which
represents the probability of moving from each state the other. In a first-order Markov model,
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the probability of each state depends only on its previous state. While in a second-order Markov
model, the probability of each state depends on its last two states.
Hidden Markov Model: A Markov model with some unobserved (hidden) states.
Moving Average: (Also known as Moving Mean and Rolling Mean) Finding the average of
various subsets of the full dataset to smooth out short-term fluctuations in time-series and
highlight long-term trends.
Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI): A standard that connects electronic musical
instruments, computers and is used in playing, and editing music. In this dissertation MIDI is
used as a presentation of Transcription.
N-gram Modeling An n-gram is a subsequence of contiguous elements of length n of a given
sequence. The sequence can be a sample of text, speech, or music. An n-gram model is
commonly used in computational linguistics and musicology for predicting the n-th item in a
sequence of (n-1)-th order Markov chain (Senturk 2011).
Partial matching: Similar to Smith-Waterman algorithm, it is a method for comparing two
sequences in local level. In comparison with Smith-Waterman, it has more flexibility, which in
turn, may cause more inappropriate and fragmented alignments (Ewert et al. 2012: 774).
Recursive Algorithm: An algorithm which solves a problem by solving the same problem for
smaller instances of the same problem.
RMS Energy: In audio signal processing energy represents the loudness of the sound signal.
The energy is defined as the total magnitude of the signal. Root Mean Square Energy is defined
as the square root of the arithmetic mean of the squares of the signal.
Smith-Waterman: An algorithm for finding local similarities between two sequences. In this
method, instead of comparing the two sequences, one compares segments of all possible lengths
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from both sequences. This algorithm is especially appropriate for the cases, where two sequences
have structural differences, and it gives more flexibility to align the parts that correspond to each
other (Ewert et al. 2012: 773).
Smooth Curve: The geometrical object corresponding to a smooth function, a function whose
derivative is continuous. In geometrical sense, a smooth curve does not have any sharp edges and
corners. By smoothing a curve, we mean to reduce the sharp edges, while still capturing the
essence of its shape. In this dissertation, when we use moving average to smooth curves.
Standard Deviation: A statistical measure that represents the amount of deviation of the data
points of a given set from the average.
Time series: A sequence of data whose indices are equally spaced points in time.
YIN: An algorithm for estimating the fundamental frequency (𝑓! ) for speech and music.
pYIN: A modification of YIN, which uses Hidden Markov Model.
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Introduction

1.1 Introduction
In this dissertation I will study the structural aspects of the radif, as the repertoire/system of
Persian classical music. During the past few decades, the scene of Iranian classical music has
changed in many ways. The international discourses on preservation of national heritage,
historical events after the 1979 revolution, and the advent and availability of digital recording
technologies are among the important reasons for the changes. During the twentieth century, the
radif was established as an icon of tradition, authenticity, and heritage. It has been the center of
discourses about preservation, change, creativity, imitation, individuality, emotion, style,
meaning, authority, and national roots in Iranian music. Through these discourses, the radif has
been developed as a two-headed arrow pointing towards the future and creativity, and at the
same time towards the past and authenticity. This dissertation explores this twofold character of
the radif through the lens of musical structures and performing styles in Persian vocal music. I
develop a digital database of the radif, and a collection of computer programs in MATLAB to
analyze Iranian vocal music. This computational framework is used to shed light on specific
characteristics of vocal radif.
The numerous recent notations and recordings of different versions of the radif and other
performances of Persian classical music amount to a huge source of knowledge about the
practice. In order to be able to use this large quantity of data we need mathematical and
technological tools. The computational methods of dealing with monophonic audio files have
1

been improved significantly in the past decade. These technological tools, together with
computational and mathematical analysis methods, can help us extract information from audio
datasets. To explain the result, I will rely on my Persian music background, as a student of setār
and radif for more than a decade (1995-2006). The methods and results of this path will help
document the theory of the current practice of classical music in Iran.

1.2 Background
Interest in education and research on Persian music increased during the twentieth
century. Among the most prominent musicians from the early twentieth century to the 1970s, one
can mention Vaziri and Khāleqi, who were both modernist and in favor of using Western music
methods and ideas to “improve” Persian classical music. The efforts of such modernist musicians
changed the status of music in the society. The classical Iranian music became recognized as an
element of “high culture” associated with the newly formed urban middle class. Western
ethnomusicologists started to visit Iran for fieldwork and ethnographic research. The main areas
of their focus were Persian classical music and folk music. Among the prominent Western
ethnomusicologists who worked on Persian classical and folk music, one can mention Nettl
(1992) and Blum (1978, 2005), who did their fieldwork in Tehran and Mashhad in the 1960s,
Zonis (1973), who visited Tehran during the years 1963-1965, and During (2006), who visited
Iran multiple times since the mid-1960s. They all worked closely with very prominent musicians
of the time in Tehran and other large cities. The first works on Persian classical music were
mainly devoted to different aspects of the radif (Tsuge 1970, Nettl 1987, 1992, and Farhat 1990),
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as well as biographies of musicians (Nettl 1989, Safvat 1994), documentation, transcription
(Maʿrufi 2010/1963, During 2006, and Masʿudiye 2004/1997), and archiving.
The process of documentation and transcription of the radif, together with the availability
of recording technology, partially, implicitly, and gradually changed the music scene of Iran. The
idea of preservation and protection started to work, to some extent, against itself, even before
scholars could notice the flaws and the contradictions of this idea. Descriptive transcriptions of
the radif by various Iranian and Western ethnomusicologists and music scholars, and the
recordings of masters, later served as sources of knowledge. The practice of radif has changed
partially from an oral tradition to a written tradition. The role of memorization of the whole radif
has been reduced to a great extent. Students learn “improvisation” more as a technique, and
perhaps to some extent mechanical, rather than as a result of full and in-depth knowledge of
radif. Many students use recordings of different masters to familiarize themselves with various
performing styles. The direct master to student teaching, which was historically central to the
practice of the radif, became inevitably less important in the new setting. This “modern” setting
for learning the “tradition” brings up many questions regarding the forms of continuity and
discontinuity in the functions and directions of music in today’s Iran.
Historical events after the 1979 revolution1 and the anti-Westernization movement
changed the cultural scene of Iran (Youssefzadeh 2000). The Islamic government's restrictive
cultural policies almost eliminated the production of popular music for two decades. The
government defined the “appropriate” (mojāz, literally allowed) forms of music, whose

1

Among the important events one can mention the Iran-Iraq war (1980-1988), and the Cultural

Revolution (1980-1983).
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definition always remained vague, changing, and subject to interpretation. The lyrics have been
among the important elements for deciding the “appropriateness” of music. Persian classical
music, traditionally, has been linked to masterpieces of Persian poetry, such as ghazals of Hāfez,
Saʿdi, and Molavi. This is an important factor that gives traditional music a relatively safe
position. Another factor in deciding on the “appropriateness” of the music is the performers. The
current government of Iran accepts older male musicians more easily compared with their young
or female counterparts.
In the arena of Iranian classical music, women vocalists almost disappeared from the
public arena after the1979 revolution. Some of them continued to work as private music teachers,
and many of them left the country. After almost twenty years of forced absence, starting from
1998, some women musicians were allowed to perform in the women's section of the Fajr
festival2 for a female-only audience, while others argued that the whole concept of being allowed
to perform only for a sex-segregated audience is insulting. There are two competing attitudes
toward these kinds of partial freedoms among Iranian feminists. Some believe that women
should not accept this limited freedom and continue to challenge the government through their
explicit struggle until they can achieve the greater freedom they deserve. However, other Iranian
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Fajr Music Festival is the most important annual music festival in Iran after the 1979

revolution, which can serve as a good source of information for understanding and following the
government's cultural policies toward music. This festival started in the mid-1980s, with the
name “The National Festival for Revolutionary Songs and Hymns.” It became international in
1992, with the presence of Muslim musicians from India, Tajikistan, and Azarbaijan
(Youssefzadeh 2005).
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feminists think women should continue their presence in the public sphere and change the
situation implicitly and through their actions. They believe that the active presence of women in
society, even under the rules of patriarchy, helps in the process of women’s empowerment and
emancipation and negotiating with patriarchy and the government (Kandiyoti 1988). In recent
years, the number of women vocalists in Iranian classical music is growing. In the past few
years, some of them had the chance to be the solo singer in concerts inside Iran. The rules are
changing vaguely. Many influential musicians, such as Shajariān and ʿAlizāde had been
interviewed about this issue and supported the “women’s movement” in Iranian classical music.
Some recognized male musicians, such as Majid Derakhshāni, have recorded music videos with
a group of women musicians to support their presence in this arena3.
In general, there are always exceptions to the cultural policies toward music. Because of
the nature of traditional music, it has always been one of the very few genres that are judged as
“appropriate.” In the absence of popular music, famous traditional musicians, such as Shajariān,
Lotfi, and ʿAlizāde, gained pop stars’ social popularity. All these changes made the prominent
traditional musicians less accessible for teaching. Many of these musicians no longer accept
beginning students. Many of them teach workshops that accept a limited number of performers
from many applicants. The Islamic government's strict cultural policies toward music caused the
more traditional and religious segments of society to trust music and enjoy it and initiate a new
wave in this area, especially among the generation born after the revolution. The same

3

A sample of their music videos can be found at

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3f7ACBUihYQ (Accessed Nov. 14, 2020)
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phenomenon can be seen in other arts such as cinema. These social facts contributed to
fundamental changes in classical music.
After the 1979 revolution, international policies made Iran a difficult destination for
Western visitors, including ethnomusicologists. Furthermore, because of governmental
censorship, the safest areas of studies for insider scholars were those that did not involve any
social and political issues. Hence (purely) musicological study of “appropriate forms of music”
has been one of the most popular topics for Iranian ethnomusicologists after the revolution.
Among the more recent works in this field one can mention Boubān’s dissertation (2009), which
compares the rhythmic patterns of the Persian language with rhythmic patterns of the radif. She
also talks about the insufficiency of Western musical notation for rhythm in Persian music and
suggests a visual notation. There are many other recent works on the radif, among which one can
mention Asʿadi’s dissertation (2006), which is on the structure of the radif, Āzādehfar’s book on
rhythm in Persian āvāz (2004), Mehrāni’s three-volume work on the theory of Iranian music
(Mehrāni 2010), Fereyduni’s book on the characteristics of the vocal radif of Davāmi (Fereyduni
2004), and Jaʿfarzādeh’s book on Iranian musicology (Jaʿfarzādeh 2013).

1.3 State of Research and Methodology
Developing computer tools for sound analysis and, more specifically, understanding the
melodic and rhythmic structures of music based on digital audio files has been a topic of research
in the fields of computational (ethno)musicology, psychology, machine learning, data mining,
computer science, and electrical engineering. Music Information Retrieval (MIR) is a new and
evolving area of research in music that deals with the organization and exploration of a large
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music database. The earlier works in this field focused mainly on Western popular music and
classical music. This research area later expanded to include other musical cultures. Different allencompassing problems are at the center of attention among MIR researchers, among which one
can mention: “query-by-humming, automatic musical genre classification, structural analysis,
computer accompaniment, score following, and tempo tracking” (Tzanetakis 2007). My research
on Persian music is mainly devoted to structural analysis.
In this research, on the one hand, I will draw on the existing musicological and MIR
ideas, tools, and methods for pitch recognition of voice (Mauch & Dixon 2014), alignment of
score and transcription (Senturk et al. 2014), computational analysis of Turkish makam music
(Akkoc et al. 2015, Bozkurt 2008, 2011, 2015), and models for the analysis of vocal techniques
(Yang 2017, Biglari 2012, Sundberg 1994). On the other hand, I will use theoretical (ʿAlizāde et
al. 2009, Talāʾi 1993; 1995, 2018, Jaʿfarzādeh 2013, Asʿadi 2006, Farhat 1990; Mehrāni 2010),
historical, and ethnomusicological texts on Iranian classical music and my own musical
experience to develop a computational framework that is designed specifically for the analysis of
Persian vocal performances and in a more general sense theorizing the contemporary practice of
radif. This analysis contributes to the series of ethnomusicological studies on radif and more
generally on Iranian traditional music. Furthermore, through developing a database for
computational research on Iranian classical music, this dissertation invites other
ethnomusicologists and computer and data scientists to do research on topics related to Iranian
traditional music that require access to an annotated database.
This dissertation is located between two areas of scholarship, ethnomusicological
research on Persian classical music and computational methods for the structural analysis of
music. The main goal of this project is to develop computer tools for the structural analysis of
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Persian classical music. It started with building up an annotated database of the radif. In the past
few decades, several masters of Persian music have recorded their performances of the radif.
This fact and the availability of the analytical transcription of the radif (Talāʾi 1995, 2018)
provide an extraordinary chance for exploring and analyzing the structural characteristics of the
radif. I work on the vocal radif of Karimi as my primary source, and on the vocal radif of
Davāmi and the instrumental radif of Mirzā ʿAbdollāh as my secondary sources. Where
appropriate, I also consider different improvisations based on radifs by distinguished masters of
the art. Mirzā ʿAbdollāh’s radif is the most practiced instrumental radif, and it is the main
reference for tār, setār, and ney players. The radifs of Davāmi and Karimi are among the most
important sources for vocalists. These three radifs are all transcribed, and commercial recordings
of them exist. There are several recordings of Mirzā ʿAbdollāh’s radif by different masters.
Where needed, my main source among these is ʿAndalibi’s performance of this radif on Ney,
since the current pitch recognition algorithms work reasonably well on monophonic voice and
wind instruments.
The radif consists of seven dastgāhs and five āvāzes (secondary dastgāhs). Each dastgāh
consists of several pieces (gushes). These gushes are in different maqāms 4and they are related to

4

In many contemporary Persian musicological texts, the word “maqām” is used without a

precise definition, and in some cases, the definition exists, but the usage of the word remains
vague. Among the clear explanations and applications of this word, one can mention ʿAlizāde’s
definition. In his view, maqām or mode is a scale in which certain tones have specific functions,
and certain melody models might exist in pieces performed in that maqām. For example, if we
select [C D E F G A Bb C] as a scale and compose a piece in this scale, in which we emphasize
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each other through a special order, which provides a path for modulation from one maqām to
another, inside a given dastgāh (ʿAlizāde et al. 2009: 33).

1.4 Structure of the Radif Database
Development of the annotated database of the radif involves several steps. In this section
we study basic details of this structure. Figure 1.1 shows the overview of the initial steps of this
process. Throughout this work we refer to different pieces (gushes) in various parts of codes and
documents. For each gushe we have at least one audio file, one MIDI file5, and one PDF file,
which come from transcriptions of the radif by different musicians and scholars. In some cases,
we have more than one audio file, since we might have different performances of the same
gushe, or more than one transcription. For example, in the case of vocal radif of Karimi we have
three transcriptions by Masʿudiye (2004/1997), Atrāyi (2003), and Tahmāsbi (1995). Hence for
each gushe of Karimi’s vocal radif, we can have three MIDI files that are slightly different. And
in the case of the instrumental radif of Mirzā ʿAbdollāh we have the performance of each gushe
by ʿAlizāde on tār, Talāʾi on tār and setār, Jamshid ʿAndalibi on ney and in some cases the voice

G, and we pause on D, then we have a maqām. ʿAlizāde later mentions that if we compose
different pieces in this maqam, we might repeat a specific melody model (olgu-ye lahni) in all
those pieces, and this melody model will be among the characteristics of this maqam. He then
mentions that instead of scale as octave species, in Iranian music we might have a tetrachord or
two tetrachords (ʿAlizāde et al. 2009:29-31).
5

We have typed the transcriptions in Finale and then generated the MIDI files using Finale.
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Figure 1.1: An overview of the data

of Mohsen Kerāmati. In order to identify each piece, we will need an identifier code which
contains the following information:
- The spot of that specific gushe in several different transcribed radifs.
- The name and instrument of the performer.
To make that identifier code we had to have a table of the gushes in all published radifs.
We will not analyze all these radifs in this dissertation; however, one of our goals was to be as
inclusive as possible in terms of structuring the database, so that we leave reasonable space and
possibility for future developments of the database. Our naming convention table is mainly based
on the existing names of gushes in different radifs. Once the content of the gushes in all radifs is
computationally analyzed, the naming convention table can be made more concise and compact,
for example by merging different names, when they refer to the same musical content, or
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separating gushes with the same name but different musical content. The evolving system for
making the identifier codes is explained in more detail in Appendix A. We had to face the
following problems in our naming convention table.
-

The name of the same gushe might be different in various radifs. For example, in
māhur of Karimi’s vocal radif, we have two different gushes: tusi and nasirkhāni,
while in the instrumental radif of Borumand, there is one gushe named nasirkhāni or
(yā) tusi, which implies that these two names are used to refer to the same gushe.
Content-wise Tusi in Karimi is similar to (nasirkhāni yā tusi) in Mirzā ʿAbdollāh’s
radif, while nasirkhāni in Karimi’s radif is almost the same as a different gushe in
Mirzā ʿAbdollāh’s radif which is called chahārpāre or (yā) morādkhāni.

-

There are some gushes that have a slightly different name in different radifs. This
makes automation in searching the similar gushe names very challenging. For
example, we can see shur-e bālā in Maʿrufi vs. shur-e pāyin-daste in Borumand (both
Talāʾi and During transcriptions). The reason for the different names is that pāyindaste in setār and tār refer to the lower position of the left hand on fingerboard when
playing the higher (bālā) octave.

-

There are some gushes that are included in a few radifs and are not included in the
others. For example, gushe-ye baghdādi is the thirteenth gushe in abuʿatā of Musā
Maʿrufi’s radif which does not exist in Mirzā ʿAbdollāh’s radif, nor in Karimi’s and
Davāmi’s vocal radifs.

-

Some gushes with the same name are very different in various radifs. For example,
darāmad of māhur in Mirzā ʿAbdollāh’s radif is different from darāmad of māhur in
Shahnāzi’s radif in terms of melody and range.
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-

Different transcriptions of the same radif have a different number of gushes. For
example, the transcription of Karimi’s radif by Atrāyi has more gushes than the
transcription of the same radif by Masʿudiye. Atrāyi had been a direct pupil of Karimi
and has transcribed his lessons for the conservatory of music of Tehran (honarestān),
while Masʿudiye was transcribing a recording.

-

Sometimes a radif includes the same name of a gushe in different places in a dastgāh.
For example, in rāst-panjgāh of Neydāvud, the gushe name parvāne appears twice:
once as the ninth gushe after rāst, and once as the sixteenth gushe after mobarqaʿ. In
each case we need to decide whether we have to give them the same identifier code or
two different identifier codes.

-

There are some minor differences in the names of gushes which might be typos or
uttered mistakenly by the performers. For example, in segāh and chahārgāh of
Neydāvud we see the gushe name khazān ()ﺧﺰان, which might be mistaken for hozzān
()ﺣﺰان, or in homāyun of the same radif we see the name farhang, which might be a
mistaken word for farang.

-

Some performers and transcribers have separated some of the foruds and
chahārmezrābs from gushes and assign them a new name and number. Even for a
given radif this is not done in a consistent way, and we need to find a way to deal
with these inconsistencies.

-

The order of dastgāhs, āvāzes, and gushes in various radifs is different, which can be
seen in the following tables. However, there are islands of gushes in the table which
more or less have the same order in all radifs.

Table 1.1 shows the order of āvāzes of Shur in 14 selected transcriptions and notations of
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vocal and instrumental radifs. In the following table the first row introduces the narrator
(rāvi) of radif and the transcriber respectively, separated by a hyphen.

Table 1.1: Order of āvāzes of shur in 13 radifs
Sabā- Pāyvar: dastur

Borumand-

Borumand-

Karimi-

Karimi-

Karimi-

santur

Talāʾi

During

Tahmāsbi

Masʿudiye

Atrāyi

Shur

Shur

Shur

Shur

Shur

Shur

Bayāt-tork

Bayāt-kord

Abuʿatā

Abuʿatā

Abuʿatā

Bayāt-kord

Abuʿatā

Dashti

Bayāt-tork

Bayāt-tork

Bayāt-tork

Bayāt-tork

Afshāri

Bayāt-tork

Afshāri

Afshāri

Dashti

Abuʿatā

Dashti

Abuʿatā

Dashti

Dashti

Afshāri

Afshāri

Afshāri

Bayāt-kord

Dashti
Mirzā

Davāmi-

Habib Somāʿi

ʿAbdollāh

Pāyvar-dore

Montazem-ol-

Pāyvar

Shahnāzi

Maʿrufi Taliʿeh Kāmrān Kiyāni

ebtedāyi

hokamā

Shur

Shur

Shur

Shur

Shur

Shur

Abuʿatā

Abuʿatā

Abuʿatā Abuʿatā

Bayāt-kord

Abuʿatā

Afshāri

Afshāri

Dashti

Dashti

Abuʿatā

Bayāt-tork

Bayāt-kord

Dashti

Afshāri

Afshāri Bayāt-tork

Dashti

Afshāri

Bayāt-tork

Afshāri

Dashti

Dashti

Shur

Dashti

BayātBayāt-kord
Bayāt-tork

Bayāt-tork tork

Bayāt-tork
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The process of developing the database and adding the relevant information for each
gushe is discussed step by step in the next chapters (2-5). These steps involve selecting the
appropriate features for analyzing each gushe. In order to extract and choose relevant features,
we use both the scholarly works on analysis of the radif and observation of the data from practice
of the radif. Among the characteristics of gushes, we focus on automatic detection of the
function of notes (such as shāhed, ist, and moteghayyer)6, detection of the intervals that are used
in the performance, range of each gushe, and its sentences7. After selecting the appropriate
features, we will have an n-dimensional vector (point) for each gushe, where n is the number of
features. These features can be weighted, and one needs to decide about the importance of each
feature and assign the appropriate weight to it. Then we can organize these vectors (points) in a
matrix and use them as a database with data mining and machine learning tools.
One of the main challenges of using the computational tools for data analysis is that in
some of these processes we may lose much of the interpretability of the information. Powerful
mathematical tools give answers that are hard to explain. I overcome this issue by having
different levels of abstraction at each step of my work. For example, we bridge the gap between

6

“Shāhed (‘witness’) is the most prominent pitch of the gushe, its salience marked primarily by

relative duration; ist (‘stand’) is an intermediate phrase final note other than the shāhed;
moteghayyer (‘alterable’) relates to a pitch that may be replaced by another (either a quartertone
or a semitone higher or lower) during the course of the gushe” (Wright 2009:33).
7

Iranian musicians use the term jomle (sentence) to refer to a meaningful musical phrase that

ends in a relatively long silence. These musical sentences are not necessarily the same as the
poetry sentences, although sometimes they match.
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working only with audio recordings and working only with transcriptions by aligning the two in
different parts of the process so that we can build a symbolic database more reliant on the
performance than the notation. We draw on scholarship that explores the alignment of the
symbolic presentation and the audio presentation of the sound (Sentürk 2014 and Schlüter 2015).

1.5 Chapter Outline
Chapter 2 starts with an overview of historical Iranian music intervals based on
Fārābi and Marāghi’s theories. It then compares those theories with the current
measurements of the intervals and tunings in Iranian classical music, Sections 2.1 and
2.2. It continues with suggesting a computational method for finding the intervals
from the vocal radif of Karimi. In order to do so, it uses an existing algorithm for
pitch recognition, Section 2.3. It then explains and uses histograms and mathematical
models for describing the intervals used in Karimi’s performance, Sections 2.4 and
2.5. It will talk about the transcription of Karimi’s vocal radif and the process of
alignment of audio and MIDIs generated for the database, Section 2.6. The alignment
of audio and score helps in structural analysis of the audio recordings. The result from
this alignment is used in finding the histogram for each note separately, Section 2.7.
This method can be used to confirm the intervals found from the general histogram.
The results for the dastgāh of shur is given in Section 2.8. Section 2.9 explores the
question of pitch drift in the vocal radif of Karimi and also the performance of azān
(call to prayer).
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Chapter 3 uses the framework developed in chapter 2 to build a computational
system to detect various vocal techniques such as solid notes and vibratos in Karimi’s
performance of radif, Sections 3.1 and 3.2. It then explores tahrir as the most essential
vocal technique in Iranian classical music, both through the lens of Iranian musicians
(Section 3.3) and through computational analysis of pitch and energy curves of the
audio for various performances of tahrir by prominent vocalists. It uses this analysis
for the classification of tahrirs. It also discusses tekye/eshāre as the basis of tahrir,
Sections 3.4 and 3.5.
Chapter 4 builds bridges between theory and practice through studying the ways
in which the theoretical concepts are taught in Iran through practice in Sections 4.1
and 4.2. It gives a historical overview of jens using Fārābi and Marāghi’s theories. It
continues with a review of the structural aspects of gushes studied in today’s music
theory texts, such as the tonal space, tetrachords, the function of notes, and the range
of segments in Section 4.3. It provides a uniform table for various aspects of gushes
that have been discussed by different scholars. Drawing on the previous sections and
the methods of chapters 2 and 3, it will develop a computational framework for
extracting explicit information from practice. It also sets up a visual framework for
comparing the theories by various scholars with each other and with practice, Section
4.5. The final section develops a computational music generation framework based on
statistical aspects of gushes. This generative model can potentially be used for
theorizing, understanding the relation between theories and practice, and testing the
codes that are used in extracting theories from practice.
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Chapter 5 provides an overview of the contributions of this dissertation, Section
5.1. It discusses the radif database developed during this research and the possibilities
it offers (Section 5.2) and concludes by suggesting future directions based on this
research. It summarizes and categorizes the types of problems that can be explored
based on this research and its database by ethnomusicologists and data scientists,
Section 5.3.
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2

Intervals of Iranian Classical Music

2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we develop computational tools to study the intervals in Iranian classical
music, based on a performance by Mahmud Karimi, one of the most prominent vocalists who
recorded the radif. Similar to many other Middle Eastern musical cultures, there have always
been debates about the tuning system in Persian classical music. Automatic pitch analysis of
audio databases is crucial for studying the tuning system for Persian music. However,
computational studies of the radif are very limited in number, and this question is hardly touched
upon in the few available works.
We first review the historical context of the intervals in Iranian musical culture. We then
review the literature on the modern theory of intervals and present our computational method for
analyzing the intervals as performed by Karimi. A computational method for analyzing the
tuning system enables us to compare the intervals performed by different masters, and during
various performances. Unlike the traditional methods of measuring the frequency of each note
played on the tar, our computational method is independent of a given instrument, and it can be
executed on real performances with minimum effort. What we would like to achieve
computationally in this chapter, is not to prescribe an exact scale, as it is impossible for voice,
but to describe the musical intervals and their variations as performed by Karimi. As we will
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have our MATLAB code available for public use, any interested musician or scholar can
measure the scale performed by other vocalists and Ney players as well.
Vocalists are among the very few groups of musicians in Iran who still teach and learn
music following the oral tradition and direct master to student transmission of knowledge,
instead of using musical notation. In his foreword to Maʿrufi’s radif, Barkeshli explains that the
singing voice is a more genuine source of information about Iranian musical intervals since,
unlike the musical instruments, it has not gone through different distortions (Maʿrufi 2010: 28).
In his view, measuring the current Persian scale using the human voice has the advantage of
being more authentic, in comparison with the measurement of the scales of musical instruments.
Furthermore, in Iranian classical music performance, the voice is a reference followed by other
instruments. In most cases, instrumentalists try to follow the voice as closely as possible.
Following the singing voice musical intervals is more possible with unfretted instruments such as
kamancheh and ʿud. Instrumentalists with fretted string instruments such as tār and setār usually
use either Vaziri’s 24-equidistant intervals, or a combination of Vaziri’s 24-tone scale and a17tone scale based on the aural ability of their school masters. Most santur-players tune their
instruments based on Vaziri’s 24-equidistant intervals.
The other reason we mainly focus on the human voice is that the state-of-the-art pitch
recognition methods work well with human voice and ney, but do not handle other instruments
with an acceptable error rate for this purpose. In the future, the advancements in pitch
recognition methods and implications will help us to analyze the scales performed on other
instruments as well. Later, in the section 2.3, we explain our choices for pitch recognition and the
way we deal with this issue.
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After much consideration and many trials, we decided to set up our analysis system,
based on Karimi’s vocal radif because the quality of recording and the stability of the voice were
more suitable for our research, in comparison with Davāmi’s vocal radif. Moreover, the
availability of the excellent transcription of Karimi’s radif by Masʿudiye makes our path much
smoother. Since our computational analysis system uses both audio and transcription, we have
explained our choices and challenges of working with Masʿudiye’s transcription in Appendix B.

2.2 The History of the Study of Intervals
Old Persian and Arabic music theory treatises, such as Fārābi’s Kitāb al-musiqi al-kabir
in Arabic, Marāghi’s Jāmeʿ al-alhān in Persian, and Ormavi’s Kitāb al-advār in Arabic have
received attention from Iranian ethnomusicologists in the past decades. These studies were
supported ideologically by both the Pahlavi shāhs and the current government, because of their
significance in the reinforcement of the national and Islamic identities. Musiqi-e Fārābi by M.
Barkeshli (1974, 2013) is an example of the first attempts. Later other scholars such as Taqi
Binesh (1987), Rajabi (2011), Bābak Khazrāyi (2013), Negār Boubān8, Amir Hossein
Pourjavādy (2013), and Ārian Rahmānian (2018) continued these analytical studies.
In this section, we consider two of the most important historical sources for the theory of
Perso-Arabic musical intervals during tenth to fourteenth century: Kitāb al-musiqi al-kabir by
Fārābi, and Jāmeʿ al-alhān by Marāghi (died 1434). I have used the Persian translation of Fārābi

8

Informal but informative papers on her website: http://negarbouban.com/writings.html
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by Barkeshli. Fārābi is one of the most important philosophers, musicians, and mathematicians
of the tenth century. Kitāb al-musiqi al-kabir has been organized in three main parts and twelve
sections. In section two of part one, Fārābi talks about the measurement of the musical intervals
on ʿud. In the historical theories of music, they use the fractions of a whole length of a string to
measure the intervals. For simplicity, I have converted the fractions to the cents system. The
following formula gives the interval between a and b in cents.
𝑎
𝑎
→ 1200 × log "
𝑏
𝑏
"#$

For example, 256/243 will be converted to 1200 × log " "%& ≈ 90 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠.
Fārābi calls both pitches of an octave shohāj-e aʿzam (the lower pitch of an octave) and
siāh-e aʿzam (the higher pitch of an octave). The relation between the two pitches is named
power (qovveh). He mentions that these two pitches can be replaced with each other in a melody.
Fārābi first defines octave based on what people hear as the same and then defines it
mathematically. He then explains these concepts using a lute-type instrument, named shāhrud,
which he claims was pleasant to all people from Samarqand to Egypt. This instrument had three
octaves.
Fārābi mentions that pitches are similar to alphabet letters, with a specific order.
Melodies are composed from pitches (naghme), the way that speech (and more specifically
poetry) is composed from letters of the alphabet. The only difference is that the limited number
of letters is arbitrary and conventional, but the limited number of pitches is natural. Fārābi also
explains ʿud fretting/fingering. The four-string ʿud does not have the complete two octaves,
hence one needs to add a fifth string to ʿud so that it becomes complete, with two octaves.
Fārābi defines noʿe jamāʿat as all the possible intervals that exist in an octave. He
suggests that each of the five strings of ʿud be tuned to the fourth of the string below it, on the
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body of the ʿud (see Figure 1.3). On each string, there are three main frets (tanini, tanini,
mojannab). He divides the tanini intervals into smaller subintervals according to the melodies
that are common. Throughout the book he repeatedly emphasizes the superiority of practitioners’
auditory senses over the purely theoretical calculations. For example, he mentions that
Pythagoreans of his time do not accept the fazleh (90 cents) interval, but this interval has been
used in many pleasant melodies. He also compares fazleh with a different interval (16/15=112
cents) which he believes is superior to fazleh (90 cents), although many cannot hear the
superiority. He uses metaphor of a person who is naturally beautiful (16/15~112 cents) versus
one who has been beautified using ornaments and clothes (256/243~90 cents).
Fārābi uses the names of fingers for the frets sabbābeh, wostā, benser, and xenser (index,
middle, ring, and little fingers respectively). The positions of the fingers sabbābeh, benser, and
xenser are fixed, and wostā can have three different positions. Also, since the two octaves need
to have the same pattern of pitches, he adds some pitches to the second octave, so that it becomes
exactly similar to the first octave. He finds exactly 22 pitches in each octave. Figure 2.1 shows
the two octaves of ʿud (Barkeshli 2013).

Figure 2.1: From Fārābi's kitāb al-musiqi al-kabir translated by Barkeshli, Page 58
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Fārābi then explains the acceptable combinations of the pitches in an octave that can be used
in a single melody. He explains that some of the pitches are compatible (mojānes) with each
other and some are not. Hence in a specific melody we cannot have all the 22 pitches, but we
should choose those that are compatible with each other. Fārābi believes there are 7 pitches in
each octave (and 14 in two octaves) that form a pleasant scale. He mentions three groups of
pitches that are compatible with each other as follows9.
1. 204, 204, 90, 204, 204, 90, 204
2. 204, 151, 143, 204, 151, 143, 204
3. 204, 99, 195, 204, 99, 195, 204
For each of the above groups of intervals the scale will be as follows:
I. 204, 408, 498, 702, 906, 996, 1200
II. 204, 355, 498, 702, 853, 996, 1200
III. 204, 303, 498, 702, 801, 996, 1200
On each string, the second and fourth intervals are natural, 204, and 498 respectively, but
the third interval can be 303 (vostā fars), 355 (vostā zalzal), or 408 cents. He mentions that the
old Greek mathematicians and also Arab musicians have documented the number of pitches in an
octave. He criticizes his contemporary scientists who followed the Greek mathematicians

9

Note that Fārābi uses names of the fingers (finger position) for notes in the text, and the

fractions are from the diagrams in the Persian translation, and we have converted the fractions to
cents.
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blindly, without paying attention to the practice. Fārābi believes that musicians who follow their
own musical senses have achieved more success in their theories.
Fārābi describes fourth, fifth, and octave as the most natural intervals. He also mentions
second (tanini) and limma (fazleh) intervals. At this point he defines fazleh as half of a tanini.
Later in the book, he explains that fazleh is indeed a bit less than one half of tanini. He
emphasizes that this is important from a theoretical and mathematical point of view but not in
practice. Since in practice the musicians should rely on their aural skills and use the natural
intervals such as fourth and octave to correct their errors. He mentions that in theory if one has
errors in the calculations, the errors add up together and become larger, but in practice the errors
become corrected using the natural intervals.
The second source that we consider is Marāghi’s treatise. There are three types of interval
in Marāghi’s system: tanini (=9/8~204 cents), baqieh (=256/243~90 cents), and mojannab which
can be large mojannab, 180 or 182 cents and small mojannab, 112 or 114 cents. In the second
chapter of Jāmeʿ al alhān, Marāghi defines the intervals (frequency of notes). He mentions three
methods for calculating the musical intervals.

A. Mathematical (arithmetical): In the first method, he gives a mathematical (arithmetical)
method of calculating the location of frets. This method was given in the Ketāb aladvār an Arabic treatise by Ṣafi al-Din Ormavi (d.1294).10 Marāghi’s intervals have been
calculated only by factors of 2 and 3.

10

Rostami has edited this book along with a Persian translation by an unknown translator

(Ormavi 2001).
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B. A different mathematical method, which according to our calculations is not computed/
written/transmitted correctly. We verified that both available Persian versions of Jāmeʿ
al-alhān (Binesh and Khazrāyi) had the same inaccuracy.
C. Table method: He gives a table of location of frets very accurately with the
'

approximation of less than "!" .

The result of the above methods is shown in Table 2.1. The third column in this table is
calculated based on the formula
1200 × log "

𝑓2
6𝑓1 ,

where f1 is the reference frequency (whole length of the string) and f2 is the calculated interval
between f2 and f1 (the fraction of the string). Although Marāghi’s calculation are mathematically
rigorous, it is not very clear, to what extent of precision Marāghi and his contemporary musicians
had used these intervals in practice.

Table 2.1: Marāghi's intervals
Note Name Marāghi’s interval Fractions Intervals converted to
cents (cumulative)

Note Name
(Persian)

alef

1

0

ا

be

3 9 9
× ×
4 8 8

90

ب

jim

3
3 &
9 &
×( ) ×< =
2
4
8

180

ج
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dāl

8
9

204

د

he

3 9
×
4 8

294

ه

vāv

3
3 &
9
× < = × ( )"
2
4
8

384

و

ze

8 8
×
9 9

408

ز

hā

3
4

498

ح

tā

3 "
9 "
( ) ×< =
4
8

588

ط

ye

3
3
9
× ( )% × ( )&
2
4
8

678

ی

yā

2
3

702

ﯾﺎ

yab

2 3
9
× × ( )"
3 4
8

792

ﯾب

yaj

3
3 %
9 "
×< = ×< =
2
4
8

882

ﯾﺞ

yad

8 2
×
9 3

906

ﯾد

yah

3 3
×
4 4

996

ﯾﮫ

yu

3
9
( )& × ( )"
4
8

1086

ﯾو

yaz

3
3
9
× ( )# × ( )&
2
4
8

1176

ﯾز

yah

1
2

1200

ﯾﺢ
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In Figure 2.2, using logarithmic measures, we have shown Marāghi’s intervals on a
string, which correspond to the real proportion of the frets’ position on a lute using Marāghi’s
intervals. On the left-hand side of the frets, the note names are shown in Persian, and on the
right-hand side of the frets, we see the corresponding note names in Greek.

Figure 2.2: Ratio of Marāghi's intervals shown on a string
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It is interesting to note that nowadays a typical setār has the same number of frets in an
octave as Marāghi suggested. Analyzing the above intervals, I found that Marāghi is using only
two intervals in the whole scale (90 cents and 24 cents). The approximate intervals between the
notes in Marāghi’s scale is the same as Pythagoras’s intervals:
[90, 90, 24], [90, 90, 24], 90, [90, 90, 24], [90, 90, 24], 90, [90, 90, 24],
which corresponds to the first scale type of Fārābi. Marāghi only talks about different
possibilities for vostā (different variation of mojannab) towards the end of the book, without
elaborating much on them. He cites Fārābi for these intervals, and he explains that they are used
in practice. In Table 2.2, we compare the scales of Fārābi and Marāghi. The shaded cells are the
values that are exactly the same for both Fārābi and Marāghi. The unshaded cells show the
differences between Marāghi’s and Fārābi’s scale. The Fārābi’s intervals in Table 2.2 are the
intervals of ʿud. According to Wright, Fārābi’s tanbur-e khorāsāni was tuned in terms of limmas
and commas (Wright 2001).
Table 2.2: Fārābi and Marāghi's intervals
ʿud Strings

FĀRĀBI

MARĀGHI

First String

open

0

ا

unison

0

sabbābe mojannab 1

90

ب

minor 2nd

90

sabbābe mojannab 2

99

ج

sabbābe mojannab 3

151

sabbābe

204

د

major 2nd

204

vostā mojannab

294

ه

minor 3rd

294

vostā fars

303

vostā zalzal

355
و

180

384
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Second String

Third String

benser

408

ز

major 3rd

408

xenser

498

open

498

ح

perfect 4th

498

sabbābe mojannab 1

588

ط

588

sabbābe mojannab 2

597

ی

678

sabbābe mojannab 3

649

sabbābe

702

ﯾﺎ

vostā mojannab

792

ﯾﺐ

792

vostā fars

801

vostā zalzal

853
ﯾﺞ

882

benser

906

xenser

996

open

perfect 5th

702

ﯾﺪ

major 6th

906

996

ﯾﮫ

minor 7th

996

sabbābe mojannab 1

1086

ﯾﻮ

1086

sabbābe mojannab 2

1095

ﯾﺰ

1177

sabbābe mojannab 3

1147

sabbābe

1200

ﯾﺢ

octave

1200

Pythagoras’s intervals, explained in Safi al-Din Ormavi’s and then Marāghi’s treatises can
all be produced using the circle of fifths, with the fifth interval equal to 702 cents. Owen Wright
links these numerical relationships to the Neo-Platonism of the period (Wright 2001). Figure 2.2
shows the output of a code I wrote in MATLAB to generate Marāghi’s intervals using circle of
fifths. The red lines show Marāghi’s intervals in an octave and the blue lines show the way we
can generate them using the circle of fifths. The numbers on the right-hand-side show the order
in which we achieve the left-hand-side numbers, using circle of fifths.
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1200

1200
1176

1

1086
1000

6

996

11

906
882
800

792
702
678

600

16

4
9
14

2

588

7

498
400

12

408
384

17

5

294
200

204
180
90

0

0

10
15

3
8
13

Figure 2.3: Circle of Fifths and Marāghi’s intervals

Tables 2.3 and 2.4 show the comparison of Marāghi’s intervals to the current Persian
scale, reported/measured by Farhat (Farhat 1965: 29) and Talāʾi (Talāʾi 1993: 25) respectively.
Both Farhat and Talāʾi have measured the intervals between the frets of tār and setār. Farhat
mentions that he has measured the intervals between the frets for two tārs and one setār using a
stroboconn between 1959 and 1964. The shaded cells in the Farhat-Marāghi table show the
intervals that are the same in both Marāghi and Farhat with at most 2 cents approximation. The
perfect fourth and perfect fifth intervals in Farhat’s measurements seem to be taken from the
equal temperament scale. As can be seen in Table 2.3, all the natural notes, as well as some of the
flatted notes are the same in both Farhat and Marāghi’s octave division. The differences happen
mostly in neutral intervals and sometimes on the flat and sharp pitches. The letter “k” stands for
koron, the half-flat sign suggested by Vaziri (Vaziri 2008/1934: 67).
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Table 2.3: Farhat and Marāghi's intervals comparison
Note Names

Farhat (cents)

Marāghi (cents)

Note Names
(Persian)

Sol

0

0

ا

La b

90

90

ب

La k

135

180

ج

La

205

204

د

Si b

295

294

ه

Si k

340

384

و

Si

410

408

ز

Do

500

498

ح

Re b

565

588

ط

Re k

630

678

ی

Re

700

702

ﯾﺎ

Mi b

790

792

ﯾب

Mi k

835

882

ﯾﺞ

Mi

905

906

ﯾد

Fa

995

996

ﯾﮫ

1040

1086

ﯾو

Fa #

1110

1176

ﯾز

Sol

1200

1200

ﯾﺢ

The shaded cells in Table 2.4 show the intervals that are the same in both Marāghi and
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Talāʾi with at most 4 cents approximation. As can be seen from Tables 2.3 and 2.4, Farhat’s
intervals have in general more similarities with Marāghi’s intervals. However, there is a big
difference between Marāghi’s neutral intervals with both Farhat’s and Talāʾi’s measurements for
the neutral intervals in contemporary music of Iran. Talāʾi’s intervals seem to have been
approximated in a way that all the measurements are multiples of 10.

Table 2.4: Talāʾi and Marāghi's intervals comparison
Note Names

Talāʾi (cents)

Marāghi (cents)

Note Name
(Persian)

Sol

0

0

ا

90

ب

La k

140

180

ج

La

200

204

د

Si b

280

294

ه

Si k

350

384

و

Si

380

408

ز

Do

500

498

ح

Re b

580

588

ط

Re k

640

678

ی

Re

700

702

ﯾﺎ

792

ﯾب

Mi k

840

882

ﯾﺞ

Mi

900

906

ﯾد

Fa

980

996

ﯾﮫ
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Fa #

Sol

1050

1200

1086

ﯾو

1176

ﯾز

1200

ﯾﺢ

As can be seen in Table 2.3 and 2.4, some intervals are almost the same compared with
today's Persian scale. Among those one can mention, major second ()د, perfect 4th ()ح, Perfect
5th ()ﯾﺎ, Major 6th ()ﯾد, and of course octave are very similar in all the three calculations. Minor
3rd ()ه, Major 3rd()ز, and minor 7th ( )ﯾﮫare almost similar in Marāghi and Farhat. Although the
calculations show some similarities and differences between Marāghi and the current Persian
Intervals system, the historical continuity and change between the two systems is not clear. There
are still many missing points in all these studies, and this make the research in this area more
valuable. However, the aim of this chapter is not a historical research on the intervals of Persian
music.
Among these works Marāghi’s Jāmeʿ al-alhān received the most attention in Iran in
recent years. A group of musicians and ethnomusicologists started a project called Showqnāme11,
under the supervision of Mohammad Reza Darvishi12 (b. 1955). The goal of this project was to
collect and perform some tasnifs, which are said to be composed by Marāghi. The vocalist of this

11

Interview with Mohammad Reza and Homayun Shajarian and Mohammad Reza Shajarian

about this project https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=okGrg5W-rJM
12

Darvishi is a composer and ethnomusicologist. He is the writer of Encyclopedia of the

Musical Instruments of Iran (Encyclopedia of the Musical Instruments of Iran,
http://www.darvishi.com)
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group is Homāyoun Shajariān. As a part of this project, they studied the musical intervals in
Marāghi’s Jāmeʿ al-alhān and published several formal and informal papers. In a short paper by
Negār Boubān some of the intervals of Turkish music are discussed as a link to the intervals of
Marāghi-Ormavi13. Also, it has been discussed how the group needed to make some
modification of intervals in order to make the intervals pleasant to today's Iranian taste.
However, the intervals they have used are neither the same as Marāghi's intervals, nor today's
Iranian taste. They have based their research on today's Turkish interval system and not on
Marāghi's exact intervals. For example, the minimum interval for Marāghi is 23.46 cents but in
the Turkish system it is a variable which can be 23.55, 22.63, or 21.50 cents (These are the
conventions that have been used for Turkish intervals).
There is also a documentary film about this project named shesh qarn o shesh sāl (six
centuries and six years) by Mojtabā Mirtahmāsb, which has been screened in Iranian cinemas14.
This film shows the process of analyzing and performing Marāghi’s tasnifs. Darvishi also
recently tried to register Marāghi as an Iranian musician and composer in UNESCO’ list of
national heritage. This attempt was unsuccessful because of the claims of the neighboring
countries including Turkey, and Afghanistan.15 This news was covered by many important
Iranian news agencies (with reference to the registration of the tār by Azerbaijan).16 In general,

13

Accessed Sept. 30, 2019: http://www.negarbouban.com/pdfs/2010Musicalsystem-

textPersian.pdf
14

http://www.aecinema.ir/movie/ﺳﺎل-ﺷﺶ-و-ﻗﺮن-ﺷﺶ/

15

http://www.chn.ir/NSite/FullStory/News/?Id=108063&Serv=0&SGr=0

16

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/RL/00671
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topics that involve UNESCO’s “cultural heritage” project are considered very important in Iran.
For example, Ārash Mohāfez (musician and ethnomusicologist) in Māhur quarterly17 translated
an article by During about the history of the tār, to prove that it is an Iranian instrument
(Mohāfez 2013). Apparently, UNESCO’s cultural heritage project (along with nationalism) has
caused conflicts among the newly built nation-states that share history, art, and cultural elements.
Discussion about the big picture of these international cultural policies is truly missing in the
literature about Iranian music. Obviously, even the society of scholars in Iran is so immersed in
the national discourses, that they do not consider the fact that all these boundaries are so young
in comparison to “our” (a larger “our”) shared history. They believe that UNESCO is writing and
is the only organization that has the authority to write new cultural histories for people who have
been newly formed as nations.
During the twentieth century the process of modernization and westernization in Iran
started to leave its footprint on the musical scale as well. As in many other “non-Western”
countries, the modern study of music in Iran by scholars and musicians started as a result of a
larger project of Westernization and modernization. A group of modernist, and nationalist,
musicians who had connections with Western music as well as the radif started to change
different aspects of the music scene of Iran, including the tuning system. Ali Naqi Vaziri (18871979) and Ruhollah Khāleqi (1906-1965) are among the most prominent musicians who started
this process.
Vaziri was a colonel in the Iranian army, who sympathized openly with the constitutional

17

Māhur is the most prestigious music journal in Persian. It publishes many serious

musicological and ethnomusicological papers.
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revolution. He was a famous composer, tār player, and violinist who was familiar with the radif,
as well as Western music theory. He studied musical pedagogy and composition in Berlin. In
March of 1924, Vaziri established a music school, madrese-ye ʿali-e musiqi (Superior school of
music) in Tehran. He wrote many books about Iranian music including a music theory book
(1934) that is in three parts: musical notation, Iranian music theory, and Western music theory,
and also some pedagogical books for tār, Dastur-e tār (1936), which includes Vaziri’s
compositions and many exercises for practicing tār. Many of the books that were later used in the
Iranian conservatories were heavily influenced by Vaziri’s method of teaching (Khāleqi 1938).
Vaziri was one of the main figures who tried hard to spread the use of the Western notation for
Iranian music. He believed that a musician who did not have the knowledge of Western notation
is illiterate. Vaziri also suggested the quarter-tone scale for Persian music so that the tunings of
instruments would become uniform, and orchestration would become possible (Farhat 2003).
Vaziri divides each octave to 120 equal parts (Vaziri 2008/1934:90-91). With this method of
division, the European intervals according to Vaziri are as follows. I have added the translation of
the annotations in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4:Vaziri's interval divisions
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With Vaziri’s 120 equal part division, we have the following possibilities for a second
interval in Iranian music (Vaziri 2008/1934:91).

Table 2.5: Vaziri and Farhat’s intervals
Interval

Vaziri’s divisions

Vaziri intervals in

Farhat’s neutral

cents

intervals in cents

Quartertone

5

50

Minor second

10

100

Neutral second

15

150

Major second

20

200

Half-augmented

25

250

30

300

135 to 165

~ 270

second (plus 2nd as
Farhat calls it)
Augmented second

He also suggested the words “sori” and “koron” for half sharp and half-flat respectively.
Below you can see the signs of each in Vaziri’s music theory book. (Vaziri 2008/1934: 67)
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This theory remained controversial among musicians for a few decades. While it is still
very common among santur-players to tune their instruments according to Vaziri’s quarter-tone
system, many tār and setār players do not use that system anymore and use other tunings
according to the school they follow. However, the signs of sori and koron are still extensively
used in the Iranian musical notation system. In this dissertation, I represent them with s and k
attached to letter names of notes.
Khāleqi was another influential musician, composer, and scholar of the twentieth century.
He was one of the main figures of honarestān-e musiqi (Iranian Conservatory). His two-volume
elementary book for tār and setār, dastur-e moqaddamati-e tār o setār, has been taught in music
conservatories for a long time (Khāleqi 1995). These books include some short compositions,
and exercises for beginners on tār and setār, as well as some brief information about the signs in
Western notation, and different tunings and the scales for some Iranian dastgāhs. This circle of
musicians, which I refer to as the first generation from Iranian conservatories, emphasized using
Western musical notation in conservatories. They changed the system of education of traditional
music at least among their followers (and mostly among the middle-class urban population).
Emphasis on the “scientific” character of Iranian music is one of the main concerns of this group
of scholars. This circle of musicians became very influential in the Iranian National Radio and
Television before the Islamic revolution.
To illustrate the situation of music in that era, it is worthwhile to look closely at a video,
in a classroom where Mortezā Hannāne (1923-1989), an Iranian composer and horn player,
teaches radif. In the course of his lecture, he emphasizes the scientific nature of Persian music
several times. In order to prove this, he uses “Western” musical terminology. The Western style
of classroom in this video is very interesting. In this video, Jalil Shahnāz (1921-2013, a very
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prominent tār player), Hossein Qavāmi (1909-1989, an important vocalist), and ʿAli Asghar
Bahāri (1905-1995, a prominent kamānche player) are present in the class18. Hannāneh writes the
scale of Shur on the blackboard and talks about its āvāzes and gushes. The whole setting of this
video can help in understanding the spirit of Iranian musical society of the time. Hannāneh asks
Bahāri and Shahnāz to perform very short phrases (such as a sequence of 3 notes) to provide
examples for his lecture. Qavāmi in return, responds to Hannāneh that Iranian music had been
scientific in the past, even without using the musical notations. He explains that their teachers
had taught them to sing any gushe using poetry and specific words. This discussion is a sample
of the discourses of the time about Persian classical music and shows the division between
musicians.19
These efforts changed the social status of music and musicians, and the newly formed
urban middle class started to recognize Iranian music as an element of “high culture.” The
definition of being a “musician” changed with the agency of all the distinctions that the new
musicians have acquired, such as knowledge of Western notation and music theory. These
musicians emphasized being different from motrebs, those musicians who played music in
lower-class parties and social gatherings. Ella Zonis had worked closely with Ruhollāh Khāleqi
(Zonis 1973), and her book (1973) was influenced by the ideologies of this circle of musicians.

18

It is interesting to note that the musical instruments in this video are not tuned based on

Vaziri’s system.
19

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tGi4fR3-LC4 (last accessed on Nov 15, 2020)
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2.3 Pitch Recognition

In the remaining parts of this chapter, we explain our computational method to find Persian
classical music intervals as performed by Karimi. The first step of this process is pitch
recognition. There are different algorithms for this purpose. All these algorithms use the
fundamental frequency of the sound to quantify pitch. Fundamental frequency is the lowest
frequency of the sound wave and corresponds to its most dominant perceived pitch.
Estimating the fundamental frequency of monophonic sound has a long history in the
field of music information retrieval. TUSK is a framework for comparing different algorithms of
pitch recognition from different perspectives, such as accuracy, efficiency, robustness, speed,
memory, and compatibility. Monophonic voice pitch estimation algorithms have been evaluated
and discussed extensively in MIR literature. Gomez et al. have evaluated both algorithms
CREPE (Kim et al. 2018) and pYIN (Mauch and Dixon 2014) as state-of-the-art pitch
recognition methods for monophonic voice (Gomez et. al 2018). They have evaluated the results
of both of these algorithms on iKala dataset and obtained almost similar results for both pYIN
and CREPE: 91% of Raw Pitch Accuracy for pYIN for monophonic voice and 90.5% accuracy
for CREPE.
We compared the output of pYIN and CREPE for our data which is monophonic voice,
by listening to the F0 traces of the fifteen gushes of shur from Karimi’s vocal radif and the ones
from pYIN sounded more accurate. In our case, CREPE eliminates the silences (zero
frequencies) in order to be able to cover a larger range of note frequencies, and this
problematizes our pitch recognition. The pYIN includes the zero frequencies but misses the
recognition of the very low amplitudes. If we set the sensitivity threshold to a very low
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amplitude (less than 0.1), the pYIN gives more octave error, i.e., it estimates the pitch one octave
lower or higher that the real pitch. Hence after much consideration, we decided to use the pYIN
as our pitch recognition algorithm with the following parameters: step size of 256, block size of
2048, low amplitude suppression of 0.1, onset sensitivity of 0.7, prune threshold of 0.1, and
threshold distribution of 2.
Our experiments show that the pYIN pitch recognition algorithm with these parameters is
very precise for Persian vocal music when the amplitude of sound is in an acceptable range. A
computer application for voice, Tony20, is a software for high quality pitch and note recognition,
specialized for voice. It also allows easy correction by showing different possibilities for the
fundamental frequency. Tony uses the pYIN algorithm for fundamental frequency estimation in
monophonic audio. Smoothed Pitch Track transform, one of the plugins of “Sonic Visualizer”
computer application by Mathias Mauch and Simon, also uses pYIN algorithm for frequency
estimation (Mauch et al. 2014). We have then changed the frequency of the sound (Hz) to the
cents system. The following formula gives the interval between the two notes with the
frequencies f1 and f2, in cents. Each octave is 1200 cents. While frequency of the sound wave,
measured in Hertz, is an absolute quantity; the intervals between two notes, can be measured in
cents:
𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 1200 × log " 𝑓2/𝑓1,

20

M. Mauch, C. Cannam, R. Bittner, G. Fazekas, J. Salamon, J. Dai, J. Bello and S. Dixon,

“Computer-aided Melody Note Transcription Using the Tony Software: Accuracy and
Efficiency,” in Proceedings of the First International Conference on Technologies for Music
Notation and Representation, 2015.
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where f2 and f1 are frequencies in Hz. For convenience f1 is conventionally considered to be the
reference frequency of 55 Hz, and all other intervals are measured with respect to that. There are
other conventions for the reference frequency as well, but since this was more common, and has
no effect on our work, we have assumed this for the moment.

2.4 Histogram
Our computational analysis of the intervals is mainly based on histograms of the
performed pitches. A discrete histogram is a bar chart in which the height of each bar represents
the total duration of all occurrences of a note21. For example, for Karimi’s darāmad of Shur
(Figure 2.5), the pitch histogram is shown in Figure 2.6. In Figure 2.6, we have only included the
notes which their total duration is more than 2 percent of the total duration of the whole piece.

Figure 2.5:Karimi’s Darāmad of shur, Masʿudiye’s Notation

21

In other words, a MIDI histogram can be viewed as the weighted frequency of occurrences of

the notes, where the weight is the total duration of each note’s occurances.
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Figure 2.6: Histogram of Karimi’s darāmad of shur based on Masʿudiye’s notation

Now we look at the same segment performed by Karimi, where each note has many
adjacent frequencies as well. Hence the histogram of the audio recording of the same segment
has a continuous mountain shape rather than a discrete bar chart. The performance does not need
to match the notation exactly. The two histograms in Figures 2.6 and 2.7, although similar, have
differences. Figure 2.7 shows the output of our code for the audio recording of the darāmad of
shur performed by Karimi, with its upper envelope. For finding the audio histogram, we find the
total number of occurrences of each fundamental frequency. The reason that the mountain of Ek
in the audio histogram is counterintuitively higher than F is that the range of the mountain of F in
audio is wider than Ek. In audio, the area under each mountain is a better representative than the
height of the mountain for finding the total duration of each note.
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Figure 2.7: The histogram of the audio recording of darāmad of shur performed by Karimi
The vertical axis shows the proportional total duration of each frequency (in cents). A
pitch histogram is a characteristic of each musical piece, which can be used for similarity
retrieval and other types of analysis of the content of audio signals (Tzanetakis et al. 2003: 145).
We then smooth the histogram in order to find the exact peak of each mountain by replacing the
y-coordinate of each point of the graph with the average heights of the points around it, which in
statistics is called moving average. This process is commonly used to smooth out short-term
fluctuations and highlight the general trend of the data. Depending on the level of the irregularity
of the curve, we need to decide to what extent we have to smooth it, so that we get a semiGaussian22 curve. Figure 2.8 shows the smoothed histogram of the same darāmad. The vertical

22

Gaussian is a function of the following form, where a, b, and c are real numbers, and c is not

zero, 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑎𝑒
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By a tilted-Gaussian we mean adding a line to the above Gaussian function, which gives it the
flexibility to fit a tilted shape. In the following formula a, b, n, m are real numbers and c is not
zero, 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑛 + 𝑚. 𝑥 + 𝑎𝑒
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dashed lines in Figure 2.8 show the peak of each mountain. The first peak corresponds to C, the
second peak to D, the third peak to E-koron and the last one to F. The numbers between the
vertical lines show the interval between the notes in cents according to Karimi’s performance.
The interval between C and D is 206 cents, the interval between D and E-koron is 137 cents and
the interval between E-koron and F is 148 cents. The process of finding the peaks and intervals
has been described below.

Figure 2.8: Smooth histogram of the darāmad of shur with marked peaks and the intervals
between the notes
Intuitively, shāhed (witness note) of each gushe should be the highest peak of the
histogram. This intuition works well in the case of the darāmad of shur (Figure 2.8). However,
we also need to pay attention to the range of each peak, since in reality, what we need to find as
shāhed is the note which has the highest area under its mountain range in the histogram, which
mathematically is the definite integral of the histogram curve in the range of the mountain.
Musically, this value represents the cumulative number of times that the sound frequencies in the
range of each note are performed. For example, if we look at the MIDI histogram of gushe-ye
razavi in shur, we see that in the MIDI histogram Bb has the most emphasis (Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.9: Histogram of Karimi’s razavi based on Masʿudiye’s notation

Figure 2.10 shows the audio histogram of the same gushe, razavi. Counterintuitively, in
this histogram C has the highest peak. The reason is that Karimi has performed many vibratos on
Bb in this gushe, and this has caused a larger range for the Bb mountain in comparison with the
range of the C mountain, so the area under the mountain corresponding to Bb is greater than the
area under the mountain of C. To determine the shāhed in audio, we need to consider the width
of each mountain as well as the height of each point in that mountain. The shāhed of razavi is
indeed Bb.

Figure 2.10: Smooth histogram of razavi with marked peaks and the intervals between the notes,
in cents
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Finding the range of the mountain is itself a challenging task. We have used different
methods based on the shape of the mountain and the shape of the derivative of the smoothed
histogram. Following the sign changes in the derivative curve gives us an indication of the range
of each peak. For example, Figure 2.11 shows the way we find the range of the mountain for the
note F in darāmad of shur.

Figure 2.11: Finding the range of the note F, using derivative

As can be observed from many audio histograms of different gushes in the database,
some notes are characteristically more flexible in terms of pitch. Finding the reason behind each
relatively wide mountain requires a thorough study, which will be discussed in Section 2.5. After
finding the range of each peak, we approximate the peak by a tilted Gaussian curve so that we
can find a better peak. Choosing reasonable peaks is very crucial for our code. These peaks are
used in many parts of the code, among which one can mention finding the shāhed of each gushe
in audio and then compare the shāhed of audio with the shāhed of MIDI, in order to find the
scale automatically from audio. The amount of flexibility of each of these peaks are discussed
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later in Section 2.8. Here is the equation of the model function we use for a tilted Gaussian
curve:
𝑦 = 𝑐' + 𝑐" 𝑥 + 𝑐& 𝑒 ((+(,* )

( /,
+

Then we use a non-linear curve fit function in MATLAB to find the parameters 𝑐' , … , 𝑐#
so that the above equation fits our data. In Figure 2.12 we see the mountain corresponding to the
note F of the darāmad, its tilted Gaussian approximation, and the peak of the mountain. After
finding the peak for each mountain in the histogram of audio, we have the frequency of each note
in the performance in cents, as a result, we also have the frequency of the shāhed for each gushe.
In section 2.5, we will discuss different types of histogram peaks that we have observed in
Karimi’s performance of radif.

Figure 2.12: The mountain corresponding to the note F of darāmad of shur of Karimi, and its
tilted Gaussian approximation

2.5 Types of the Histogram Peaks in Karimi’s Performance
We use the peak of the audio histograms to find the performed musical intervals. We
also need these peaks to find the frequency of notes, which then will be used in the process of
alignment of transcription and performance in section 2.6. Hence, the process of finding peaks of
the audio histogram is very critical throughout this study. It is crucial to consider the shapes of
the mountains and their peaks for each note. These shapes are varied, and the difference between
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these shapes could give us some insight into the intervals and the notes performed in each gushe.
As explained in section 2.4, we fit a Gaussian to the mountain shape diagram of occurrences of
each frequency in the whole piece. In our studies, we have noticed the following types of
mountains in the histogram of voice for Karimi’s vocal radif.
I.

The ideal type of mountains can be fitted with a Gaussian function with a minimal
error boundary. In this case, the peak is very clear and relatively easy to find, and
in the comparison of MIDI and audio, the audio peak is clearly associated with
one MIDI note. Figure 2.13 shows a general shape for this type of mountains.

Figure 2.13: Audio histogram peak, type I

II.

The second type of mountain looks similar to the first type. The only difference is
that when we compare the histograms of audio and MIDI, we notice two MIDI
notes in the range of this mountain. The number of occurrences of one of the
peaks is generally much lower than the prominent peak, their interval distance is
about 50 cents or less, and the lower peak is hidden in the larger mountain. In this
case, if we do not consider the transcription at all, we see a mountain that is very
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similar to the first type, but if we consider the transcription, after finding the
histogram of each note separately, we find a small hidden mountain, inside the
larger mountain. In some cases, this small mountain and peak causes a bump in
the larger mountain and is more visible in the audio histogram. This type mostly
happens when we have a variable note in the gushe. Figure 2.14 shows the shape
of this type.

Figure 2.14: Audio histogram peak, type II

III.

The mountain shape looks flat and curvy on the top over a relatively large
interval, sometimes about 30 cents or more. In this case, we need to find out if it
corresponds to a single note or two separate notes and why the peak is so flat.
Sometimes these kinds of peaks correspond to the notes, where the vocalists have
performed vibrato on a note multiple times throughout the gushe. Figure 2.15
shows the general shape of this type of mountains.
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Figure 2.15: Audio histogram peak, type III
IV.

Sometimes a mountain has two distinct peaks. The height of these two peaks can
be the same or different. In this case, we need to decide whether the whole
mountain in audio histogram corresponds to one note, or two separate notes in the
MIDI. If the two peaks correspond to two separate notes, then we need to find two
different peaks. If the whole mountain corresponds to a single MIDI note, then we
need to decide whether to take the higher peak or find a peak in the middle of the
two using the Gaussian peak fit.

Figure 2.16: Audio histogram peak, type IV
The other mountain shapes are a combination of these four types. In cases II, III, and IV,
there is not a definite answer for the best peak. One can speculate case by case depending on the
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piece and the reasons that caused such mountain shapes. In section 2.7, we propose a
computational method for finding the peaks for each note, which relies on the alignment of audio
and transcription. This new method will help us find the peaks of types II, III, and IV. With this
information, we are ready to align the audio and MIDI in the next section.

2.6 Alignment of Performance and Transcription
To generate the MIDI files for Karimi’s vocal radif, we retyped Masʿudiye’s
transcriptions in Finale, added the pitch bends, and interpreted Masʿudiye’s specific signs. An
alternative method for making the MIDI files out of the transcriptions, was to use optical music
recognition (OMR) software on the digital images of the transcription pages. The aim of OMR is
to teach the computer to interpret sheet music and to produce a machine-readable version of the
music score, such as MIDI. However, all these methods are developed for Western music, and
the distinctive signs that are used in the transcription of Persian music, such as the koron and sori
signs, cause difficulties in the optical music recognition process and result in lower precision.
Senturk has tried Audaveris, Sharpeye, and SmartScore 5 Lite for his dissertation on Turkish
music and discusses the difficulties of using the OMR software for non-Western music. One of
the complications that he mentions, which is also true for Persian music is that the mentioned
OMR software programs are built under the assumption of Western classical music tonality and
metric structure (Senturk 2011:21). The high-level algorithms force the recognition of the
symbols to adhere to Western classical music theory.
After producing the MIDI file, we had to change the complex MIDI file to an accessible
matrix in MATLAB. In order to do so, we used Schutte’s open source readmidi code in
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MATLAB23. We had to modify the code and add the possibility to have neutral tones. Figure
2.17 shows the steps of this process.

Figure 2.17: MIDI process

Figure 2.18 shows the MIDI file of darāmad of shur of Karimi as generated by Finale,
opened in MIDIKIT24.

23

Accessed Sep.1, 2019: http://kenschutte.com/midi

24

MIDIKIT is a software for browsing and editing MIDI files.
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Figure 2.18: The beginning phrase of the MIDI file of darāmad of shur of Karimi in MIDIKIT
Table 2.6 shows what we get after processing the above portion of the MIDI file in our
MATLAB code. In MIDI convention, each note is represented by a number. For example, 55
represents G2, 56 represents G#2, and 57 represents A2. In our code, we multiplied the MIDI
numbers by two, so that we can represent neutral intervals as well. For example, in our table, 110
represents G2, 111 represents G-sori2, 112 represents G#2, 113 represents A-koron2, and 114
represents A2.

Table 2.6: MIDI presentation
MIDI-Note

Duration

Number

Note

Note End

Beginning

110

33

1

33

124

527

34

560

120

33

561

593

124

527

594

1120

120

33

1121

1153

54

124

66

1154

1219

0

263

1220

1482

After the pitch recognition process, we produce a table of audio frequencies and a table of
MIDI notes. Both tables have two columns. The first column shows time, and the second column
in the audio case shows the frequency, while in the MIDI case, it shows the MIDI note number.
At this point, we have all the necessary tools for adding the histograms of both audio and MIDI
of Karimi’s vocal radif to the database. Figure 2.19 shows this step in the process of developing
the database

Audio Track + Notation

Audio Tracks+MIDI files

Histograms of each
gushe from both the
Audio file and MIDI file

Figure 2.19: Adding the audio and MIDI histogram of each gushe to the database

There is an intrinsic difference between the audio frequency table and the MIDI notation
table. The frequency is a continuous quantity, while the MIDI notes are discrete. In our analysis,
working with the continuous quantity has its complications, and working with the discrete
quantity, although more straightforward, involves over-simplification and loss of details of the
data. Another reason that necessitates the alignment of transcription and audio is that
transcription of Masʿudiye’s radif almost illustrates how instrumentalists would perform such
vocal phrases on their instruments. Moreover, the theoretical concepts such as shāhed, ist, and
tetrachords are often more comfortably stated in discrete quantities, exact notes, rather than the
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continuous forms. Hence, we decided to align the transcription and audio whenever we have
access to both. In the case of Karimi’s radif, we were lucky to have Masʿudiye’s very accurate
transcription.
Parallel to the audio we have made a table corresponding to the MIDI file which contains
the MIDI note and the duration of each note. The problem of MIDI to audio matching has a long
history in the Music Information Retrieval community. The availability of the MIDI versions of
many popular songs, and the fact that they can provide ground-truth data for tasks such as source
separation, beat tracking, etc. has made the MIDI audio matching an attractive subject of study in
the MIR community. There are different algorithms for comparing and matching MIDI and audio
sequences. Ewert et al. mention three different approaches for the alignment problem: Dynamic
Time Warping25 (DTW), a recursive version of Smith-Waterman algorithm26, and partial
matching27 (Ewert et al. 2012: 771). Based on our data, we decided to use the Dynamic Time

25

DTW is an algorithm to measure the similarity between two temporal sequences and it gives

the best possible global path for matching them.
26

Smith-Waterman is an algorithm for finding local similarities between two sequences. In this

method, instead of comparing the two sequences, one compares segments of all possible lengths
from both sequences. This algorithm is especially appropriate for cases where two sequences
have structural differences, and it gives more flexibility to align the parts that correspond to each
other (Ewert et al. 2012: 773).
27

Similar to Smith-Waterman algorithm, partial matching is a method for comparing two

sequences in local level. In comparison with Smith-Waterman, it has more flexibility, which in
turn may cause more inappropriate and fragmented alignments (Ewert et al. 2012: 774).
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Warping algorithm in MATLAB to compare MIDI and audio pitch curves. DTW is one of the
most common algorithms that is used to compare two given time series in MIR and speech
recognition (Raffel et al 2016). Time series is a sequence of data whose indices are equally
spaced points in time.
For alignment of audio and MIDI, there are different approaches based on DTW. For our
purpose, as in this dissertation we only deal with the monophonic voice, and the pYIN pitch
recognition algorithm works very well and with minimal error on our data, we directly used
DTW to align F0 with MIDI. We used the generated MIDIs based on our type C transcriptions,
discussed in Chapter 5. In order to evaluate the alignment process, we used both the F0-curve
and audacity to manually annotate the first three gushes of the dastgāh of shur. For the steady
notes in these three gushes, the difference between the manually annotated ground truth and
DTW alignments was at most 24 ms. For tekyes, the difference between the manual annotations
and DTW markings was at most 54 ms. Plans for future work includes using the DTW-based
alignment algorithm introduced in (Raffel and Ellis 2016) and the use of HMM discussed in
(Devaney et al. 2009) for improvement of the radifToolBox.
In order to compare the MIDI sequence of notes and the audio sequence of frequencies as
two time series using the DTW algorithm, we need to prepare audio and MIDI as two
comparable sequences. To do so, parallel to the audio sequence of pitches, we make a sequence
for MIDI, in which we repeat the frequency associated with each MIDI note a number of times,
so that the total length28 of MIDI and audio sequences will be the same. DTW works very well
for aligning Karimi’s vocal performance with Masʿudiye’s transcription.

28

The length of a sequence is defined as the number of elements in that sequence.
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We have modified the MATLAB DTW plot function, so that we can mark the differences
between the two curves. The results can be seen in Figure 2.20. The vertical axis shows the
frequency in cents, and the horizontal axis shows equidistant points in time. This is the first
phrase of Kereshmeh of shur by Karimi.

Figure 2.20: Our DTW plot code demonstration in MATLAB

2.7 Histogram of Notes
This method is developed as a way for verifying our results from finding the histogram
peaks in the cases where we have unclear peaks in the audio histogram of a gushe. It can
specifically help in the peaks of types II, III, and IV described in Section 2.5. This method relies
on the alignment of the audio with the transcription. After we find the matching between the
MIDI and audio, which is explained completely in Section 2.6, we then can find the histogram of
each note separately. In this process we have to find all the frequency points in the audio which
are matched to a particular MIDI note, and then find the histogram of those points. Figure 2.21
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shows the histogram of each note for the darāmad of shur, performed by Karimi. The horizontal
axis shows the frequency in cents, the vertical axis represents the number of occurrences of each
fundamental frequency during the performance. Each of the mountains in this figure shows the
frequencies that are matched to one MIDI note. The number above each mountain shows the
exact frequency of the peak in cents. We use this method to check the accuracy of the peaks of
the audio histogram of the whole gushe.

Figure 2.21: Histogram of notes in Karimi's darāmad of shur

In what follows, we use this method to find the frequency associated to A and A-koron in
zirkesh-salmak of shur. Figure 2.22 shows the smooth histogram of this piece performed by
Karimi. As can be seen in the diagram, there are two notes A and A-koron from MIDI that are
associated with the same peak, and we need to find the audio frequency for each of these notes.
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Figure 2.22: Histogram of Karimi's performance of zirkesh-salmak of shur

Figure 2.24 shows the histogram of MIDI based on Masʿudiye’s transcription

Figure 2.23: MIDI histogram of zirkesh-salmak based on Masʿudiye’s transcription of Karimi's
performance
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Figure 2.24: Masʿudiye’s transcription of zirkesh-salmak (Masʿudiye 2004: 23-23)
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Figures 2.22 and 2.23 show that in the audio histogram, there is only one peak for Akoron and A. This means that one of them is hidden in the other, and this peak is of type II,
described in Section 2.5. To find the exact frequency for each of these two notes (A and Akoron) from the performance, we use the note histogram. In the note histogram, there is one
mountain for each note in MIDI, Figure 2.25. As can be seen in Figure 2.25, the two peaks
associated with A and A-koron have a large intersection, and the distance between the peaks is
only 28 cents. The exact frequency (in cents) of the highest peak of each note is written above
the peaks in Figure 2.25. The peak of A-koron is 2700, and the peak of A is 2728 cents.

Figure 2.25: Histogram of notes in zirkesh-salmak

2.8 Results for Shur
In this section, we give an overview of the results of our computational method for the
dastgāh of shur as performed by Karimi. The results for the other eleven dastgāhs of Karimi’s
radif are available in the database. The goal is to highlight and explain the differences between
theory and practice. This study can also reveal some details about the variations of the intervals
in practice for the dastgāh of shur. Table 2.7 shows all the intervals of the fifteen gushes of shur
based on our computational analysis of Karimi’s vocal radif.
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Table 2.7: Intervals of shur for different gushes as performed by Karimi
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Table 2.8 represents the average of the detected intervals in each case. We have eliminated
the cases with very few samples in order to have a more reliable estimation. The second row of
the Table 2.8 shows the intervals based on our computational analysis of Karimi’s performance
of shur. The third row shows Vaziri’s theoretical suggestions. The fourth and fifth rows show
Farhat (1990) and Talāʾi’s measurement (Talāʾi 1993: 25) of the corresponding intervals.

Table 2.8: Comparison of the intervals performed by Karimi, with the theories of Vaziri, Farhat
and Talāʾi
C-D

D-Ek

Ek-F

F-G

G-Ak

Ak-Bb

Bb-C

C-D

210

137

151

198

140

149

205

188

Vaziri

200

150

150

200

150

150

200

200

Farhat

205

135

160

200

135

160

205

205

Talāʾi

200

150

150

200

140

140

220

200

Comp.
Method

Table 2.9 shows the scale for shur based on our computations in comparison with Farhat
and Talāʾi’s measurements. As can be seen in Table 2.9, the fourth interval performed by Karimi
is exactly 498 cents, which potentially implies that in Iranian music the exactness of fourth
interval is more important than octave (1190 cents). The neutral third interval performed by
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Karimi is 347 cents, which is between Talāʾi’s and Farhat’s measurements, 350 and 340 cents
respectively. Both fourth and neutral third intervals are very important in the dastgāh of shur.

Table 2.9: Scale of shur: Comparison of our results with Farhat and Talāʾi’s measurements
Note

Our Computational Method

Farhat’s measurements

Talāʾi’s Measuements

C

0

0

0

D

210

205

200

Ek

347

340

350

F

498

500

500

G

696

700

700

Ak

836

835

840

Bb

985

995

980

C

1190

1200

1200

Name

Table 2.10 shows the standard deviation for each case of our calculations. Standard
deviation is a statistical quantity which shows the extent of deviation from the average of the
group in each case29. In general, when the standard deviation is high, it may suggest that Karimi

29

For a set of n data points {𝑥' , 𝑥" , . . . , 𝑥/ } with the average equal to 𝜇, the standard deviation is
(
∑,.!(+, (1)

calculated by the following formula H

/

.
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has performed that specific interval less consistently; it may also suggest the presence of tahrir
and vibrato on that interval. In the case of gushes of shur, as can be seen in Table 2.10, for the
first tetrachord of the scale [C D Ek F], the value of standard deviation is generally lower. This
means that Karimi has performed the lower tetrachord of this scale more consistently, in terms of
intervals. It can also suggest that Karimi has performed more vocal ornamentations on the notes
in the range of [F G Ak Bb], and this has caused larger mountain ranges for those notes, which in
turn makes the standard deviation higher. For example, in the observed cases for the dastgāh of
shur, we specifically noticed, that Karimi has performed many vibratos on F an Bb.

Table 2.10: Standard deviation of each interval in the performance of shur by Karimi

Standard Deviation

C-D

D-Ek

Ek-F

F-G

G-Ak

Ak-Bb

Bb-C

C-D

7.65

7.79

7.07

11.47

13.6

11.4

7.33

5.5

To summarize, the analysis of the intervals of the fifteen gushes of shur indicates that the
intervals performed in this dastgāh are not fixed (Table 2.7). The amount of variation of the
intervals is different from one interval to another (Table 2.10). If we look at the standard
deviation of the intervals performed in various gushes, we notice two separate groups of
intervals. The first group includes the intervals with a relatively lower standard deviation
(5 < SD <8). This group includes the intervals of first tetrachord: [C-D], [D-Ek], and [Ek-F]. It
also includes the interval [Bb-C] and the interval [C-D] from the higher octave. The second
group of intervals have relatively higher standard deviation (11< SD <14): [F-G], [G-Ak], and
[Ak-Bb], which means that these intervals are less fixed than the first group. There had been no
discussion of this sort in the literature about the intervals in Iranian classical music. This study
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suggests that although we are generally dealing with intervals which are not fixed, we might be
able to classify the intervals based on the amount of their variations in vocal performance.

2.9 Pitch Drift

Since we are dealing mostly with vocal music without any instrumental accompaniment in
this research, it is crucial to consider intonation and pitch drift (intonation drift). Unaccompanied
vocalists usually change the tuning unintentionally and end up with a higher or lower pitch than
the starting point during a long performance. This phenomenon is called pitch drift, which is
dependent on various elements, such as the skill of the performer, and the length and difficulty of
the performance (Mauch et al 2014). In our observations of Iranian vocal music, sometimes the
vocalist gradually changes the tuning and the shāhed’s frequency during the course of a long
performance.
In this section, we study this phenomenon for a few samples from two vocalists, Karimi and
Moʿazenzādeh Ardebili. There was no significant pitch drift in Karimi’s performance of radif,
but this phenomenon was pronounced when we looked at the time-frequency graph of the Azān
(call to prayer) of Moʿazenzādeh Ardebili in bayāt-tork30. The whole performance’s duration of
azān is 5:32. It starts with an introduction for about 48 seconds, before the azān itself starts at the
second 00:52. The whole piece has twenty sentences, which are separated with long silences.
The first four sentences are the introduction.

30

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6hW4GgPB5BM&t=15s (Accessed on Jan. 3, 2020)
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In the Figure 2.26, we have shown the fundamental frequency diagram of the shāhed for the
main part of azān and eliminated the introduction. The x-axis shows time in milliseconds and the
y-axis shows the frequency of shāhed (F) in cents. As can be seen clearly from the figure, the
singer inclines towards a relatively lower frequency for the shāhed. If we use linear regression to
approximate the data, we can see the amount of pitch drift from the beginning to the end in this
piece is about 80 cents which is a significant downward drift. The grey line which is fitted to the
data shows clearly that the vocalist decreases the frequency gradually in the course of
performance.

Figure 2.26: Time-frequency diagram of azān’s shāhed performed by Moʿazen-zādeh Ardebili

Musical Example 1 shows our transcription of this performance. The sentence numbers
are marked by the numbers at the beginning of the lines. In Musical Example 1, dots and double
dots indicate standard duration increase.
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Musical Example 1: Azān transcription
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We calculate pitch drift as the pitch difference relative to the reference pitch. In order to do
this, in the course of one vocal performance, we find the sentences based on long silences. Then
we find the histogram of each sentence. For each histogram we find the peaks using Gaussian
model. Then we look at the pitch difference of the shāhed of all sentences, relative to the shāhed
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of the first sentence. In the following paragraphs we show this process for the first sentence of
the main part of azān, which is the fourth sentence of the whole performance.
Figure 2.27 shows the time-frequency diagram of the selected sentence. The x-axis shows
time, and the y-axis shows the frequency in cents. Figure 2.28 shows its histogram. The x-axis
shows the frequency in cents, and the y-axis shows the number of occurrences of each frequency.
The yellow curve shows the histogram itself, and the black curve shows the smoothed histogram.

Figure 2.27: Fundamental frequency of the fourth sentence of azān, by Moʿazen-zādeh Ardebili,

Figure 2.28: Histogram of the fourth sentence of azān, by Moʿazen-zādeh Ardebili
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The first subplot in Figure 2.29 shows the histogram of the first sentence with its derivative.
The x-axis is the frequency in cents, and the y-axis is the number of occurrences of each
frequency. The range of the shāhed is marked with two different methods with red and green.
The second subplot magnifies the selected peak for the shāhed from the first subplot and shows
the Gaussian approximation of this selection, and the peaks. The “*” shows the peak based on
the red-marked range and “o” shows the peak based on the green-marked range.

Figure 2.29: Frequency-detection for shāhed of the fourth sentence of azān performed by
Moʿazen-zādeh Ardebili

Figure 2.30 shows the pitch drift of the shāhed for this piece. Each point shows the pitch of
the same note (shāhed) in one sentence of the performance. The y-axis shows the order of the
sentences, and the x-axis shows the pitch in cents. The gradual shift of the pitch can be seen
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clearly in this graph. The shāhed is around 3240 cents and it gradually decreases to around 3160
cents.

Figure 2.30: Pitch drift of the shāhed of the azān, performed by Moʿazen-zādeh Ardebili

When the duration of an unaccompanied vocal piece is long, this pitch drift may cause a
problem in finding reasonable peaks of the whole histograms. For finding the correct tuning, in
this case we have to consider the histogram of each sentence and find the peaks of each of them
and consider the pitch drifts in the consecutive calculations. In Figure 2.31, the pitch drift
diagram of the shāhed is shown for Karimi’s unaccompanied singing of the darāmad of shur. The
maximum amount of the deviation from the reference frequency in this case is less than 15 cents
in all the four sentences, and it does not have a general direction towards a higher or lower pitch.
The y-axis shows the number of sentences, the x-axis shows the average frequency of shāhed in
cents in each sentence.

Figure 2.31: Pitch drift of the shāhed for Karimi's darāmad of shur
The duration of Karimi’s performance of the darāmad of shur is about 40 seconds, and pitch
drifts normally happen in longer pieces. We also studied the longest piece in Karimi’s vocal
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radif, which is gushe-ye hejāz in abuʿatā31, and the result shows no significant drift. The duration
of this piece is 5’:28”. Figure 2.32 shows the pitch drift diagram of the main peaks of the
histogram of 42 sentences in gushe-ye hejāz of abuʿatā performed by Karimi. The standard
deviation of shāhed (A) is less than 12 cents considering all the sentences, and it does not have a
general direction towards a higher or lower pitch. This amount of deviation is within the
approximation range. In Figure 2.32, the y-axis represents the 42 sentences of hejāz, and the xaxis shows the average frequency of main peaks in cents in each sentence. The shāhed is marked
with a rectangle. The frequency range in this gushe is mainly D-Ek-F-G-A-Bb in the higher
octave for the first 15 sentences, with A as the most important note. Then the vocalist moves to
lower frequencies and the range is G-A-Bb-C-D for about 10 sentences, with lower A as the
main note. Then the performance moves back to the higher range and stays there until the end of
the piece.

Figure 2.32: Pitch drift of the shāhed for Karimi's hejāz
Musical Example 2 shows the transcription of hejāz by Masʿudiye (2004: 40-43). The
beginning of each sentence is marked with numbers inside parentheses. In Masʿudiye’s notation,
the small circle below notes indicates tekye32.

31

https://persianney.com/radifDeploy/karimi/abuata/Track%2023%20-%20%20-%20Track%2023.mp3

(Accessed on Aug 5, 2020)
32

For more information on the notation signs and symbols, see Appendix B.
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Musical Example 2: Transcription of hejāz by Masʿudiye
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3

Vocal Techniques

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we study different vocal techniques. The word āvāz has several meanings
in Persian. Among the general meanings, we can mention sound in general and from any source,
and song. It also refers to humans’ singing as well as to the sound of birds and instruments in
old Persian literature. In Iranian traditional music, āvāz is the name of some gushes as well as a
general term for secondary dastgāhs, attached to the main dastgāhs of shur and homāyun. It also
means the elaborate improvisatory non-metric part of the vocal performance; this is usually
accompanied by one instrument at a time in the form of āvāz and javāb-e āvāz, also known as
question and answer, which is considered a dialogue between the vocalist and the
instrumentalist. In this part, the vocalist leads the performance and sings some lines of a ghazal,
and the instrumentalist answers creatively. The vocalist usually sings one or two verse(s) in each
selected gushe of a dastgāh.
The most common format of the performance of āvāz and javāb-e āvāz is to start with
vocables and then sing the first line of verse in the darāmad, the beginning gushe of each
dastgāh. Then the vocalist sings other lines of verse in different gushes of the same dastgāh in a
traditional order. Typically, there is at least one significant modulation, which gives a feeling of
a different maqām, and then finally the vocalist sings the last line of verse in the forud, which is
a return to the main maqām. The duration of āvāz depends on the proficiency of the singer. The
technique of tahrir is one of the main elements of āvāz, which shows proficiency in singing
traditional Iranian music. The level of proficiency of a singer is evaluated mainly in āvāz and
javāb-e āvāz. Some singers can only sing tasnifs (metric pre-composed pieces). Tahrir usually
appears towards the end of a hemistich, or where the vocalist wants to emphasize the meaning.
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Kāzemi has measured the ratio of the duration of tahrir to the duration of the whole performance
by 23 vocalists in esfahān and 12 vocalists in chahārgāh and on average in these samples, tahrir
forms 56 percent of āvāz (Kāzemi 2019: 45-46).
In this chapter, we mainly focus on vibrato and tahrir, melismatic vocal ornamentation,
which is an essential characteristic of Persian āvāz and can be compared to yodeling. Through
the process of tahrir, there is often a change in the vocal register through disengaging and
reengaging the main body of the vocal folds abruptly; this might be referred to as glottal stop.
Tahrir involves momentary breaking between the higher falsetto tone and the main lower tone
(Caton 1974). In today’s discussions among musicians, tahrir might also refer to broader
phenomenon, which involves a sudden rise or fall in pitch, but not necessarily a change in vocal
register. Tahrir is considered an essential technique through which the vocalist can display
his/her prowess. In Persian, the nightingale's song is used as a metaphor for tahrir and sometimes
for a specific type of tahrir. In this chapter, we examine tahrir through study of samples
performed by different Iranian vocalists from twentieth century. In our analysis, we have
appropriated both audio recordings and transcriptions.
This chapter is a first step towards computational modeling and automatic recognition of
different types of tahrirs. Here we have studied three types of tahrir, namely nashib (lit. descent),
farāz (lit. ascent), and bolboli (lit. nightingale’s style) and their combinations through different
performance samples by prominent vocalists of Persian classical music. Iranian musicians and
music theorists have identified more than twenty types of tahrir. Our goal is to develop a method
to identify these models computationally. In order to do so, we need an explicit definition of each
type of tahrir. In section 3.3, we study the types of tahrirs recognized by three Iranian musicians,
extensively. In many cases, the naming of these tahrirs differs from one musician to the other,
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and the definitions are vague and fluid. Nimā Fereyduni and Hoseyn Mehrāni are among the very
few Iranian musicians and musicologists who have worked on tahrir. We tried to find common
ground through studying and working with Nimā Fereyduni during many online and regular
sessions and reading the available sources in Persian. In this chapter, we will build a base for
understanding and theorizing tahrir. Together with Nimā Fereyduni, we are also making an
annotated database of tahrirs in Karimi's radif. Different types of tahrirs in Persian vocal music
can be categorized both from the performance style perspective and from studying the melodic
contour.
Tahrir is a rapid transition between the main note and a higher-pitched note. The second note
is usually referred to as tekye, which means “leaning” in Persian33. In addition to the timbral
differences of vibrato and tahrir, which corresponds to the ways vocal folds are engaged in each
of these vocal techniques, from the pitch variations perspective, one of the differences between
tahrir and vibrato is that the pitch rises and falls in tahrir are sharper than vibrato, and the
deviation from the main notes is more substantial compared to the vibrato (Bahādorān 2016).

33

Talāʾi uses the word eshāre (literally means hint), instead of tekye, which in his view is a

secondary note with a higher or lower pitch. It can also be a sequence of secondary notes with
both higher-pitched and lower-pitched notes (Talāʾi 2015: 55). In our analysis, we use both tekye
and eshāre. We use tekye to refer only to a secondary note with a higher pitch, and eshāre to all
cases of secondary notes that we have observed. In most transcriptions tekye is shown with a
small circle below the main note. In Talāʾi and Fereyduni’s transcriptions eshāre is shown with
“>>” sign below the main note, when it refers to a higher pitch, and with “<<” when it refers to a
lower pitch. For more information, please see Appendix B, Figure B.6.
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Also, the oscillation in vibrato is toward both a higher and a lower frequency around the main
note, but in tahrir mainly the higher frequency is touched abruptly. In Figure 3.1, we can see the
performance of both vibrato and tahrir in the darāmad of shur by Mahmud Karimi. The
horizontal axis shows time in seconds, and the vertical axis shows the frequency of the
performed pitch in cents. As discussed in Section 2.3, we have used Sonic Annotator, which uses
the pYIN algorithm.
In Figure 3.1, the red horizontal lines show the approximative average frequency of each
performed note in the whole gushe, based on the peaks of the histograms in cents. Here in the
performance of tahrir we see approximately three sharp peaks (tekyes) in one second, while in
vibrato, we see five sinusoidal ups and downs in almost one second.

Figure 3.1: Comparison of the pitch variations of vibrato and tahrir in the time domain in
Karimi's performance of darāmad of shur by Karimi
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In addition to the pitch variation, we also looked at the energy variations in both cases.
Figure 3.2 shows the RMS energy34 by BBC Vamp Plugins in Sonic Visualizer. The purple one
represents the pitch and the green one represents the root mean square (RMS) energy. From the
observed cases, one can conclude that in the performance of tekye, the energy level of tekye
notes is generally lower than the energy level of the main notes. In section 3.6 we will discuss
the energy of tahrirs and compare it with the energy variations in vibrato and solid notes.

Figure 3.2: Frequency and RMS energy curves of tahrir vs. vibrato
We study the transcriptions of the radif as well as the audio since these transcriptions are
among the primary sources for teaching and learning radif in today's Iran. Nowadays it is part of

34

In audio signal processing, energy represents the loudness of the sound signal. The energy is

defined as the total magnitude of the signal, i.e., ∑/|𝑥(𝑛)|" . The Root Mean Square (RMS)
'

energy of a signal is defined as H2 ∑/|𝑥(𝑛)|" .
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the musical pedagogy in modern Iran. Furthermore, transcriptions of the vocal radif are
significant sources for instrumentalists who usually accompany the vocalists in the form of āvāz
and javāb āvāz (question and answer). In this form, the vocalist sings a hemistich of poetry, and
the instrumentalist plays a short sentence to reply. The musical intervals we see in the
transcriptions in this paper, although in some cases different from what the vocalists sing, are the
intervals that instrumentalists use in their answer to the voice.
In order to understand the different types and styles of tahrir, we need to parametrize the
characteristics of tahrir. Since there have not been enough computational models for analyzing
tahrir, the parameters of vibrato can be a good start for modeling different types of vocal
embellishments. Yang mentions four computational attributes for vibrato: rate, extent, sinusoidal
similarity, and envelope. The vibrato rate determines the tempo of the vibrato; the extent shows
the variation in the fundamental frequency of the pitch in vibrato, and the sinusoidal similarity
examines the similarities between the shapes of vibratos, and envelope shows the changes in the
vibrato extent (Yang 2017). We can compute the rate and extent for tahrir as well. In the
following sections, we define appropriate features for each vocal technique.

3.2 Detecting Different Vocal Techniques Using Computational Methods

Using the time-frequency domain we detected three main types of pitches in Karimi’s
āvāz, solid pitches, vibratos and tahrirs. We discuss tahrirs extensively in the next sections. One
of the challenges of this dissertation in all the computational steps was the lack of annotated data
for Iranian classical music. Developing a reliable annotated dataset is itself a challenge. As in
some cases, like tahrir, there is not even a clear definition and, the traditional classifications are
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vague and overlapping (Section 3.3). The musicians might not agree with each other in
determining a tahrir or its type in many cases. In some cases, even one musician might contradict
him/herself in marking tahrirs and their types in various occasions. Our main goal in this
dissertation was to develop a visual framework for studying and discussing details about the
performance that are rarely discussed by Iranian musicians and musicologists. For the methods
that we have specifically developed for Iranian music, such as tahrir and shāhed detection, we
have mainly relied on a combination of aural and visual evaluation. We have first focused on the
darāmad of shur, and detected shāhed and various vocal techniques manually, by listening to the
gushe in audacity, studying the time-frequency diagram, and considering the transcription. Then
we wrote and adjusted our code so that we can detect the same elements automatically in the
darāmad of shur. We then moved to the other gushes of shur, and with adding more data, each
time we modified the parameters in the code, so that it captures the same information. A formal
evaluation of these processes requires an annotated database, which can be a subject for future
research.
Solid pitches and vibratos are described in this section. Each of these parts is recognized
automatically using a function in our MATLAB code. In order to detect the solid notes, we have
assumed the shortest durations as a 32nd note with 35 points in the time-frequency domain, and
the longest possible steady note as a whole note. We want the frequency to stay in a particular
range for the duration of the note. If we denote the variable-length time interval, which
represents the duration of the solid note with I, time with t, and the frequency in cents with 𝑓,3/4 ,
we need the frequency of the majority of the points in I within a certain range (𝑐' 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠) from
the average, and also the 𝑓,3/4 of every point in this interval to be at most 𝑐" cents apart from
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each other, where 𝑐' and 𝑐" are determined based on Karimi’s performance. We have the
following criteria for identification of solid notes in our code:
1. If we denote the standard deviation of the points in the interval I with 𝜎5 we are looking for
the longest possible time interval I, so that we have 𝜎5 < 𝑐' .
2. The maximum and minimum of the fundamental frequencies on the interval I have at most
𝑐" cents difference. In other words, we are looking for the longest possible I, where:
𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑓,3/4 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑓,3/4 < 𝑐" .
5

5

Figure 3.3 shows a sample example of frequencies that we detect as solid notes and
vibrato. The x-axis represents time, and the y-axis shows frequency in cents. Figure 2.3 shows
the first sentence of darāmad of shur35 of Karimi’s vocal radif. The first two long-duration notes
on D are what we find as solid notes in our code. And the F is a vibrato, which we discuss in the
next paragraphs.

Figure 3.3: Demonstration of vibrato vs. solid notes

35

https://persianney.com/radifDeploy/karimi/shur/Track%201%20-%20%20-%20Track%2001.mp3

(Accessed on Aug 5, 2020)
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Vibratos can be approximated using a sinusoidal model. In order to computationally
detect the vibratos, first we use the following criteria:
1. The maximum and minimum fundamental frequency of the points for the length of the
vibrato, should remain within a certain range. These limits are determined by considering
different examples of Karimi’s vibratos.
2. The frequency of all points during the length of the vibrato should remain within a
certain distance from the average frequency of the whole duration of the vibrato. We
initially take this distance to be at most twice the standard deviation.
Next, we smooth the vibrato part using moving average, and find the consecutive
maximums and minimums for the whole duration of vibrato. Then we find the element-wise
difference of each of the arrays of maxima and minima. We then find the whole duration of
vibrato and the average sinusoidal wavelength, which determines the vibrato rate. Next, we
model each vibrato using sinusoidal model as follows. We center the time and frequency around
zero to get a better approximation.
𝑦 = 𝑐' + 𝑐" 𝑐𝑜𝑠(2𝜋𝑡/𝑐& ) + 𝑐% 𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜋𝑡/𝑐& )

Then we use a non-linear curve fit function in MATLAB to find the parameters 𝑐' , … , 𝑐%
so that the above equation fits our data. Figure 3.4 shows an example of how we model the
vibrato using the above sinusoidal model in gushe-ye owj of Shur, performed by Karimi. The
sinusoidal model helps us to improve the vibrato detection function.
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Figure 3.4: Approximation of a short vibrato with sinusoidal model
There are cases where the vibrato is more varying, and its duration is longer, hence it
cannot be accommodated by a single sinusoidal model. In such cases we divided the length of
vibrato by two and found two sinusoidal models to fit each half. The following figure shows an
example of such a case from the gushe-ye owj of Shur, performed by Karimi. As you can see in
Figure 3.5, the red single sinusoid could not fit the data. We had to divide the data into two
separate intervals and fit a sinusoidal model to each half. The blue and dark-red curves are the
result of this process.

Figure 3.5: Approximation of a complex vibrato with two sinusoids
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3.3 Types of Tahrir
The following lists include the names of tahrir categories according to three musicians,
Lotfi, Mehrāni, and Fereyduni. Some inconsistencies in the naming conventions can be seen in
the following list. The tahrir names sometimes have a meaning that is related to the form of the
performance style of that tahrir, such as chakkoshi (hammer-like). Sometimes they are named
after specific gushes in the radif, such as zang-e shotor and hājiāni. Sometimes the names of the
tahrirs describe the melodic movement of that tahrir such as nashib which means “descent” in
Persian, farāz which means “ascent”, and bālā-be-pāyin which means “up to down”. In some
cases, the name of a tahrir refers to a rhythmic figure such as baste-negār.
We studied three main references in Persian that classify different types of tahrir.
Fereyduni has discussed tahrir as one of the most important elements of āvāz in his book on
analysis of Davāmi’s vocal radif (Fereyduni 2004). He has also written a very informative
informal paper on different types of tahrirs36 . Mehrāni has discussed tahrirs extensively in the
first volume of his three-volume book on Iranian music theory (Mehrāni 2010). Fereyduni and
Mehrāni both refer to Mohammad Rezā Lotfi, one of the most prominent Iranian musicians and
tār players of the late twentieth century, who has identified seven types of tahrir based on
Davāmi’s performance of the radif (Fereyduni 2004). Ali Kāzemi, in his recent book tahrir dar
āvāz-e Irani has transcribed 260 examples of tahrirs performed by 25 different vocalists (Kāzemi
2019). This book, accompanied by two CDs of samples of tahrirs from various masters of the art,
immensely helped our computational case studies of tahrir.

36

Fereyduni’s informal paper on different types of tahrirs is on his website:

https://nimafereidooni.com/product/13087/ (Accessed on Nov 4, 2020).
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Although there is a clear difference between the performance of tahrir in the vocal and
instrumental music, in the texts written on tahrir by Mehrāni, Fereyduni, and Lotfi (all of them
tār players), we do not see any discussion about this. In my view, it is presumed that tahrir
intrinsically belongs to vocal music, and the instrumentalists usually imitate the vocalists as
closely as possible. However, in the following examples, there are also very few types of tahrirs,
which seem to belong to instrumental radifs and not to vocal performance. Mohammad Rezā
Lotfi mentions seven types of tahrir based on Davāmi’s performances (Fereyduni 2004a: 17).
1. Tahrir-e chakkoshi (literally means hammer-like) is as follows (Fereyduni’ 2004a: 18)37
In Fereyduni’s notation, the small circle below a note represent tekye.

Mehrāni (Mehrāni, Volume I: 351) mentions the following tahrir as chakkoshi.

In the above notation the small circles below the notes indicate tekye, and > represents
accent. According to Mehrāni, the reason that this tahrir is called chakkoshi is that every main
note is accented. He also believes, unlike tahrir-e bolboli which is always supposed to be
performed with fast tempi, tahrir-e chakkoshi can be performed in slower tempi as well. It seems

37

For a more detailed interpretation of the special signs and symbols in different notations, see

Appendix B.
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there is a mismatch in naming conventions between these two references (Mehrāni 2010 and
Fereyduni 2004a), as Fereyduni’s tahrir-e chakkoshi is similar to Mehrāni’s Moqataʿ . And
Mehrāni’s tahrir-e Moqataʿ is almost similar to Fereyduni’s tahrir-e chakkoshi. (Mehrāni,
Volume I: 351-2, and Fereyduni 2004a: 18)
2.

Moqataʿ, literally means intermittent (Fereyduni 2004a: 18)

According to Mehrāni, tahrir-e Moqataʿ is as follows (Mehrāni, Volume I: 352)

3.

Zir-o-ru, literally means under and over (Fereyduni 2004a: 19). The repeated notes are

significant in this type of tahir.

Tahrir-e zir-o-ru according to Mehrāni is as follows. (Mehrāni, Volume I: 352)

4.

Ghoneh (literally means nasal voice) which is identified with the nasal sound of the

singer rather than its melodic characteristic (Fereyduni 2004a: 19).
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5.

Bolboli (literally means nightingale’s style). The vocalists Seyyed Ahmad Khān-e Zelli

and Eqbāl Āzar are mentioned as the sources of this type of tahrir (Fereyduni 2004a: 19). Similar
to zir-o-ru, the repeated notes are significant in this tahrir.

Also, Mehrāni mentions the following tahrir form as bolboli, which is similar to tahrir-e zir-o-ru
in Lotfi’s list (Mehrāni, Volume I: 350). He mentions that a fast tempo in performance is one of
the main characteristics of this type of tahrir.

6.

Do-tā-yeki (literally means two ones): In this type of tahrir, there is a much wider

distance between the involved pitches. In the following notation, the sign T above the notes
indicates mezrāb-e riz (tremolo), where the same note is repeated rapidly with alternating
mezrāb-e rāst o chap (right-left plucking pattern). This type of tahrir seems to belong to
instrumental music and not to the vocal performance. According to Mehrāni this is the name of a
gushe in Musā Maʿrufi’s and Mirzā Hoseinqoli’s radifs. But there is not much similarity between
those gushes that justifies this name. Sample of this tahir can be found, for example, in gushe-ye
hesār of chahārgāh in Musā Maʿrufi’s radif (Mehrāni, Vol I: 353):
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The next one is from gushe-ye dotāyeki of māhur in Musā Maʿrufi’s radif. Mehrāni calls this
rhythmic figure panje Muyeh (Mehrāni, Vol I: 353). This is also an instrumental pattern and
does not seem to belong to the vocal performance of radif:

A slightly different version of the above tahrir can be seen in gushe-ye xāvarān of māhur in
Mirzā ʿAbdollāh’s instrumental radif (Mehrāni, Vol I: 353).

In the radif of Mirzā Hoseynqoli be ravāyat-e38 Shahnāzi there is a gushe with this name
containing the following figure. Mehrāni mentions that the way this is performed on tār and setār
is with two right and one left pluck/strike (mezrāb) and this specific pluck is called do-tā-yeki.
He speculates the reason for the naming of this gushe and tahrir could be the use of this mezrāb.
Mehrāni calls the following tahrir goshāhyesh (literally means opening) (Mehrāni, Vol I: 354).
This type of tahrir also seems to belong to the instrumental radif, and there is no indication of the
location of tekye in Mehrāni’s explanation and notation of this tahrir.

38

Ravāyat literally means narration. In this context, it refers to the line of transmission of radif

through a certain student of that master, Shahnāzi in this case.
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Also, a different tahrir from gushe-ye hāji hasani in segāh is called do-tā-yeki. The reason
Mehrāni calls this do-tā-yeki is that in its rhythmic motif, there is a short duration between the
first two attacks and a long duration between the second and third attacks (Mehrāni, Vol I: 354).
This tahrir also seems to belong to the instrumental radif, and there is no indication of the
location of tekye in Mehrāni’s explanation and notation of this tahrir.

7.

Khordeh tahrir (small tahrirs) usually consists of one or two notes with tekye. Here is an

example of this type of tahrir according to our discussions with Nimā Fereyduni (Masʿudiye
2004: 13).

Fereyduni also mentions 8 more types of tahrir according to Pāyvar. Some of these tahrirs share
names with the tahrirs mentioned in the previous list, but they are different.
1. Nashib-o farāz (literally means descent and ascent) from Hossein Khan-e Esmāʿil Zādeh.
According to Fereyduni, the number of repetitions of each pitch in this type of tahrir is
significant. In the school of Tehran (maktab-e Tehran), each pitch is repeated twice, and
in the school of Isfahan (maktab-e Isfahan), each pitch is repeated three times. Fereyduni
suggests that we call the portion of this tahrir that moves toward the lower pitch nashib,
and the portion that goes toward the higher pitch farāz. They can appear in movements
towards the shāhed, forud, and owj. Nashib and Farāz types of tahrir may also appear
independently from each other (Fereyduni 2004a: 19).
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Also, the following tahrir that appears in razavi of shur (Fereyduni 2004b: 8) seems to be from
the same family of tahrirs. In the following notations. The sign >> below the notes, indicates
tekye (see Figure B.6 for more detail). The rectangles with a number on their right-above corner
show the repetition of the group of notes inside the rectangle that number of times.

The following tahrir in gushe-ye ruh al-arvāh in Davāmi’s radif is also from the above family
(Fereyduni 2004b: 34).

The following tahrir in the darāmad of segāh is another example of nashib (Fereyduni 2004b:
53). The sign << below the notes indicates a grace note with a lower pitch after the main note
(see Figure B.6 for more detail).
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2. Javādkhāni (Fereyduni 2004a: 19)

Mehrāni mentions javādkhāni from Davāmi’s radif in gushe-ye razavi of shur as follows
(Mehrāni, Vol I: 356). The higher pitch in tahrir is heard more distinctly in the slower
tempo.

3. Nāyeb Asadollāh (Fereyduni 2004a: 19)

4. Abuʿatā (Fereyduni 2004a: 20)

5.

Zang-e shotor, literally means camel’s chime (Fereyduni 2004a: 20)
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6.

Nāqus, literally means bell (Fereyduni 2004a: 20): This type of tahrir includes several
reiterations of the same note.

7. Chakkoshi, which is the same as bolboli introduced by Lotfi, and different from Lotfi’s
chakkoshi (Fereyduni 2004a: 20)

8.

Do-taa-yeki which is different from the tahrir with the same name in the previous list
(Fereyduni 2004a: 20).

Fereyduni adds different forms of tahrirs from the vocal radif of Davāmi to the above list as
follows:

1. The following tahrir can be considered a derivative of abuʿata tahrir, which is usually
used in the second darāmad of shur (Fereyduni 2004b: 1)
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2. The following tahrirs are used in gushe-ye salmak of shur. Fereyduni calls them salmak
(Fereyduni 2004a: 21-22). The trill symbol in the following notations, denotes the usual
trill in instrumental performance. Its interpretation in the vocal performance of radif and
its relation to the “glottal stop” in the performance of tekye is not indicated in the
reference.

3. Tahrir-e dashti which is used in gushe-ye hājiāni in Davāmi’s radif (Fereyduni 2004a:
22)
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4. Tahrir-e hājiāni in gushe-ye hājiāni in Davāmi’s radif (Fereyduni 2004a: 23)

5. Tahrir-e bālā be pāyin (literally up to down) is in gushe-ye owj of dashti in Davāmi’s
radif. The reason it is called bālā be pāyin is that its melodic movement starts from
higher notes and ends in the lower notes in owj (Fereyduni 2004a: 23).
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6. Tahrir-e gilaki is mainly used in gushe-ye gilaki of dashti in Davāmi’s radif (Fereyduni
2004a: 23).

7. Tahrir-e bayāt-tork, which can be considered a derivative of tahrir-e nashib o farāz
(Fereyduni 2004a: 23).

8. Tahrir-e dogāh in gushe-ye dogāh of bayāt-tork in Davāmi’s radif (Fereyduni 2004a: 24).

9. Tahrir-e rāmkali of gushe-ye rāmkali in abuʿatā (Fereyduni 2004a: 24)
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10. Tahrir-e ʿarāq of gushe-ye ʿarāq in Afshāri (Fereyduni 2004a: 24).

11. Tahrir-e qarāyi in āvāz-e dashti is somewhat similar to tahrir-e nashib o farāz, but
Fereyduni mentions that since it has an independent characteristic, we call it tahrir-e
qarāyi (Fereyduni 2004a: 25).

12. Tahrir-e chakāvak of gushe-ye chakāvak of homāyun in Davāmi’s radif (Fereyduni
2004a: 25).
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There is also tahrir-e baghdādi in Mirzā ʿAbdollāh’s instrumental radif, which is not used in
Davāmi’s radif. In addition to the above list of tahrirs, Mehrāni mentions the following tahrirs as
well.
1. Tahrir-e baghdādi is very similar to tahrir-e bolboli, and it is based on gushe-ye baghdādi of
āvāz-e abuʿatā (Mehrāni, Vol. I: 351). In this tahrir, the movement is between just two pitches,
each of them repeated each time.

In the following segment we see a longer version of this tahrir in gushe-ye baghdādi.

2. Tahrir-e basteh-negār is based on gushe-ye basteh-negār in abuʿatā from Mirzā ʿAbdollāh’s
radif with During’s transcription (Mehrāni, Vol. I: 354). In the following notation the arc shape
between two notes denotes tekye. The earlier note is the main note, and the latter note is the
tekye note.
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3. Tahrir-e panje muye in gushe-ye muye in chahārgāh with the rhythm (tan tan tanan) as
follows (Mehrāni, Vol. I:355)

4. Tahrir-e goshāyesh usually starts from a lower tempo and then it becomes faster (Mehrāni,
Vol. I: 355).

5. Khordeh-tahrir appears at the end of musical sentences or phrases (Mehrāni, Vol. I: 356). This
is different than the khordeh-tahrir which is discussed in Lotfi’s list of tahrirs.

6. Tahrir-e zarbi is used in metric pieces such as tasnifs as we can see in the following two
examples (Mehrāni, Vol. I: 356-7).
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7. Helhele is a sort of tahrir in which the vocalist uses meaningless words such as darada, helele,
and haradadi. According to Mehrāni any tahrir that is vocalized using such words instead of
syllables such as “ha” or meaningful words such as “jānam, amān, habibam” is called helhele
(Mehrāni, Vol. I: 356).
8. Tahrir falaki which is similar to yodeling. Mehrāni does not provide examples of this type but
mentions that it is a combination of other forms of tahrir (Mehrāni, Vol. I: 357).
Considering the above lists of the types of tahrirs, we have noticed four main categories of
tahrirs based on four different criteria. The first category, which includes most types of tahrirs in
the above lists, are defined by their specific melodic movement such as nashib, farāz, baghdādi,
etc. The second category is defined by the variation of timbre, such as ghone. The third category
is defined based on specific rhythms, such as panje muye. The fourth category involves certain
variations of energy level, which can be seen in tahrir-e chakkoshi. Since most tahrirs are in the
first category, in Section 3.4, we focus on analyzing melodic movements in tahrirs.

3.4 Pitch Variations in Tahrir
In this section, we focus on different types of melodic movement in tahrirs. One can
consider the building blocks of tahrirs and categorize the longer tahrirs as a combination of their
building blocks. After a series of lessons and discussions with Nimā Fereyduni, we identified
three main types of melodic movement in tahrirs. The main notes can remain on the same pitch
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(bolboli), the main note can go up (farāz), or the main note can go down (nashib). Depending on
the number of repetitions in each category and the ways the vocalist combines these three forms,
one can have different types of tahrir. Figure 3.6 shows a nashib tahrir, performed by Karimi in
darāmad of shur, and Figure 3.7 shows the transcription of the same tahrir by Masʿudiye. The xaxis in Figure 3.6 represents time, and the y-axis represents frequency. In this example, the
interval between the main note and the peak of the higher note is at most approximately 400
cents and at least approximately 150 cents.

Figure 3.6: Tahrir-e nashib in daramād of shur of Karimi
In Figure 3.6, the red lines are much higher than what is indicated as “the pitch” of the
tekyes in Masʿudiye’s transcription. In general, the pitch of tekye in the vocal performance is not
very regular, and it is different from one performance to another. In transcriptions of tahrir, we
usually see the way that instrumentalists would follow the voice rather than the voice itself. As
can be seen in Figures 3.6 and 3.7, Tahrir-e nashib begins on a higher pitch and then descends to
a lower pitch.

Figure 3.7: Tahrir-e nashib in daramād of shur of Karimi, Masʿudiye’s transcription, page 13,
line 4 of darāmad
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Figure 3.8: Tahrir-e nashib followed by tahrir-e farāz in darāmad of bayāt-tork of Karimi's
vocal radif

Figure 3.9: Tahrir-e nashib o farāz in darāmad of bayāt-tork of Karimi, Masʿudiye’s
transcription, page 49, lines 3 and 4 of darāmad

One of the melodic characteristics of tahrir, as can be seen in Figure 3.8, is the repetition
of a simpler form or group of notes. In this example, the vocalist repeats the same pattern in a
descending manner. Sometimes different types of tahrir can be combined to form a more
complicated melodic phrase. Figure 3.8 shows a longer pattern, which consists of a tahrir-e
nashib, followed by tahrir-e farāz in darāmad of bayāt-e tork. As can be seen in Figure 3.8, the
whole longer pattern is repeated twice. In Figure 3.9, we see Masʿudiye’s transcription of this
tahrir.
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Figure 3.10 shows a sample of Shajariān’s tahrir in gushe-ye owj in the hemistich
(39’:15’’- 36’:37’): “bas ke shostim be khunābe jegar jāmeye jān.”39 This tahrir is on the last
word, jān, and on vowel ā for 5 seconds, involving the sequence G, F, F, E, E, D, E, E, F, F, G
with tekyes to higher pitches. Fereyduni mentions the name “nashib o farāz” for this type of
tahrir (Fereyduni 2004: 19). This name is also mentioned by Pāyvar, in his transcription of
Davāmi’s radif. In this tahrir, the average duration to reach the peak of the tekye note from the
main notes is 0.75 milliseconds. The highest frequency jumps in this tahrir are about one and half
tone (~290 cents), and the lowest frequency jumps are about a half tone (~90 cents).

Figure 3.10: Sample of Shajarian’s tahrir-e nashib o farāz in gushe-ye owj
In our observation of the pitch variations in tahrirs, we have noticed three main criteria for
analyzing tahrirs:
I.

The form of eshāre (secondary note). we noticed three types of secondary notes
(eshāre).

39

Hamnavā bā Bam [“Compassion for Bam”]. Delāwāz. (Tehran concert and background

documentary). 2006, available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7xalZQOFW88
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a) The vocalist sharply increases and then decreases the pitch sharply, so that in the timefrequency curve we see a very sharp mountain. The height of this mountain varies from
piece to piece and from singer to singer, but approximately stays within the range of 400
cents in our observations. This is the most common type of eshāre. A sample of this type
of eshāre can be seen in the first sentence of gushe-ye salmak of shur, performed by
Banān (Kāzemi 2019, CD 1, track 2). The form of this type of eshāre (type I) can be seen
in Figure 3.11. This type of eshāre is marked with a red rectangle. The x-axis shows the
time, and the y-axis shows the frequency in cents.

Figure 3.11: Eshāre of type 1 in gushe-ye salmak of shur, performed by Banān

b) The vocalist sharply decreases and then increases the pitch. This type of tahrir is not
very common in the samples that we have observed, and it seems to be a different
technique in terms of manipulation of vocal folds. As in the usual form of tekye, the
glottal break results in a higher pitch. An example of this type can be seen in Figure 3.12
in the first sentence of the vocal performance of the darāmad of shur, by Zabihi (Kāzemi
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2019, CD 1, track 1). This type of eshāre is marked with a red rectangle. The x-axis
shows the times and the y-axis shows the frequency in cents.

Figure 3.12: Eshāre of type 2 in darāmad of shur, performed by Zabihi
c) The other type is that there is a narrow valley, right before the sharp peak. A sample of
this type of tekye can be seen in the first sentence of the darāmad of shur, performed by
Zabihi (Kāzemi 2019, CD 1, track 1). In Figure 3.13, the eshāres are marked with red
rectangles. The x-axis shows time and the y-axis shows the frequency in cents. As can be
seen in this figure the intervals in eshāres are not fixed, In the first eshāre, the vocalist
started from G and then went to F (valley) and Ak (peak). In the second one, he has
started from G, then went to F (valley) and Bb (peak).

Figure 3.13: Eshāre of type 3 in darāmad of shur, performed by Zabihi
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II.

The general direction of the main notes:
The general direction of the pitch main notes can go up (tahrir-e farāz), down (tahrir-e

nashib), or remain constant. Farāz (ascending) and nashib (descending) directions are shown
in Figure 3.6, 3.8 and 3.10. A sample of the case where the general direction of the main note
remains constant can clearly be seen in gushe-ye qarache of shur, performed by Banān
(Kāzemi 2019, CD 1, track 3). In Figure 3.14, the x-axis represents time and the y-axis
represents the frequency. This type of tahrir is usually called bolboli (nightingale’s style).

Figure 3.14: A long tahrir-e bolboli in gushe-ye qarache of shur, performed by Banān

III.

the repeating building blocks of longer tahrirs, if available.
Sometimes, one can see repeating blocks, consisting of a few main notes with their

eshāres in longer tahrirs. For example, Fereyduni mentions that in maktab-e Esfahān (school
of Esfahān), the number of main notes on each step for going up and down in farāz and
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nashib is three, while in maktab-e Tehrān, the number of repetitions is two. A sample of
nashib and farāz with groupings of two main notes at each step of the way marked with
rectangles in Figure 3.15. In this Figure, the x-axis represents time, and the y-axis represents
frequency in cents.

Figure 3.15: Tahrir-e nashib and farāz in gushe-ye dogāh of bayāt-tork performed by Karimi

3.5 Energy in Tahrir
In our discussion with Nimā Fereyduni, we noticed that one of the crucial characteristics
of tahrir is the different energy level of the tekye note in comparison with its adjacent note. In
imitation of vocal tahrir with tār and setār, usually the instrumentalist only uses his/her left hand
on the fingerboard to perform the tekye note without plucking at the string with the right hand.
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This way the frequency of the tekye note is heard, but the energy of the sound is lower
comparing to the main note. This implies that the tekye note is always dependent on the main
note in the instrumental music. In santur, the instrumentalist uses the left hand and with an
intentionally weaker strike in order to perform tekye. We used the BBC Vamp Plugins in sonic
annotator to get the RMS energy table40. Then we used our program to analyze the energy level
at each segment of the voice. The parameters we have used to generate the RMS energy table for
Karimi’s voice are: step size of 256 and block size of 2048.
Figure 3.16 shows the points with a low energy level with small black circles, while the
other points are in red. The marker shows the energy level less than 0.8 times the mean of the
energy level of all the points in this gushe. As can be seen in the figure, in the first sentence of
darāmad of shur, only the tekyes on Ek have this low energy level, and the end of the sentence
jump. In Figure 3.16, the x-axis represents time in the aligned MIDI-audio plot, and the y-axis
shows frequency in cents and the position of the notes in MIDI.

Figure 3.16: First sentence of darāmad of shur by Karimi, and the energy levels

40

http://vamp-plugins.org/rdf/plugins/bbc-vamp-plugins#bbc-energy
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In general, the energy level of singing voice is relatively higher when performing higher
frequencies and relatively lower when performing lower frequencies. The only very obvious
exception for this general rule is in the performance of tekye, and at the end of the sentences,
where the voice frequency jumps very high in a very short period of time. This information can
be used in addition to the frequency jumps for identifying tahrirs. Figure 3.17 shows the energy
level with respect to the frequency for darāmad of shur by Karimi. As you can see from this
diagram, ignoring the noise, in general the energy level increases when the frequency becomes
significantly higher. In the following figure the small blue circles show the RMS energy of each
point of frequency in this musical piece. The vertical marked black lines show the frequency of
each note of this piece, respective C, D, Ek and F. The red line is the linear regression of all the
points of this piece, which clearly shows the increasing nature of the Energy-Frequency diagram.

.

Figure 3.17: Energy vs. frequency in darāmad of shur, performed by Karimi
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This fact is even more obvious in longer pieces with a larger range of notes. For example,
in gushe-ye hejāz of Abuʿatā performed by Karimi, where the range is more than an octave.
Figure 3.18 shows the histogram of this gushe, and the range. The x-axis shows the frequency in
cents and the y-axis shows the number of occurrences of each frequency.

Figure 3.18: Smooth histogram of the performance of hejāz by Karimi

Figure 3.19 shows the Frequency-Energy curve. In this figure, the red line is the linear regression
of all the points of hejāz. It shows the increasing nature of the Energy-Frequency diagram.

Figure 3.19: Energy vs. frequency in hejāz, performed by Karimi
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In order to use energy as an identifying character of the tahrir, one needs to consider the
local differences in energy, considering the fact that the higher-frequency notes usually have
higher energy level, and this should not be mistaken as intentional change in energy by the
vocalist.
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4 The Relationship between Theory and Practice of Radif
4.1 Introduction

This chapter explores the relation between theory and practice of music in today’s Iran; the ways
theory is taught implicitly through imitation and improvisation, the ways one can extract theory
through probabilistic and computational analysis of the performance, and the relation between
the existing explicit theories and practice of radif. The goal is to study the correlation between
the theory that can be deduced from practice and the theory that exists prior to practice. I draw
on my own experience as a student of traditional music for many years in Iran and the theoretical
and computational scholarly writings on this subject. In the process of thinking through this
chapter, I had Fārābi’s remarks on the philosophy of musical knowledge in mind from kitāb almusiqi al-kabir. He lists three essential elements for acquiring theoretical knowledge: the
primary principles of the practice (osul, mabādi), the ability to deduce the necessary information
from the principles, and critical thinking about the works of other scholars. Throughout kitāb almusiqi al-kabir, Fārābi mentions several times that he bases his theory on the practice of music.
In his view, theorizing can start with observing the practice and then trying to find its primary
principles. After finding those principles, one can build a theory based on them. Throughout
kitāb al-musiqi al-kabir, Fārābi goes back and forth between theory and practice. Figure 4.1
shows this process.
In this chapter, we use three primary sources of information: the vocal radif of Karimi,
the contemporary music theory of radif (Sections 4.2 and 4.4), and parts of Fārābi’s and
Marāghi’s works related to tetrachord species (jenses) and their combinations, Section 4.3. We
use these historical sources to understand the origin of today’s tetrachord theory. We found this
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relevant to today’s music theory because, as we will see in Section 4.4, the contemporary
theorists based their theories either on tetrachord species, or the Western musical scale, or both. I
then use computational and analytical methods and my personal experience both as a practitioner
and a listener of this music to extract the relevant information from the vocal radif of Karimi. In
section 4.5, we have developed a computational framework for comparison of the current
practice with various contemporary theories on radif. In section 4.6, we propose a computational
music-generation framework for evaluation and studying the theorizing process.

Figure 4.1: The relation between intellectual knowledge and practice according to Fārābi

4.2 The Theory behind the Practice in Today’s Teaching of Radif
During the years that I had been learning Persian music, I heard very few explicit
sentences about the music theory from my instructor, Mansur Sinaki. These sentences were
stated casually as my instructor played different gushes, and even more when he was teaching
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me tasnifs and other rhythmic pieces, which include modulation from one gushe to another.
Among those, I remember a few about the gushes that are used for modulation from one dastgāh
to the other dastgāhs. My music instructor sometimes used the words shāhed or ist to describe
the characteristics of specific gushes or to explain the appropriate tuning for playing each
dastgāh. In setār, the third and fourth strings should be tuned appropriately, depending on the
shāhed of the dastgāh. For example, when playing māhur-e do (māhur with C as shāhed), the
third and fourth strings are both tuned as C, while in māhur-e Fa (māhur with F as shāhed), the
third string is usually tuned C, and the fourth string is tuned F. Tuning of the musical instrument
is one of the few occasions where the instructors talk explicitly about the function of notes in
different dastgāhs.
Ahmad ʿEbādi41 (1906–93) is one of the great masters of setār, who has worked
extensively on the appropriate tunings of setār for each dastgāh. Nimā Fereyduni has worked on
ʿEbādi’s tunings and has made a list of setār tunings used or suggested by ʿEbādi for each
dastgāh in his website42. Figure 4.2 shows a sample of what Nimā Fereyduni has gathered in his
website for different possibilities for tuning of setār for the dastgāh of shur. I have added the
English translation in front of or above each line.

41

ʿEbādi is the grandson of Ali Akbar Farahāni (d 1858) and a son of Mirzā ʿAbdollāh (1845–

1918). His solo performances on setār and his significant improvisation style encouraged the
younger generation to study setār (Farhat 2001).
42

https://nimafereidooni.com/2018/12/17/ﺳﮫ-ﮐﻮک-اﻧﻮاع%E2%80%8Cﺑﯿﺎن-ﺗﺎر%E2%80%8C-ﺷﺪه

ع-اﺣﻤﺪ-ﺗﻮﺳﻂ/ (accessed on May 15, 2020)
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Figure 4.2: ʿEbādi's suggested tunings for setār in shur, according to Fereyduni

Figure 4.3 shows some common tuning suggestions for the four strings of setār from Mirzā
ʿAbdollāh’s radif, transcribed by Talāʾi for all dastgāhs, with transliterations added by me (Talāʾi
1995: 15). In Figure 4.3, The strings are listed in the reverse order. The pitch of the shāhed of
each dastgāh can be seen in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.3: Talāʾi’s table of tunings of setār for different dastgāhs
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In order to see the relation between tuning of setār and shāhed of each dastgāh, we have
provided a list of shāheds of darāmads, in each of the dastgāhs, based on Talāʾi’s transcription in
Table 4.1. As can be seen in this table, for the secondary dastgāhs (āvāzes of shur and homāyun),
except for bayāt-tork, the suggested tuning is based on the shāhed of the primary dastgāh that
they are related to. The primary and secondary dastgāhs are marked in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Shāheds of the darāmad of each dastgāh in Talāʾi’s transcription of radif
dastgāh

Shāhed of darāmad

Relation of āvāzes to main
dastgāhs

Shur

G

Abuʿatā

Ak

Āvāz of shur

Bayāt-tork

Bb

Āvāz of shur

Afshāri

C

Āvāz of shur

Dashti

D

Āvāz of shur

Bayāt-kord

D

Āvāz of shur

Segāh

Ak

Chahārgāh

C

Māhur

C

Navā

G

Homāyun

G

Esfahān

G

Rāst-panjgāh

F

Āvāz of homāyun
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During my musical training, there had been no words about the tetrachords, pentachords,
or even the range of gushes. The implicit theory of radif is made evident when music masters
recognize errors in the students’ performances. Later on, after about ten years of learning radif,
my instructor, Mansur Sinaki, encouraged me to compose some chahārmezrāb43, pishdarāmad44,
and reng45 in various gushes. During that training, I noticed the function of specific notes in each
gushe, such as shāhed and ist, and the appropriate ways of modulation and specific sequence of
notes that illustrate forud46(literally descent and landing).
Another source for learning about the theories were the annotations alongside some of the
transcriptions of radifs. Among the suggestions for musical notation that clarify ideas for
improvisation in āvāz, one can mention Vaziri’s suggestions for writing the exact repetitions of
specific phrases, and also the repetition of phrases one degree higher or lower, which is very
common in Iranian music. The phrases that are repeated in a gushe are among the important

43

A composed instrumental piece, usually with a fast tempo and ostinato plucking pattern pāye

(literally means base). It displays the virtuosic ability of the performers (Pourjavādy 2019: 256).
44

An instrumental metric genre, usually performed at the beginning of the performance which

contains multiple modulations to important gushes of a dastgāh.
45

A composed instrumental metric piece in a moderately fast tempo and usually accompanied by

a drum, which might be used for dance and is usually performed at the end of a performance
(Pourjavādy 2019: 255).
46

A cadential phrase that marks the end of a gushe or returning to the primary mode of the

dastgāh after modulations.
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characteristics and specifications of gushes. Here is a sample of his musical notation for
repetition of a segment in his music theory book (Vaziri 2008/1934:92-93).

Below we see the repetition of a phrase one degree lower, and again one degree lower,
and the repetition of the marked phrase with a bow, one degree higher. This type of notation
helps the performer to remember the important phrases and understands the relationship between
the phrases.

One of the most significant books that incorporate some theoretical contents in the
musical transcription of radif is Talāʾi’s transcription of Mirzā ʿAbdollāh’s radif (Talāʾi 1995).
By aligning the related phrases vertically, Talāʾi draws the reader’s attention to subtle variations
in pitch, melodic contour, and rhythmic design in each gushe. He also clearly marks the
repetition of specific fragments within melodies with rectangular shapes around the repeated
phrase and writes the number of repetitions of each phrase above the rectangle. Figures 4.4 and
4.5 are the first darāmad of shur of Mirzā ʿAbdollāh’s radif as transcribed by Jean During and
Talāʾi respectively. Appendix B provides a list of special signs and symbols used in During and
Talāʾi’s transcriptions (Figures B.4-B.7).
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Figure 4.4: During’s transcription of the first darāmad of shur of Mirzā ʿAbdollāh’s radif
(During 2006: 15).

Figure 4.5: Talāʾi's transcription of the first darāmad of shur of Mirzā ʿAbdollāh’s radif (Talāʾi
1995: 1)
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Furthermore, in his more recent analytical transcription of radif, Talāʾi writes the function
of each phrase below the sequence of notes. He has also marked some characteristically
important phrases by their name. For example, Figure 4.6 shows the transcription of darāmad of
shur. In this transcription, Talāʾi has marked (1) the beginning phrase, (2) the introduction
phrase, (3) the development phrase, (4) the repetitions, (5) the name of the tahrir dove wing (bāle kabuter), and (6) the final fragment (Talāʾi 2015)

Figure 4.6: Talāʾi New Transcription, including some detail analysis of each segment, page 3
(Talāʾi 2015: 3)
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Talāʾi’s method of analytical transcription of radif has become more acknowledged
among the younger generation of musicians and musicologists in recent years. For example,
Fereyduni has transcribed Davāmi’s vocal radif with the same method. For example, Figure 4.7
shows the first two lines of the kereshme of shur from Davāmi’s vocal radif, transcribed by
Fereyduni.

Figure 4.7: The first two lines of kereshme of shur from Davāmi's vocal radif, transcribed by
Fereyduni (Fereyduni 2004 :2)

4.3 Tetrachord Species and their Combination: A Historical Model for
Theorizing
In this section, we study the theory of jens in the works of Fārābi and Marāghi. The
Arabic word jens (plural: ajnās, Greek γένος, and Latin genus) means type. In the historical
music theory texts by Fārābi and Marāghi, it refers to tetrachord species. The idea behind this
interpretational scheme has been pursued by many contemporary music theorists and
musicologists in Iran. In the first chapter of kitāb al-musiqi al-kabir, Fārābi talks about different
types of divisions of zi-arbaʿ, the fourth interval, to three subintervals. He mentions that the
reason he chooses tetrachord, the basis of Greek theory, is not because of the natural or
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mathematical properties of the tetrachord, but for practical reasons. In different discussions in
kitāb al-musiqi al-kabir, Fārābi emphasizes the distinctions between natural, conventional and
mathematical reasoning. Fārābi uses a system parallel to the logarithmic cents to explain the
intervals. To do so, he divides the octave into 144 equidistant subintervals. For simplicity, I will
call this unit Far. Hence for example we have 12 Far = 100 cents, zi-arbaʿ (the fourth) = 60 Far,
and zi-khoms (the fifth) = 84 Far. This system makes the calculations easier since instead of
division and multiplication of fractions, one can work with subtraction and addition. Fārābi
explains different possible tetrachords based on the mathematical relations between the three
subintervals. Table 4.2 shows eight possible divisions of zi-arbaʿ (jens) according to Fārābi.
Note that the zi-arbaʿ which is 60 Far, is divided to three subintervals X, Y, and Z, with 𝑋 ≥
𝑌 ≥ 𝑍 (Fārābi 2013: 74-98).

Table 4.2: Fārābi's types of tetrachords47
The value of each interval

mathematical relations and characteristics of the

based on Far system

tetrachords

X

47

Y

Z

distance

اﺟﻨﺎس

20

20

20 X = Y = Z

Y+Z > X

20

24

24

12 X = Y

Y+Z > X

12

(strong)

24

18

18 Y = Z

Y+Z > X

12

ﻗﻮی

The types of intervals in Table 4.2 seem to be based on purely mathematical divisions of a

tetrachord and are not related to Fārābi’s intonation discussed in Chapter 2.
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30

18

12 X > Y > Z

Y+Z = X

0 (moderate)

36

12

12 Y = Z

Y+Z < X > X/2

-12

42

9

9 Y=Z

Y+Z < X/2 > X/4

-24

44

8

8 Y=Z

Y+Z < X/2 > X/4

-28

(soft)

48

6

6 Y=Z

Y+Z = X/4

-36

ﻧﺮم

ﻣﺘﻮﺳﻂ

Fārābi then classifies these ajnās based on the mathematical relation between the three
subintervals (triangle rule48) to two main categories: (strong) qavi, and (soft) narm. Soft
tetrachords are divided into two subcategories: extremely soft (rāsem va nāzem), and moderately
soft (molavvan: colorful). Strong tetrachords are more effective, natural, and beautiful. The
extremely soft tetrachords have a weak effect on humans, and the moderate soft tetrachords have
a moderate emotional effect. Fārābi uses the metaphor of painting to describe these levels of
strength. He describes the very weak tetrachords as drawing and the moderate tetrachords as
colored painting without ornamentation. He then divides the moderate soft tetrachords into three
subcategories and remarks that some earlier writers have associated soft tetrachords with women,
and the strong tetrachords with men.
In the fourth chapter of jāmeʿ al-alhān, Marāghi illustrates a basis for possible
tetrachords and pentachords in the music of his era. He starts the chapter with the definition of
consonance and dissonance as follows: If one divides a fourth interval into three subintervals
called X, Y, Z where 𝑋 ≥ 𝑌 ≥ 𝑍, then Marāghi has the following two categories

48

The sum of the value of any two sides of a triangle should be larger than the third side’s value.
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I.

if 𝑋 > 𝑌 + 𝑍, the combination is called layyen (soft) (Marāghi 2009: 76), which has
three possibilities

-

First type (qesme avval): X=1 ¼ → 4/5~~ واو386 cents

-

Second type (qesme dovvom): X=1 1/5= 6/5 →5/6 ~ 316 cents

-

Third type (qesme sevvom): X=1 1/6=7/6 → 6/7~ 267 cents

Except for the first type, the other two do not appear in Marāghi’s table of intervals
II.

otherwise, we call this combination qavi (strong)

Marāghi proposes 7 possible divisions of the fourth interval, which can be seen in Figure 4.8.
He called each one a jens (Marāghi 2009: 76).

Figure 4.8: Marāghi's seven ajnās (Marāghi 2009: 76)
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Table 4.3 shows Marāghi’s divisions of the fourth interval using the cents system.

Table 4.3: Marāghi's seven ajnās, in cents system
Marāghi’s note

Involved notes

Tetrachord

Tetrachord intervals

names in Persian

starting from G

number

approximated in
cents49

 ح، ز، د، اﻟﻒG, A, B, C

1

204, 204, 90

 ح، ه، د، اﻟﻒG, A, Bb, C

2

204, 90, 204

 ح، ه، ب، اﻟﻒG, Ab, Bb, C

3

90, 204, 204

 ح، و، د، اﻟﻒG, A, Bk, C

4

204, 180, 114

 ح، ه، ج، اﻟﻒG, Ak, Bb, C

5

180, 114, 204

 ح، و، ج، اﻟﻒG, Ak, Bk, C

6

180, 204, 114

 ح، ز، ه، ج، اG, Ak, Bb, B, C

7

180, 114, 114, 90

As can be seen in Table 4.3, the seventh type is different from all other types, since in the
other types we have only four notes in each tetrachord, but in the seventh type we have five
notes, and four intervals. Then he mentions 13 possible pentachords (Marāghi 2009: 80).

49

See Table 2.1 for more detail on how to convert Marāghi’s intervals to cents.
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Figure 4.9: Marāghi's divisions of the fifth (Marāghi 2009: 80)

Table 4.4 shows Marāghi’s divisions of the fifth in cents.

Table 4.4: Marāghi's divisions of the fifth, in cents
Marāghi’s note

Involved notes

Number of

Divisions of fifth in

names in Persian

starting from C

Divisions of

cents50

fifth
 ﯾﺢ، ﯾﮫ، ﯾﺪ، ﯾﺎ،ح

50

C, D, E, F, G

1

204, 204, 90, 204

See Table 2.1 for more detail on how to convert Marāghi’s intervals to cents.
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 ﯾﺢ، ﯾﮫ، ﯾﺐ، ﯾﺎ،ح

C, D, Eb, F, G

2

204, 90, 204, 204

 ﯾﺢ، ﯾﮫ، ﯾﺐ، ط،ح

C, Db, Eb, F, G

3

90, 204, 204, 204

 ﯾﺢ، ﯾﮫ، ﯾﺞ، ﯾﺎ،ح

C, D, Ek, F, G

4

204, 180, 114, 204

 ﯾﺢ، ﯾﮫ، ﯾﺐ، ی،ح

C, Dk, Eb, F, G

5

180, 114, 204, 204

 ﯾﺢ، ﯾﮫ، ﯾﺞ، ی،ح

C, Dk, Ek, F, G

6

180, 204, 114, 204

 ﯾﺢ، ﯾﮫ، ﯾﺪ، ﯾﺐ، ی،ح

C, Dk, Eb, E, F, G

7

180, 114, 114, 90, 204

 ﯾﺢ، ﯾﺰ، ﯾﮫ، ﯾﺞ، ﯾﺎ،ح

C, D, Ek, F, F#, G

8

204,180, 114, 180, 23

 ﯾﺢ، ﯾﺰ، ﯾﮫ، ﯾﺞ، ی،ح

C, Dk, Ek, F, F#, G

9

180, 204, 114, 180, 23

 ﯾﺢ، ﯾﻮ، ﯾﺪ، ﯾﺎ، ی،ح

C, Dk, D, E, Fs, G

10

180, 23, 204, 180, 114

 ﯾﺢ، ﯾﻮ، ﯾﺞ، ﯾﺐ، ی،ح

C, Dk, Eb, Ek, -, G

11

180, 114, 90, 204, 114

 ﯾﺢ، ﯾﻮ، ﯾﺞ، ﯾﺎ،ح

C, D, Ek, Fs, G

12

204, 180, 204, 114

 ﯾﺢ، ﯾﻮ، ﯾﺪ، ﯾﺎ،ح

C, D, E, Fs, G

13

204, 204, 180, 114

From the combination of the 7 ajnās and 13 divisions of the fifth, he arrives to
7 × 13=91 possible combinations for scales (circle/cycle= octave). These 91 circles include
familiar gushe and dastgāh names, such as esfahān, bozorg, ʿarāq, nahoft, rahāvi, zir-afkand,
hejāz, hoseyni, rāst, and zangule. Figure 4.10 shows Marāghi’s first cycle which comes from
the combination of the first type of tetrachord with the first type of pentachord. The note
names can be seen around the circle and the interval between each two notes can be seen on
the line segments that connect the two notes.
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Figure 4.10: Marāghi's first circle

Some notes, called naghamāt-e savābet (fixed notes) appear in all 91 of Marāghi’s
circles. For example,  ﯾﺢ، ح، اﻟﻒappear in all the circles. Octave (2/1), fifth (3/2) and fourth (4/3)
intervals are called nesbat-e sharife. One of the important characteristics of the circles, according
to Marāghi, is the number of octaves, fourth and fifth intervals in each circle. This number is
called adad-e sharife. A circle in which adad-e sharife is equal to the number of the notes is
called molāyem. A circle in which adad-e sharife is less than the number of notes is called khafi
al-tanāfor (Marāghi 2018: 297).

4.4 The Idea of Jens in Contemporary Theories of Music
In this section, we examine and identify the trends of thought, research, and practice of
music theory in Iran since the early twentieth century with a concentration on jens. The
expansion and availability of information communicated via scholarly national and international
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conferences and publications, books, recordings, documentary films, news, and social media
make doing a critical review of the existing literature more necessary, valuable, and stimulating.
In this section, we study a cluster of topics related to the idea of jens and identify the similarities
and differences in different theorists’ views toward this topic to develop a common ground for
the computational analysis of this topic in the next section. We consider the ideas of the most
influential theorists and musicians. Among the music theory texts in today’s Iran, in addition to
the tunings and function of notes in each gushe or dastgāh, there is a clear attention to the theory
of tetrachords and pentachords as the building blocks of gushes. There are two main approaches
by the theorists: one with a view toward the Western music theory, and the other with a view
toward Fārābi and Marāghi’s school of thought.
As discussed in Section 2.2, with the process of Westernization and modernization in the
early twentieth century, and the educational journeys of some Iranian musicians and intellectuals
to Europe, a new interest and trend in music theory started. The first generation of Iranian
conservatory musicians hardly wrote about the limitations of Western approaches in Persian
music theory and never questioned the necessity of bringing in the Western musical tools and
ideas into Iranian music. The level of using Western notation and ideas varied from each master
to the other. However, the musicians and theorists of the next generations started to criticize the
insufficiency of Western ideas and all the limitations it may cause in teaching and composing
Iranian music. The beginning of these criticisms brought up a back-to-the-roots movement. For
example, in terms of rhythm, musicians and scholars started to look for a different method in
teaching and learning. One of the results was a more clear and bold emphasis on poetry, and the
use of the rhythmic patterns of the Persian language formally in speaking about the rhythm of
music (Boubān 2009, Dehlavi 2000). In terms of musical terminology, the music theory books
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started to use the interval names of medieval music theory treatises, such as mojannab, and
tanini (ʿAlizāde 2009). Also, in terms of methodology of the analysis of dastgāhs and gushes,
some scholars started to look at Fārābi and Marāghi in explanation of gushes based on the
different variations of tetrachords (jens). (Mehrāni 2010, Talāʾi 1993, 1995, 2015, Fereyduni
2004). In his dissertation, Asʿadi explains that there are three categories of music theories in this
century. One is the modernist view, which is led by Vaziri and has been continued by his
students such as Khāleqi. A second is the traditionalist view, presented by Barkeshli and
continued by Majid Kiāni, who emphasize the continuity of the music practice and theory in Iran
and have based their theories on old Persio-Arabic treatises such Fārābi’s and Marāghi’s. The
third view is presented by Talāʾi, ʿAlizāde and other musicians and scholars who try to base their
theories on today’s practice of music (Asʿadi 2006: 98-107).
Although most contemporary Iranian music theorists have somehow applied the theory of
jens to explain the elemental form of gushes, each theorist deals with the theory of jens with a
different approach. To see the distinctions, we have considered the darāmad of shur explained by
each theorist as an example for their model.
Vaziri’s music theory book is divided into three main chapters. The first part consists of
24 lessons mainly on Western music notation rules with introduction of sori and koron for
quartertones51. The second part is named “Iranian music theory” which defines the concepts of
āvāz and dastgāh and gives some introduction to each dastgāh. The third part of the book covers
basics of Western music theory. In the second part, which is the only one on Iranian music

51

Vaziri initially introduced sori and koron as signs for quartertones in his 24-equidistant

intervals intonation. However, these signs later were used as signs of neutral pitches, in general.
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theory, Vaziri uses scales to describe different dastgāhs. He also defines the function of the notes
such as shāhed, ist, and motaghayyer. He believes each dastgāh must have a distinct scale. For
example, he mentions that mahur’s scale is similar to Major, and since rāst-panjgāh’s scale is
similar to Māhur, it should not be called a dastgāh (Asʿadi 2006: 95). The scale of the dastgāh of
shur (with E as tonic) according to Vaziri is shown in Figure 4.11 (Vaziri 2008/1934: 98).
Vaziri’s use of the concepts of scale and tonic for Iranian music, which was later criticized by
many musicians and musicologists, was due to his Western music training and his belief in the
necessity of applying these concepts as a basis for Iranian music theory.
Vaziri has marked two disjunct tetrachords for the dastgāh of shur. The first tetrachord is
similar to Talāʾi’s tetrachord of shur, which will be discussed later in this section. However,
Vaziri’s tetrachords for shur are disjunct and the second tetrachord is different.

Figure 4.11: Vaziri's scale of shur (Vaziri 2008/1934: 98)
Farhat criticizes Vaziri for forcing the scale concept on the dastgāhs. He believes that the
concept of scale is totally irrelevant to Persian music practice (Farhat 2004:16).
Most Persian modes, in their elemental forms, can be expressed within a
tetrachord or a pentachord. In some cases, as many as seven or more tones are
needed to convey the mode adequately. The octave is not significant. In certain
modes a range of pitches beyond the limits of an octave is needed, as in the higher
octave some notes are different from what they are in the lower octave. (Farhat
2004: 16)
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Figure 4.12 shows Farhat’s suggestion for shur’s tetrachord (Farhat 2004: 27). In Figure
4.12, “F” is finalis, which according to Farhat, indicates conclusion and here is the same as
shāhed, “A” is āghāz or the beginning note, and “M” is moteghayyer, changeable (Farhat
2004:24). Finalis appears in other theorists’ texts as khāteme (lit. end) and āghāz is not
commonly used. As can be seen in Figure 4.12, Farhat’s main tetrachord of shur is the same as
Vaziri’s first tetrachord of shur, but its position in the whole range of the darāmad is different.

Figure 4.12: Farhat's tetrachord for the darāmad of shur
Talāʾi’s analysis of gushes is based on tetrachords. He mentions four main tetrachords as
building blocks of the tone system for different gushes. According to Talāʾi, all gushes are built
using mostly a conjunct or sometimes disjunct combination of the following four tetrachords.
Here is the list of Talāʾi’s main four tetrachords (Talāʾi 2015: 14).

Figure 4.13: Talāʾi's four main tetrachords
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Talāʾi also adds a secondary tetrachord to the above list, which he calls rohāb. He has
marked this one with R (Talāʾi 2015:15). This tetrachord is shown in Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.14: Talāʾi's rohāb tetrachord
Using the above tetrachords, he analyzes different gushes. Figure 4.15 shows Talāʾi’s main table
for the dastgāh of shur (Talāʾi 2015: 25). I have added the transliterations.

Figure 4.15: Talāʾi's analysis of the dastgāh of shur based on his five tetrachords
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Many other theorists and musicologists followed Talāʾi’s method of tetrachord analysis
with some modifications. Among them one can mention Asʿadi who explains that the importance
of tetrachords in today’s Iranian music theory discussions is historic and comes from the old
Greek music theory. He mentions that this theoretical assumption is not always compatible with
the practice of music, for example he mentions that in segāh trichords are more important than
tetrachords and in other cases sometimes pentachords and hexachords might be more compatible
with the structure of the gushes (Asʿadi 2006: 114). He mentions that a different tetrachord
appears in mokhālef of segāh which is not listed in Talāʾi’s four main tetrachords. This
tetrachord is: C, Dk, Ek, F (Asʿadi 2006: 143). Adding the fifth tetrachord to Talāʾi’s list of four
main tetrachords, he reaches the following list of tetrachords in Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.16: Asʿadi's list of main tetrachords (Asʿadi 2006: 143)
He then uses these five tetrachords to analyze the gushes. For example, here is how he
analyzes the darāmad of shur of Mirzā ʿAbdollāh’s radif (Asʿadi 2006: 205). In Figure 4.17, F is
the beginning note and G is the shāhed. Asʿadi’s analysis is very similar to Farhat’s analysis of
the darāmad of shur (Figure 4.12).
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Figure 4.17: Asʿadi's analysis of darāmad of shur from Mirzā ʿAbdollāh’s radif

ʿAlizāde et al. present the following table of tetrachords (dāngs) for all the dastgāhs. As can be
seen in the table they use the historical names of the intervals: tanini ()ط, baqieh ()ب, mojannab
()ج, and bish-tanini ()ه. Tanini is a major second interval, baqieh is minor second, mojannab is
neutral second, and bish-tanini is a neutral second plus a minor second. I have added the name of
the tetrachords based on Talāʾi and Asʿadi ’s systems, and the transliterations in the table. As can
be seen in Figure 4.18, these six tetrachords of ʿAlizāde et al. include all the tetrachords of Talāʾi
and Asʿadi (ʿAlizāde et al. 2009). The right column shows the name of the dastgāhs, and the
numbers inside the table shows the tetrachords in each dastgāh.

Figure 4.18: Table of tetrachords for all dastgāhs (ʿAlizāde et al. 2009: 77)
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The tetrachord analysis of the darāmad of shur can be seen in Figure 4.19, which is similar to
Talāʾi’s analysis.

Figure 4.19: Tetrachords of the darāmad of shur, based on ʿAlizāde's analysis

Hoseyn Mehrāni, an Iranian musician and musicologist, has given the following 14
tetrachords as the main tetrachords in Iranian music. In his theory, Mehrāni considers the
location of the ist in each tetrachord as a defining factor. In his theory, ist can be at the beginning
or at the end of each tetrachord. Hence for each type of the intervallic divisions of tetrachords, he
has two possibilities according to the position of ist in that tetrachord. In his theory, the total
number of tetrachord possibilities is 7 × 2 = 14. Figure 4.20 shows the list of the 14 main
tetrachords of Iranian music according to Mehrāni. (Mehrāni, Vol. I: 208-9). The whole note
signs mark the ist in each tetrachord. The transliterations are added by the author. The first ten
tetrachords of Mehrāni are the same as the five tetrachords of Talāʾi with additional
consideration of the place of the ist in each tetrachord, and the tetrachords 11 to 14 are not listed
in Talāʾi’s tetrachords. In addition to these main 14 tetrachords (Figure 4.20), Mehrāni mentions
a secondary tetrachord, which appears in muye of chahārgāh (Figure 4.21), and five other basic 4
note systems that do not constitute a perfect fourth and appear in Iranian music: (Mehrāni, Vol. I:
213-214), which are shown in Figure 4.22.
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Figure 4.20: List of the main tetrachords of Iranian music according to Mehrāni
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Figure 4.21: Tetrachord of muye of chahārgāh according to Mehrāni

Figure 4.22: The four-notes systems that appear in Iranian music, but are not tetrachords,
according to Mehrāni
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He then combines any two of the tetrachords to get 7 × 7 = 49 possibilities. Next, he
investigates which combinations currently exist in the gushes and which combinations are
missing. He then uses these tetrachords to analyze the gushes. Figure 4.23 show his analysis of
the darāmad of shur. As can be seen in Figure 4.23, Mehrāni’s analysis has some similarities
with Talāʾi’s (Figure 4.15). They both use similar tetrachords. But Mehrani has marked 5
possible tetrachords in darāmad of shur which have intersections, while Talāʾi has marked two
main tetrachords and one secondary tetrachord for rohāb (Mehrāni, Vol. I: 367). Among these
five tetrachords, two of them cover the same notes, only their ist is different. One of the
tetrachords Mehrāni has marked in darāmad of shur is darāmad of segāh tetrachord (Ak, Bb, C,
Dk), which is different from the theories of other scholars.

Figure 4.23: Tetrachords of the darāmad of shur, according to Mehrāni

Unlike Talāʾi and others who followed his path, Jaʿfarzāde has based his theory on
pentachords instead of tetrachords. He believes the main building blocks of the tone system of
gushes are the five pentachords in Figure 4.24 (Jaʿfarzāde 2013:81). In the first two pentachords
the third interval is major, In the second two pentachords the third is mojannab (neutral third),
and in the last pentachord, the third is minor.
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Figure 4.24: Jaʿfarzāde's main pentachords
The list of symbols that Jaʿfarzāde uses in his illustrations of gushes can be seen in Figure 4.25
(Jaʿfarzāde 2013: 65). I have added the transliterations.

Figure 4.25: Jaʿfarzāde's list of signs
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Jaʿfarzāde’s explanations on the darāmad of shur are summarized in Figure 4.26 (Jaʿfarzāde
2013: 99). In this figure, the first and second pentachords from left to right are mojannab, and the
third pentachord changes from minor to mojannab.

Figure 4.26: Jaʿfarzāde's pentachords for the darāmad of shur
As can be seen in Figure 4.26, Jaʿfarzāde’s basic ranges of notes are pentachords instead
of the tetrachords that are used by Talāʾi and others. In the next section, we will build a
computational scheme to compare these theories with each other and also with the practice. To
this end, we need to look at the common ground of the discussed theories and a pattern that
accommodates them. We do not want to make any presumption in our description of the practice
and the different theories, which may cause loss of generality. Hence, instead of assuming
tetrachords, pentachords, octaves, and other suggested bases for the gushes, we use the idea
behind them in our study. The idea is that in the range of each gushe, there are subranges that can
have equal or different lengths and can be among the defining characters of gushes. To find these
subranges, we looked at the range of each sentence (jomle). For Karimi’s vocal performance, in
our discussion with Nimā Fereyduni, we decided that the best method for finding meaningful
musical sentences (jomle) is to do the segmentation based on the silences. These musical
sentences are not necessarily the same as the poetry sentences, although sometimes they match.
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4.5 From Practice to Theory: A Visual Framework for Theorizing
The goal of this section and code is to make a visual framework for comparing theories of
different scholars about the jenses with each other and also with the practice. Figure 4.27 shows
the overview of this process. Throughout this section, we explain the detail of each part.

Figure 4.27: An overview of the process of developing a visual framework for comparison of
different theories with practice
The first step of this process is to make uniform theoretical tables for each theorist and
each dastgāh to make the comparison plausible. Considering all the specificities of these theories
and their shared core system, we have come to the following Excel table/template as a common
ground for comparison of all these theories with each other and with the data extracted from
Karimi’s performance of radif. This process can be expanded to include more theories and other
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performances with the same computer program. We have made some choices in order to make
the uniform tables easier to understand and compare.
We have merged the shāhed of the dastgāhs. For example, in our case beause the practice
is shur-e re (D) and Talāʾi’s theory is shur-e sol (G), in order to make the comparison easier we
provide all the theories and practices information in shur-e G. In order to make this transposition
easier, we have considered the notes as Vaziri’s scale of 24 equidistant quartertones, so that
transposition does not make any issues. The author is aware of the discussions about the
rejections of Vaziri’s system of equidistant intervals. However, for this section's purpose, which
compares jenses, ranges, and shāheds of the gushes, this choice does no harm. We include the
name of the dastgāh and the name of the theorist in the name of the Excel file. The first row of
the table shows the identifier code of each gushe52. The second row shows the name of the
gushes. Sometimes, two gushes share the same theoretical information. For example, in column
5 of Table 4.5, we can see that the theoretical information for bozorg and hoseyni is the same,
according to Talāʾi. The first column shows the note names. We have filled the inside cells of the
table with the information from Talāʾi’s analysis (Figure 4.15). If a note exists in a gushe and is
one of the main notes of the gushe, we mark it with “m.” If a note exists in a gushe and belongs
to a specific tetrachord, we mark it with the tetrachord number. We start numbering the
tetrachords from the lower register. For example, in the column of darāmad we see “1m” in front
of “D” which means according to Talāʾi D is among the main notes of darāmad of shur and
belongs to the first tetrachord. If a note belongs to the range of the gushe but does not belong to

52

For more information about the organization of the database and the format of the identifier

codes, please see Appendix A.
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the main tetrachords of the gushe, we have marked it with “0”. Furthermore, we have used “sh”
for shāhed, “I” for ist, and “v” for variable (moteghayyer).
Table 4.5: Excel uniform theoretical table for Talāʾi’ shur
ID

note
name
gushe
name

C1
Cs1
Db1
Dk1
D1
Ds1
Eb1
Ek1
E1
Fk1
F1
Fs1
F#1
Gk1
G1
Gs1
Ab1
Ak1
A1
As1
Bb1
Bk1
B1
Bs1
C2
Cs2
Db2
Dk2
D2
Ds2
Eb2
Ek2
E2
Fk2
F2
Fs2
F#2
Gk2
G2
Gs2
Ab2
Ak2
A2
As2
Bb2
Bk2
B2
Bs2
C3

D1_G5_M1
_A1_T1_

D1_G100_
M1_A1_T
1_

D1_G55_M
1_A1_T1_

darāmad

owj

salmak

D1_G76
_M1_A1
_T1_,
D1_G14
7_M1_A
1_T1_
bozorg &
hoseyni

D1_G
91_M
1_A1_
T1_

D1_G97_
M1_A1_T
1_

D1_G123_
M1_A1_T
1_

D1_G131_
M1_A1_T
1_

D1_G111_
M1_A1_T
1_

D1_G181_M1_
A1_T1_

ozzal

shur-e
pāyin
daste

shahnāz

qarache

razavi

owj shahr ashub

0

0

1m

1m

1m

1m-2m-sh-I

1m

1m

1m

1m

2m

1m

1m

1m

1m

2m

1m

1m

1m

1m

2m

1m-2m-sh

1m-2m-sh-I

1m

1m

1m-2m-sh

1m-2m

1m

1m

2m

2m-v
2m-v

1m

1m

1m

2m

2m

1m

1m

2m

2m

1m

1m

1m

2m

2m-sh

1m

1m

2m

2m

1m-2m

1m

1m

2m

2m

1m-2m-sh

1m

2m-sh

1m-2m

0

2m

1m

2m

0

2m

2m

2m

2m

2m
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The next step is to extract information from the practice files, which include the .mp3 of
the performance and its transcription. As explained in Section 2.6, we used Dynamic Time
Warping algorithm in MATLAB to align performance and transcription. After the processes
explained in Chapters 2 and 3, we save the following information about the audio and
transcription into a MATLAB-formatted data file with four fields: histogram, segments’ ranges,
the audio shāhed, and the MIDI shāhed. The histogram is a one-dimensional array, segments’
ranges is a two-dimensional matrix, which saves the MIDI note number of the notes that appear
in each segment in one column of the two-dimensional matrix in ascending order. The audio and
MIDI shāhed are two numbers that show the frequency of the shāhed in the audio and the mostfrequent MIDI note in the transcription, respectively. In order to observe the idea of jens in
practice, we looked at the range of the sentences in each gushe. As mentioned in Section 4.4, in
this dissertation since we are dealing with voice, we have marked the silences as the end of
sentence. For example, in Karimi’s darāmad of shur has the following five sentences.
Musical Example 3: Five sentences of the darāmad of shur performed by Karimi
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Figure 4.28 shows the MIDI notes that appear in each of the five sentences in darāmad of
shur. The left side shows the whole structure of data, including 4 fields of data for Karimi’s
darāmad of shur. The right side shows a matrix. The first five columns of the matrix are
associated to the five sentences of the darāmad. For example, in the first column we see our
MIDI note numbers that appear in the first sentence of the darāmad in increasing order. G
corresponds to 110, C corresponds to 120, and D corresponds to 124.

Figure 4.28: The segment ranges in practice data file for darāmad of shur, saved in MATLABformatted data file

Our MATLAB code takes the practice data file and according to its name, which includes
the identifier code of gushes, looks into all the available theoretical tables that include that gushe.
Then it extracts the characteristics of gushes based on the practice and different theories and
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show them in a multiple-graph setting. Among different characteristics of gushes, we consider
the whole range of the notes, and the functional notes that are detected/suggested by most
musicians and scholars, such as shāhed and ist. We have built a visual framework for easy
comparison of various theories with the performances of each gushe. For example, Figure 4.29,
shows the output of our code for the darāmad of shur with three theoretical tables from
Jaʿfarzāde, Mehrāni, and Talāʾi, respectively. All the theoretical tables are Excel files similar to
Table 4.5, that we have made for each theorist and each dastgāh. Figure 4.29 shows five graphs
in relation with each other. The first graph from above shows the notes that are used in each
sentence in the performance of the darāmad of shur. The top line in this chart is the first
sentence, the next line shows the second sentence and so on. The note “C” in the segments one to
four appears only at the beginning of the sentence and is the way Karimi starts the sentence. The
second graph shows the histogram of notes that are performed by Karimi in Darāmad of shur.
From the histogram, it seems that the main notes performed by Karimi in the darāmad of shur are
F, G, Ak, and Bb. And G is the most important note and is the shāhed of this gushe.
The third chart shows the analysis of Jaʿfarzāde from darāmad of shur. On the top level
of this chart you can see “M”s which show the main notes of darāamd of shur according to
Jaʿfarzāde’s theory. The red, green, and blue boxes also marked by the numbers “1”, “2”, and
“3” respectively show the first, second, and third pentachords marked by Jaʿfarzāde. On the
lowest line of this chart, you can see boxes with the letters “S”, “I”, and “V” in them. The “S”
stands for shāhed and the “I” stands for ist, and “V” stands for variable (moteghayyer). The
fourth and fifth charts show the same type of theoretical analysis from Mehrāni and Talāʾi.
This visual framework helps in comparison of theories with each other and with practice.
It can be used to compare various performances of the same gushe with each other and with
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different theories. This comparison helps determine which characteristics are shared among the
multiple presentations of a gushe and can be considered among the defining features of that
gushe. By highlighting the similarities and differences between various performances and
theories, this framework also helps study whether the variations in theories are related to
differences in interpretations of the practice and whether the current theoretical concepts can
explain these variations.

Figure 4.29: The output of our program for darāmad of shur, and theories of Jaʿfarzāde,
Mehrāni, and Talāʾi.
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4.6 Generative Computational Modeling as a Tool for Theorizing
Here are some of the questions that came up in the course of this study: Can we teach a
computer program to improvise in a specific gushe? What are the essential characteristics that we
need to consider for each gushe to write a computer program for improvisation? Can we produce
a chahārmezrāb, kereshme, or reng in a given gushe using a computer program? We started to
play with this idea with computationally generating some improvisations in darāmads of
different dastgāhs, which presents an attempt for generative computational modeling of Persian
classical music. The reason I was curious about these questions was that, in my own musical
training, I started to grasp the theories of Iranian classical music when my teacher instructed me
to improvise and compose pieces in various gushes. The ultimate goal is to examine the main
characteristics which define each gushe through the computer-generated compositions of
different pieces in that gushe. In order to do that, the computer program generates a piece in a
gushe using various features discussed in Section 4.5, and then one can listen to those pieces and
decide which gushe it is. This way, one can find the most significant characteristics of each
gushe, which can later be used for making computer tools for musicological and pedagogical
purposes. Here we present an initial attempt for generating a piece in a gushe, using only
statistical data of that gushe.
We need to teach the computer to guess future music events based on the provided
sample’s statistical aspects. We provide a MIDI sample of a gushe. Each event in the musical
sequence has properties such as duration, pitch, and energy level. As a first attempt, we only
considered pitch and duration. We find the set of all the existing notes in the sample. Then we
calculate the probability of occurrence of each note after any given note. Markov Models and n-
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gram modeling are ubiquitous statistical tools in computational composition and improvisation
of music (Ames 1989). Hidden Markov Model is one of the most important Machine Learning
models for modeling temporal sequences in music and language processing. For example,
Senturk has used Variable Length Markov Model to develop a machine learning system for
modeling the melody in uzun hava form, which is a non-metered structured improvisation form
in Turkish folk music and is usually performed by a single performer, who also plays
baghlama53. His findings suggest that this method can be used for other maqam-based and nonmetered forms (Senturk 2011).
A Markov Model with N states is a probabilistic model with the following components:
•

𝑄 = 𝑞' , 𝑞" , … , 𝑞2

•

𝐴 = 𝑎67 is a transition probability matrix, where 𝑎67 represents the probability of moving
from state i to the state j. The sum of all the probabilities in each row of the matrix is
equal to 1.

•

𝑞! 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑞8 denote the initial and the final states, not associated with the observation.

In a first-order Markov model, the probability of each state depends only on its previous
state. In mathematical language we have:
𝑃(𝑞6 |𝑞' , … , 𝑞6(' ) = 𝑃(𝑞6 |𝑞6(' ).
While in a second-order Markov model, the probability of each state depends on its last
two states. And in a k-th order Markov model we have
𝑃(𝑞6 |𝑞' , … , 𝑞6(' ) = 𝑃(𝑞6 |𝑞6(' , … , 𝑞6(9 ).

53

A long-necked Turkish lute
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In the case of a sequence of music notes, in a first-order Markov Model, the probability
of the appearance of each note depends only on its previous note.
A Hidden Markov Model is a Markov model with some unobserved (hidden) states. The
difference between Markov Model and Hidden Markov Model relies on the type of observations
we have. For example, assume we have the probabilities of having a rainy day after a sunny day,
a sunny day after a sunny day, a rainy day after a rainy day, and a sunny day after a rainy day.
Using these probabilities, we can calculate the probability of having any specific sequence of the
weather for consecutive days using the Markov Model. In the Hidden Markov Model, we do not
see the state of the weather every day. However, we can observe another event whose probability
is related to the weather. Assume we are in a closed room without windows, and we cannot go
out or check the weather. The only information we have related to the weather is that our friend
who visits us every day carries an umbrella. We know the probability of carrying an umbrella is
related to the weather state, and we have the corresponding probability matrix. In a hidden
Markov Model, using that information, we want to predict a specific sequence of weather reports
for consecutive days.
An n-gram is a subsequence of contiguous elements of length n of a given sequence. The
sequence can be a sample of text, speech, or music. An n-gram model is commonly used in
computational linguistics and musicology for predicting the n-th item in a sequence of (n-1)-th
order Markov chain (Senturk 2011). In probability terms, an n-gram model predicts the
following probability:
𝑃\𝑞6 ]𝑞6((/(') , … , 𝑞6(' ^
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For example, consider the following sequence of notes from the first line of darāmad of Māhur,
from Mirzā ʿAbdollāh’s radif, transcribed by Talāʾi 54:

As explained in Section 2.6, we had to retype the transcriptions in Finale, without the special
symbols, so that we can generate the MIDI. The interpretation of the above line for our purpose
is as follows, using Talāʾi’s signs and symbol table is as follows

Table 4.6 shows the set of notes in the above sentence, with the number of their
occurrences. In an n-gram modeling these are the unigrams.

Table 4.6: Unigrams in the first line of darāmad of māhur in Mirzā ʿAbdollāh's radif

54

Observed

Number of

Unigrams

Unigrams

The instruction for the performance of the dots below the notes are given in Appendix B,

Figure B.4, and the instruction on the rectangle can be seen in Appendix B, Figure B.5.
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G

1

A

2

B

4

C

4

The bigrams are the subsequences of 2 notes in a music sample. They tell which sequences of
two notes are more probable in a given gushe. Table 4.7 shows the observed bigrams in the first
line of darāmad of māhur.
Table 4.7: Bigrams in the first line of darāmad of māhur in Mirzā ʿAbdollāh's radif
Observed Bigrams

Number of bigrams

CB

4

BC

2

BA

2

AC

1

AG

1

With the same method we can find the sequences of length three and more as well. In our
simple model we find the number of bigrams for each gushe using the MIDI file. We consider
the array of MIDI notes of a given piece. Then count the number of occurrences of each note
after a given note in this array to calculate the probability 𝑃(𝑞6 |𝑞6(' ).
Using the matrix P, we then generate a piece based on a given gushe. The pitch of each
note in this sequence of the notes is randomly determined based on the probability of having that
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note after its previous note in the gushe sample. Then we use a random number generator in
MATLAB to choose the successive notes based on the probability matrix P. We always start and
end the generated piece on shāhed.
For the duration of the notes, at this point we decided to use the Persian ʿaruz metrical
system. There are two kinds of vowels in Persian: a,e,o (short vowels, presented by v) and ā, i,
u (long vowels, presented by V).
Different types of short and long syllables in Persian are as follows:
short syllable (cv): consonant + short vowel, e.g. to
long syllable (cV): consonant + long vowel, e.g. bā
long syllable (cvc): consonant + short vowel + consonant, e.g. bad
long syllable (cVc): consonant + long vowel + consonant, e.g. bād
long syllable (cvcc): consonant + short vowel + consonant +consonant, e.g. sard
long syllable (cVcc): consonant + long vowel + consonant +consonant, e.g. sukht
Persian poetic meter is based on regular organization of short and long syllables. In the following
example, I have used masnavi poetic meter to generate a piece in darāmad of chahārgāh.
Masnavi poetic meter is based on the following sequence of short (S) and long (L) syllables:
[[L SL L] [L SL L] [L SL]]
To decide on the proportion of the duration of short and long syllables, we asked three native
speakers of the language to recite a piece of poetry with masnavi poetic meter. Based on the
measurements of the duration of the pronunciation of the syllables, we decided to choose the
following sequence as the rhythmic cycle for our generated example in masnavi.
[2,1,3,3,2,1,3,3,2,1,4]
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Note that in the chosen sequence we have assumed the duration of the short syllables to be equal
to a unit measure and the duration of the long syllables can be two, three, or four times the
duration of the short syllable, depending on its place on the whole hemistich and in words.
Figure 4.30 shows the sample of the music we provided to our code for this example. We
provided the MIDI file of darāmad of chahārgāh of Mirzā ʿAbdollāh’s radif, based on Talāʾi’s
transcription (Talāʾi 1995: 300-301). Please see Appendix B, Figures B.2, B.3, and B.4 for
interpretations of the symbols that are used in Figure 4.30.

Figure 4.30: Darāmad of chahārgāh of Mirzā ʿAbdollāh’s radif, Talāʾi’s transcription
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Figure 4.31 shows a randomly generated piece by our code based on darāmad of chahārgāh.

Figure 4.31: A randomly generated piece in darāmad of chahārgāh, using our code

To evaluate this experiment, we listened to many different pieces generated based on the
darāmads of chahārgāh and māhur. At first, we had mainly relied on the unigrams and bigrams,
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which automatically include shāhed. We then noticed that we need to end the piece on shāhed in
order to have an acceptable piece. The generated pieces give the feeling of the gushes they
represent, however as expected, they feel spiritless. This experiment can be developed further to
include more theoretical information, which can also be used to investigate the theories.
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5

Conclusion: The Radif Database and Toolbox and the Possibilities they
Offer
5.1 Introduction
The purpose of this study was to set up a framework for computational research on
Iranian music. This chapter includes a discussion of the database55, the possibilities it offers, the
choices we have made, the major findings, and the limits of this study in relation to the literature
in Music Information Retrieval and Ethnomusicology. We conclude with suggestions of how this
study can motivate future research in ethnomusicology and the ways these findings can provide
tools for musicological and pedagogical purposes. Among the new generation of Iranian
musicians and music students, there is a great enthusiasm for working with computational tools.
The main focus of this study was the following areas:
A. The intervals and tunings in Persian classical music (Chapter 2),
B. Alignment of audio and MIDI for Karimi’s vocal radif (Chapter 2),
C. Vocal techniques in Persian classical music (Chapter 3),
D. The relation between theory and practice (Chapter 4).
To study each of these topics, we have dealt with historical and theoretical texts and
performance. We provided computational tools for extracting relevant information from practice,
and a framework for comparing this information with different theories when applicable. In
chapter two, we used Dynamic Time Warping to align voice with transcription. We also
provided diagrams that show the instances where audio and MIDI do not match appropriately.

55

The database and the radifToolBox will be located at https://github.com/SepiSha/
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Chapter two also used the histogram of audio and MIDI to find the intervals in Karimi's vocal
radif. In order to do so, we fitted the histogram mountain associated to each note with a Gaussian
curve and found the peak. In some exceptional cases, we used degree-two polynomials to model
the notes in audio. The intervals of Iranian music are not very fixed, and they are always a
subject of discussion among musicians and Iranian musicologists. The study of intervals through
analysis of the histogram of performance led us to categorize the types of histogram peaks. It
also helped us observe which intervals are fixed and which intervals have more variations and
speculate the reason behind these differences. Furthermore, we compared our results with the
intervals measured by Talāʾi and Farhat and presented tables for comparison of contemporary
Persian music intervals with those of the theories of Fārābi and Marāghi. In this research, we are
dealing with unaccompanied voice and lack of pitch consistency in performance affects the
intervals found using histograms. Hence, we have also studied pitch drift. As explained in
chapter two, there is no significant pitch drift in Karimi's performance, even in very long gushes.
We have also provided an example for a very pronounced pitch drift in azān performed by
Moʾazzen-zāde Ardebili in bayāt-e tork.
In chapter three, we study vocal techniques in Persian classical music from a
computational perspective. Our code detects vibratos and models them with sinusoids in a timefrequency diagram of the performance. We also studied tahrir, which is the essential vocal
technique in Iranian traditional music. We discussed different types of tahrirs through the lens of
Iranian musicians. We studied tekye as the elemental form of tahrir and our code detects tekye
using its specific form of jump in the frequency. We have also studied the energy level in tekye,
which is lower relative to its associated main note. Furthermore, we studied two types of tahrirs,
namely nashib and farāz. The other forms of tahrirs, as discussed in chapter three, can be
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expressed as various combinations of these two forms. We have also studied examples of tahrirs
performed by prominent vocalists of the twentieth century.
In chapter four, we have studied the relation between theory and practice. We extracted
relevant information from practice using the computational approach. We have studied jens in
historical and modern music theory texts. Based on this idea and notes' functions, we have
studied gushes in vocal radif of Karimi. We have also provided a visual tool for easy comparison
of various theories with each other and with the information extracted from practice for each
gushe. We have also developed a computational music generation prototype based on statistical
information of gushes to be used as a tool for understanding and evaluating various theories. This
project has explored details that are not usually discussed, which is potentially interesting to both
performers and theorists.

5.2 The Radif Database
In this section, we explain the radif database, which is developed as a part of this project
and can be used for musicological analysis or pedagogical purposes. Preparing a digital and
annotated database for Persian classical music is a vast and on-going project. As far as we have
researched, there had been no MIDI dataset of any radifs that included the pitch bends and other
specific articulations like tekyes for computational studies, and the database that we have
prepared is the first of such nature. Furthermore, as we discuss in this section, the database also
includes much theoretical and musicological information for both audio and transcription of
every gushe and every sentence of Karimi’s vocal radif. The primary source for developing our
analytical framework was Karimi’s performance of vocal radif along with Masʿudiye’s
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transcription (Masʿudiye 2004). We deal with three types of transcriptions, which are explained
for Karimi’s radif:
-

Type A: Masʿudiye’s transcription of Karimi.

-

Type B: We have typed Masʿudiye’s transcriptions in Finale, added interpretations of
special signs such as tekye and pitch bends, and produced MIDI and PDF. We also
make some necessary corrections, which might vary from one transcriber to another.
For example, in Masʿudiye’s transcriptions, we only corrected very few typos and we
show the corrections with red in the primary transcription.

-

Type C: We have compared the MIDIs generated from Type B transcription with
audio using our computer program and modified them so that the transcription
reflects the performance as accurately as possible. This type is useful for
musicological studies. It follows the performance very closely and is not intended for
performers. Figure 5.1 shows the diagram of the three types of transcriptions in radif
database.

Figure 5.1: Different types of transcriptions in the radif database
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In the folder of Karimi’s radif, the dataset includes a folder for each dastgāh, which includes the
following folders:
-

A folder for the performance, containing one MP3 file and two CSV files, one for
pitch and one for the energy information, for each gushe.

-

A folder for Masʿudiye’s transcriptions, which are PDF files of the notes of various
gushes of the dastgāh.

-

A folder for type B transcriptions, which include the MUSX, MIDI and PDF files for
each gushe. It also includes a text file which has the exact information of timing and
pitch for each note in the transcription and the exact timings of audio and suggests
more accurate MIDI note durations.

-

A folder for type C transcriptions, which include the MUSX, MIDI and PDF files for
each gushe. It also includes a text file which has the exact information of timing and
pitch for each note in the transcription and the exact timings of audio.

-

A separate folder for each gushe which gives the image of each sentence of audio
aligned with MIDI, for type B and C transcriptions. It also gives images of the
segments of the original transcription (type A).

-

A histogram folder which includes the histograms of audio and MIDI for each gushe,
the pitch drift diagrams, and the diagrams representing all the notes of each sentence
of the gushe.

In addition to Karimi’s radif, we have produced MIDIs for Mirzā ʿAbdollāh’s radif based
on Talāʾi’s transcription, and parts of Davāmi’s vocal radif transcribed by Pāyvar and parts of
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Davāmi’s radif transcribed by Nimā Fereyduni. In general, we have dealt with three levels of
data:

I.

Raw data includes MP3 or WAV files of the performance and the transcriptions of
available radifs.

II.

First-level processed data contains transcriptions typed in finale software, including
the pitch bends and incorporating the special signs of different transcriptions, CSVs
of pitch recognition and RMS energy of the performance, MIDIs, and PDFs that are
generated using finale.

III.

Second-level processed data includes the results of our computational analysis and
research. We have organized some of these files saved as TXT, CSV, and images, for
example, for different kinds of histograms of audio and MIDI, pitch drift diagram,
sentence by sentence alignment of audio and MIDI, exact timings of each note from
the audio in comparison with transcription (MIDI duration), and segment ranges.
Samples of the aligned sentence diagrams can be seen in Appendix C, Figures C.1C.15.

Depending on the research projects, any of these levels of data might be useful for
scholars in the field of (computational) ethnomusicology and MIR. We are still developing and
improving this database, and we welcome all interested scholars and musicians to join us in
adding to the database or using it. In the Appendix C, we show part of the results of our code and
radif Database for Karimi’s shur. The details of naming conventions, identifier codes, and
instructions for understanding the database are discussed in Appendix A.
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5.3 Recommendations for Future Research

This section suggests some examples of the types of projects that are possible based on
this research and database. Some of the future directions are continuations of the previous
chapters’ paths and ideas. For example, related to chapter three, one can compare tahrirs
performed by different vocalists and study tahrirs of one vocalist across different gushes. We can
also study vocal ornamentations in the performance of Iraqi maqams and compare them with
tahrir. Another project is based on the alignment of performance and transcription for Karimi’s
vocal radif, discussed extensively in chapter 2. Now that we have each note's exact timing in
milliseconds for the performance, that allows us to look at the rhythm of vocal radif in a new
light. Finding the exact timing of each syllable is very time-consuming without the aid of
computational tools. Appendix D shows an example of rhythmic analysis of a vocal piece in
Iranian classical music, which needed this type of timing estimation, and was done manually
before I developed these tools and database.
Another possibility that the radif database offers is the classification of gushes based on
various combinations of the extracted features that we have found through this research, such as
histogram, range of segments, shāhed, ist, etc. This kind of analysis will probably give us
clusters of gushes with high similarities based on the features that we choose. Some scholars
believe that Iranian music has about 46 to more than 100 maqāms or modal gushes, depending
on their definitions of maqām (Jaʿfarzāde 2013: 13, 52, 156-162). This idea can be studied
through computational analysis and data classification algorithms. For this problem, each gushe
can be seen as a point in an n-dimensional space, where n is again the number of features. The
classification is based on the distance between the points (gushes). Here we might be able to find
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clusters of gushes from different dastgāhs with different levels of similarity. This also provides
insight into the possibilities of modulation and will help in analyzing performances in traditional
music. Furthermore, the methods and tools developed in this research can be used to study other
radifs as well. With some minor modifications in the tools and adding appropriate data to our
current collection, the methods and framework can also be used for studying neighbors of radif,
such as Iraqi and Āzari maqāms.
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A Organization of the Radif Database
Throughout the radif database and our codes, we use identifier codes to refer to each piece. The
format of the identifier codes in our database is as follows:

Figure A.1: The identifier codes in our radif database

The parts of the identifier code are separated with underline. To understand the number in
each part of the identifier code, we need a table. For D-part, we have a table for Dastgāh
numbers, for the G-part, we have a table for gushe numbers, et cetera. We first discuss D, M, A,
and T parts of the identifier code and then go through the gushe number (G-number). For the
number code of dastgāhs we refer to Table A1. So, in the above example, D1 means that the
gushe belongs to the dastgāh of shur. The dastgāh table is fixed in this study, but the other tables
are developing, and one can add rows to those tables, as needed for future projects.
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Table A.1: Dastgāh number (D-part) in the identifier code
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

dastgāh
shur
abuʿatā
bayāt tork
afshāri
dashti
bayāt kord
māhur
homāyun
esfahān
segāh
chahārgāh
navā
rāst panjgāh

Table A.2 show the name of the radif masters. For the performances, where the radif
master is unknown we use the number 0. In this dissertation we have mostly used Karimi’s radif
with the code (M1), for tahrir performances that are not part of any specific radifs, we have used
the code M0.
Table A.2: Radif master's names in the identifier codes
Master
Unknown
Karimi
Mirza-abdollāh
Sabā
Davāmi
Āqā hoseynqoli
Marufi

Number
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
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Table A.3 represents the name of performers. To this point we have added some of the vocalists,
that we have studied in this project. Similar to the previous tables other rows can be added to this
table to include other vocalists and instrumentalists. As the database is still under development,
one can add rows to Tables A.2 and A.3, for masters and performers that are not yet included.
Since the database is developing, and masters and performers are added step by step, and the list
is intended to be expanded, we did not use any particular order for the Tables A.2 and A.3.
Table A.3: Performers’ codes
Artist (Performer)
Karimi
Eqbāl-azar
Seyed Ahmad Khān (Sāveh-i)
Qorbān-Khān Shāhi
Qoli-khān (Shāhi)
Soleymān Amirqāsemi
Abdollāh Davāmi
Esmāil Adib Khānsāri
Jalāl Tāj Esfahāni
Batul Abbāsi (Ruh-angiz)
Jenāb Damāvandi
Hossein Ali Nakisa
Seyed Hossein Tāherzādeh
Gholām Hossein Banān
Abdolvahāb Shahidi
Seyyed Javād Zabihi
Qamar al-moluk Vaziri
Reza Qoli Mirza Zelli
Hossein Qavāmi (Fākhteh-i)
Nur al-din Razavi Sarvestāni
Rāmbod Sodeyf
Mohammad Reza Shajariān
Hossein Khājeh Amiri (Iraj)
Akbar Golpāygāni (Golpā)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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Mahmud Mahmudi Khānsāri

25

Transcriber table is also as follows. In this dissertation, we mainly discuss Masʿudiye’s
transcription of Karimi’s radif, and its corresponding number is 1. Similar to other tables this
table can be extended to include many other transcribers of various radifs.
Table A.4: Transcribers' codes
Transcriber Number
Masʿudiye
Kāzemi
Talāʾi

1
2
3

For gushe number we refer to a comprehensive table of 14 selected transcriptions and
notations of vocal and instrumental radifs. The Table of Gushe numbers includes 1352 lines.
Here, we only include the part of table for the dastgāh of shur, as an example. The complete
version of this table for all dastgāhs is an Excel file which is included in the database. In the
transliterations in this table, we have avoided special characters such as “ā” and “space”, since
these names are called by our MATLAB code, and the special characters cause further
unnecessary complications. We have replaced “ā” with “aa” and spaces with “_” when
necessary. The third column of the table shows the identifier code of gushe in our database. The
numbers in all other columns of the table, show the order of gushes in that specific radif
transcription. As can be seen in this table, the order of gushes is different in various radifs. In
some radifs, there a few gushes that are gathered as one piece, in those cases we have used “-”
between the numbers, for example, if in a certain radif, darāamd and Kereshme are together
listed as the first gushe, we have marked darāmad with 1-1 and Kereshme with 1-2.
Table A.5: Gushes' codes in the database
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 د رآﻣﺪ اولdaraamad_avval

5

6

5

4

3

6 & 10

5

8&9

2&4

 ﻛﺮﺷﻤﻪkereshmeh

32
33

 د رآﻣﺪ ﭘﻨﺠﻢdaraamad_panjom

31

30

29

28

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

( ﻛﺮﺷﻤﻪ )ﻧﻮع دومkereshme(no'e_dovvom)

 ﮔﻮﺷﺔ رﻫﺎبgushe_rohaab

 ﻓﺮود ﺑﻪ ﺷﻮرforud_be_shur

#  ﭼﻬﺎرchahaar_mezraab_gushe_tork
ﻣ`اب ﮔﻮﺷﻪی ﺗﺮک

 ﮔﻮﺷﻪ ﺑﯿﺎتﺗﺮکgushe_bayaat_tork

 د رآﻣﺪ ﺷﺸﻢdaraamad_sheshom

( د رآﻣﺪ ﺷﺸﻢ )ﻣﻼﻧﺎزیdaraamad_sheshom(molla_naazi)

( د رآﻣﺪ ﭘﻨﺠﻢ )اوجdaraamad_panjom(owj)

( د رآﻣﺪ ﭼﻬﺎرم )ﮔﻮﺷﻪی رﻫﺎبdaraamad chahaarom(gusheh_rohaab)

( د رآﻣﺪ ﺳﻮم )ﮐﺮﺷﻤﻪdaraamad_sevvom(kereshme)

 ﺗﺤﺮﯾﺮtahrir

( ﻫﺰار ﻣﺮﺗﺒﻪ ﺑﻪﺑﻪ )ﮐﺮﺷﻤﻪhezaar_martabeh_bahbah(kereshme)

9

8

7

4

6

5

4

6

5

4

7 & 20

2

4

3

1

-Lﻛﺮﻳ
"
ﻣﺴﻌﻮدﯾﻪ

KarimiMas'udiye

5

4

3

1

-Lﮐﺮﯾ
)اﻃﺮ"ا

KarimiAtraayi

2
3

2

4

3

2

2

1

1&3

Hﺣﺒﯿﺐ ﺳﻤﺎ

habib somaa'i

20

3

2

1

1

ﺻﺒﺎ

sabaa

6

3

2

1

1

اﺑﺘﺪا) ﭘﺎﯾﻮر
دوره
"

paayvar-doreebtedaayi

19
3

2

1

Montazeolh
okamaa

 دﯾﮕﺮ ﺑﻪ ﻧﺎم اوجH د رآﻣﺪ ﻧﻮdaraamd_no'i_digar(owj)
6

5

4

3

2

1

Mirzaa 'AbdollahMajid Kiyaani

-ﻣﺠﯿﺪ ﺑﺮوﻣﻨﺪ-5ﻣ;زا ﻋﺒﺪ: ﻣﻨﺘﻈﻢاﻟﺢ
#
دورﯾﻨﮓ
ﻣﻨﺎ-)ﮐﯿﺎ
ﮐﻤﺎ

During

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

Talaa'i

#
$ﻣﻌﺮو
)ﻃﻼ
"
"

Ma'rufi

( د رآﻣﺪ رﻫﺎوی )ﮔﻮﺷﻪی رﻫﺎبdaraamad_rahaavi(gusheh_rohaab)

 رﻫﺎويrahaavi

 د رآﻣﺪ ﭼﻬﺎرمdaraamad_chahaarom

 د رآﻣﺪ ﺳﻮمdaraaamd_sevvom

( د رآﻣﺪ دوم )رﻫﺎویdaraamad_dovvom(rahaavi)

#  ﭼﻬﺎرchahaar_mezraab
ﻣ`اب

 د رآﻣﺪ دومdaraamad_dovvom

#  د رآﻣﺪ اول )ﭼﻬﺎرdaraamad_avval(chahaar_mezraab)
(ﻣ`اب

9

8

 دﯾﮕﺮH ﻧﻮ، د رآﻣﺪdaraamad_no'i_digar

7

 د رآﻣﺪ ﺧﺎ راdaraamad_xaaraa

6

ﺧﺎ را- د رآﻣﺪ ﺷﻮرdaraamad_shur_xaaraa

5

 د رآﻣﺪdaraamad

4

 ﭘﻨﺠﻪ ﺷﻌﺮیpanjeh_she'ri

3

 ﻣﻘﺪﻣﻪmoqaddameh

2

1

#  ﭼﻬﺎرchahaar_mezraab
ﻣ`اب

( ﭘﯿﺶ د رآﻣﺪ )د رآﻣﺪ اولpish_daraamad(daraamad_avval)

 ﭘﯿﺶ د رآﻣﺪpish_daraamad

 ﮔﻮﺷﻪ ﻫﺎي ﺷﻮرtransliteration of gushe names

Code in
Database

4

3

2

1

#
-) داوود
ﻏﻔﻮری

NeydaavudGhafuri

10

9

8

2-2 & 7

5

4

2-1

3

1

-ﺷﻬﻨﺎزی
Vدوره ﻋﺎ

Shahnaazidore-'aali

3

4

1

2

Wدوا

DavaamiPaayvar

3

4

2

1

-Wدوا
#
)ﻓﺮﯾﺪو

DavaamiFereyduni

175

 ﺻﻔﺎsafaa

12

9

72

20

19

71

 ﻣﻘﺪﻣﻪی اولmoqadame_avval

 ﻣﻘﺪﻣﻪی دومmoqaddame_dovvom

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

18

18

18

14

16

13

69

16

12

16

13

11

14

29

28

27

14

11

10

12

70

 ﮐﻮﭼﮏkuchak

 د رآﻣﺪ ﻣﻘﺪﻣﻪی ﺑﺰرگdaraamad_moqaddame_bozorg

10

68

67

#  ﻣﺠﻠﺲاﻓﺮوز )ﭼﻬﺎرmajles_afruz(chahaarMezraab)
(ﻣ`اب

66

 ﻣﻘﺪﻣﺔ ﺑﺰرگmoqaddame_bozorg

65

 ﻣﺠﻠﺲ اﻓﺮوزmajles_afruz

64

 ﻓﺮود اﺑﻮﻋﻄﺎforud_abu'ataa

26

25

63

62

 ﮔﻮﺷﻪی اﺑﻮﻋﻄﺎgushe_abu'ataa

#  ﭼﻬﺎرchahaar_mezraab
ﻣ`اب

24

61

23

60

 ﮔﻠﺮﻳﺰgolriz

22

59

 ﻣﻘﺪﻣﺔ ﮔﻠﺮﻳﺰmoqaddame_golriz
#
)ﺧﺎ
"  ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﺻﺎدقmohammad_saadeqkhaani

21

20

57
58

 ﻣﻼﻧﺎزيmollaa_naazi

( ﻣﻼﻧﺎزي )ﺷﻜﻞ دومmollaa_naazi(shekl_dovvom)

19

18

55

( ﺳﻠﻤﻚ )ﺷﻜﻞ دومsalmak_shekl_dovvom

56

54

 ﺳﻠﻤﻚsalmak

17

53

( زﻳﺮﻛﺶ ﺳﻠﻤﻚ )ﺷﻜﻞ دومzirkesh_salmak_shekl_dovvom

( زﻳﺮﻛﺶ ﺳﻠﻤﻚ )ﺷﻜﻞ ﺳﻮمzirkesh_salmak_shekl_sevvom

16

20

21

18

16

15

22

25

8

14

7

18

5

11

52

51

 ﭼﻨﺪ ﻧﻮع زﯾﺮﮐﺶ ﺳﻠﻤﮏchand_no'_zirkesh_salmak

 ﻓﺮودforud

12

9

11

10

10
17-3

17-1

17-2

50
13-3

13

13-2

49

16

8

16

10

7

12

48

9

30

9

8

7

9

6

5

 ﻧﺸﯿﺐ و ﻓﺮازnashib_o_faraaz

9

28

8

7

12

11 & 13 & 14

 ﺗﺤﺮﯾﺮ ﻧﺸﯿﺐ و ﻓﺮازtahrir_nashib_o_faraaz
#
) ﺗﺤﺮﯾﺮ ﺟﻮادﺧﺎtahrir_javaadkhaani

15

8

7

6

5

4

15

46

14

13

12

11

10

47

 زﯾﺮﮐﺶzirkash

 زﻳﺮﻛﺶ ﺳﻠﻤﻚzirkash_salmak

45

44

 ﺣﺰﻳﻦhazin

43

 ﭘﻨﺠﻪ ﻣﻮﯾﻪpanjeh_muyeh

42

 ﻧﻐﻤﻪی دومnaghmeh_dovvom

 ﻧﻐﻤﻪی اولnaghmeh_avval

41

40

 ﻓﺮود ﻣﻮﯾﻪforud_muyeh

( ﻧﻐﻤﻪ )ﭘﻨﺠﻪ ﮐﺮدیnaghmeh(panjeh_kordi)

39

38

37

36

35

34

 ﻧﻐﻤﻪnaghmeh

#  ﭼﻬﺎرchahaar_mezraab
ﻣ`اب

)qr# zarbi

 آواز ﺷﻮرaavaaz_shur

 آوازaavaaz

( ﻛﺮﺷﻤﻪ )ﻧﻮع ﺳﻮمkereshmeh(no'e_sevvom)

5

10

176

 ﻣﻘﺪﻣﺔ ﺑﺰرگmoqadame_bozorg

82

 ﻓﺮود اولforud_avval

92

)qr#  دوdo_zarbi

106

 رﺿﻮيrazavi

(ä ) د رآﻣﺪﮔﺮاﯾä ﮔﻮﺷﻪی ﮔﺮﯾgushe_greyli(daraaamd_greyli)

 ﺻﻔﺎsafaa

#
)ﺧﺎ
"  ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﺻﺎدقmohammad_saadeqkhaani

111

110

109

108

107

105

 د رآﻣﺪ دومdaraamad_dovvom

 د رآﻣﺪ ﺳﻮمdaraamad_sevvom
 آوازaavaaz

104

 د رآﻣﺪ اولdaraaamad_avval

103

102

 ﻓﺮودforud

101

 د رآﻣﺪdaraamad

100

 ﮐﺮﺷﻤﻪkereshme

 اوجowj

46

45

44

43

42

41

25

5

22

99

98

# :  ﺷﻮرshur_paayin_dasteh_'ozzal
ﻋﺰال- دﺳﺘﻪâﭘﺎﯾ

 ﮔﻮﺷﻪی رﻫﺎبgushe_rohaab

21

97

# :  ﺷﻮرshur_paayin_daste
 دﺳﺘﻪâﭘﺎﻳ

40

13

6

20

96

95

39

38

37

36

35

34

18

Å
Çدوﺑﯿ
 ﺷﻮر ﺑﺎﻻshur_baalaa_dobeyti

وع ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺷﻮر ﺑﺎﻻÄ4 shoru'_qesmat_shur_baalaa

94

91

 ﻋﺰالozzaal

93

90

 ﭘﻨﺠﺔ ﻛﺮديpanjeh_kordi

#  ﭼﻬﺎرchahaar_mezraab
ﻣ`اب

89

 ﻣﻼﻧﺎزيmollaa_naazi

 ﻓﺮود ﺑﻪ ﺷﻮرforud_be_shur

88

87

۲  ﺣﺰﯾﻦhazin_do

۱  ﺣﺰﯾﻦ ﻧﻤﺮهhazin_nomre_yek

86

85

 ﺣﺰﻳﻦhazin

84

 ﻓﺮود، ﻗﺠﺮqajar_forud

 ﻓﺮود ﺑﻪ ﺷﻮرforud_be_shur

83

81

 ﺧﺎ راkhaaraa

 ﻓﺮودforud

80

79

 ﻗﺠﺮqajar

 ﻓﺮود ﻣﺘﻤﻢforud_motammem

33

24

23

15

22

21

20

19

17

28

24

25

15

23

22

21

20

19

29

28

27

26

25

24

23

78

17

 ﺧﺎ راkhaaraa

17

22

15

77
32

76

 ﺑﺰرگbozorg

Å
dobeyti
Çدوﺑﻴ
"

31

30

21

74

73

75

وع ﺑﺰرگÄ4 shoru'_bozorg

( ﻣﻘﺪﻣﻪی ﺑﺰرگ )اﺑﻮاﯾﺘﺎمmoqaddame_bozorg(abuaytaam)

9
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B Challenges of Working with Transcription

Karimi is one of the main masters of this art in the twentieth century. His repertoire
consists of 145 gushes. His performances of these are recorded and available to the public. They
have also been transcribed by one of the most prominent ethnomusicologists, Masʿudiye (2004).
They were transcribed by two other musicians, Atrāyi (2003) and Tahmāsbi (1995). Hence for
each gushe of Karimi’s vocal radif, we could have three MIDI files that are slightly different.
Finally, after much consideration, we found Masʿudiye’s notation more appropriate for our
study.
In order to work with Masʿudiye’s notation we had to retype it in Finale and add the pitch
bends to the playback MIDI, so that we have a computer-readable transcription. We also had to
interpret some of the transcription’s signs that Masʿudiye had used, since they were not
explained anywhere in the book. For example, Masʿudiye’s notation of Karimi has some thin
notes, that we did not know how to deal with while making the MIDI files. As there is no
explanation of this specific notation in the book, we decided to deal with them like usual notes.
Later in the rare metric pieces where we could use the time-signature to decide on the duration of
the thin notes, such as Gereyeli of Shur, we found that some of these thin notes should be treated
as grace notes, and some are not.
Figure B.1 shows two different usages of the thin note, the one surrounded by an oval
shape is a grace note, while the one surrounded by a rectangle is main note.
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Figure B.1: Masʿudiye’s transcription of greyli. (Masʿudiye 2004: 25)
We also had some difficulty with the grace notes, because in the Finale playbacks and the
generated MIDIs, grace note and the main note (that it is attached to) have durational
intersection. This causes a problem especially if one of them has a pitch bend and the other one
does not. Hence, we decided to type them as simple 16th notes and take the 16th note duration
off the main note that the grace note is attached to the main note itself is a 16th note we assume
that the grace note is a regular 32nd note duration and take off the 32nd duration the main note.
This choice might cause some distortions for certain types of computational analysis based on
transcriptions of Masʿudiye. However, in the database, we have also made a second
transcription, which includes more exact timings based on the performance, which can be used
for those projects. For typing the tuplets in Masʿudiye’s transcription, we used the tuplet tool in
Finale56. For example, the duration of each triplet eighth note in the following phrase from the
"

last staff of Figure 2.5 is & of the duration of a standard eighth note.

56

https://usermanuals.finalemusic.com/Finale2014Mac/Content/Finale/Tuplets.htm
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The small empty circles above or below notes are commonly used to denote tekye. In
Figure B.2, we can see the interpretation of them from Masʿudiye’s transcription. The right-hand
side shows the sign, and the left-hand side shows the way it is performed.

Figure B.2: Interpretation of empty circle as a sign of tekye in Masʿudiye’s transcription
(Masʿudiye 2004: 1)
Letter T above or below any note in transcriptions denotes mezrāb-e riz (tremolo), where
the same note is repeated rapidly with alternating mezrāb-e rāst o chap (right-left plucking
pattern). In Figure B.3, the left-hand side show the sign, and the right-hand side shows the way it
is interpreted. The sign (٨) shows mezrāb-e rāst (right pluck) and the sign (٧ ) shows mezrāb-e
chap (left pluck).

Figure B.3: Interpretation of the sign T
In the database we have also retyped Talāʾi’s transcription of Mirzā ʿAbdollāh’s radif.
Figures B.4, B.5, and B.6 show some of the signs that are used in Talāʾi’s transcriptions. Most of
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Figure B.4: Interpretation of signs and symbols in transcription
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The repetition rectangles in Talāʾi’s and Fereyduni’s transcriptions are among the signs that we
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Figure B.5: Interpretation of the rectangles in Talāʾi’s and Fereyduni’s transcription (Talāʾi
2015: 57).

Among other signs that we included their interpretations in the database, one can mention
those that convey information about the different types of eshāre, as they are among the topics
we explore in this dissertation. Figure B.6 shows all types of eshares in Talāʾi’s transcription.
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Figure B.6: Different types of eshare in Talāʾi’s transcriptions (Talāʾi 2015: 55).
.

Figure B.7 shows the list of symbols that have been used During’s transcription of Mirzā
ʿAbdollāh’s radif (During 2006).
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Figure B.7: List of signs and symbols in During's transcription of Mirzā ʿAbdollāh’s radif.
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C Case Study: Karimi’s Shur
This Appendix includes part of the output of our code for the dastgāh of shur in Karimi’s
vocal radif, which has fifteen gushes. For each gushe, our computer program produces several
pages, depending on the number of the sentences in that gushe. All the computer-generated
descriptions of the diagrams are based on the identifier codes discussed in Appendix A. To make
the result easier to understand, I have added a caption with the name of the gushe, to the first
page of the output for each gushe. The first page includes four histogram charts.
The first two subplots of each gushe are the histograms of the audio of that gushe. The
first histogram is the histogram of audio with marked peaks, based on the Type B transcription,
and the second subplot shows the peaks of audio in relation with Type C transcription. In Section
5.2, we have discussed the various types of transcription, we are dealing with in this research.
The second two subplots on the first page show the note histograms of the gushe with the marked
peaks. The note histograms are discussed in Section 2.7. To make the note histograms more
visible, each note is shown with a different color and in a different level. The second page of the
output for each gushe includes 5 subplots. The first two show the MIDI histogram for Type B
and Type C transcription respectively. The third and fourth subplots show the range of all
sentences in the gushe based on Type B and Type C transcription, respectively. The last plot in
this page shows the pitch drift diagrams during all the sentences in the gushe. The pitch drift
diagram is discussed in Section 2.9. The rest of the pages for each gushe, show Type A
(Masʿudiye 2004/1997) transcription of the sentence, Type B, and Type C transcriptions with
their alignment with audio of that sentence, using Dynamic Time Warping.
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Figure C.13: Zirkesh-salmak
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Figure C.15: Masnavi
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D Application of the Radif Database in Rhythmic Analysis of Āvāz
This appendix presents an analysis of the rhythmic aspect of a performance by Shajariān
in Bayāt-kord, from the album Hamnavā bā Bam (lit. compassion for Bam). This type of analysis
can be done using the radif database and tools developed in this research, with much less efforts.
I concentrate on the first line of the poem by Houshang Ebtehaj for analysis of the musical
rhythm. Table D.1 shows the durations of syllables both for a sample of recitation of the poem
by a native speaker of Persian and the sung version by Shajariān. In the following table, I have
pursued Hasty’s analysis of meter. Hasty’s concept of metric projection characterizes events as
beginnings ( | ), continuations ( \ ), and anacruses ( / ). An event is “continuation when its
beginning does not end the prior beginning’s potential for creation of a determinate duration, i.e.,
the earlier beginning is still present and active. Anacrusis is defined as continuation released”.
“Continuation points backward as a denial of ending for a prior beginning” while “anacrusis
looks forward and can be understood as introduction to a new beginning” (Hasty: 104-120). My
perception of the meter of the first line based on Hasty’s concept of projection can be seen in
Table D.1. I asked two other native Persian speakers to mark this line according to Hasty’s
notation for rhythm, and our perception of rhythm was surprisingly exactly the same. I suspect
the reason might be that we have all listened to the sung version many times before doing this
exercise. As can be seen the two hemistiches do not need to match exactly for all the syllables
although they are very similar. I think the ʿaruz system is not particularly useful for analyzing
the rhythm of this line, since the boundaries of the words do not match with the afāʿils (the
building blocks of ʿaruz), and one needs to pay attention to the boundaries of words in order to
understand the meaning. Also, as we can see in Table D.1 the second hemistich of the first line
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unexpectedly starts with a long syllable (in), but the actual duration of this long syllable both in
recitation and in the song is almost equivalent to that of other short syllables, not the long ones.

Table D.1: First line of poem: durations are based on an example of recitation and Shajariān’s
āvāz

ab e

1

2

be

e

Ha
jec i

3

4

5

6

7

b

de

e

gha

\

/

/

8

9

10

e

d

11

12

e

13
i

/

\

S

S

L

L

S

S

L

L

S

L

L

L

L

d ai
( eci a i )
ec d

0.13

0.14

0.30

0.36

0.14

0.13

0.31

0.42

0.14

0.28

0.23

0.48

0.33

d ai
( v z)
ec d

0.25

0.12

0.4

0.36

0.24

0.23

0.28

0.60

0.23

0.52

0.41

1.5

5.75

D

D

D

C

D

C

D

D

C

D

C

Eb

D

i

ha

bi

h

e

ba

che

b d

e

/

/

\

/

L

S

L

L

S

S

L

L

S

L

L

L

L

d ai
( eci a i )
ec d

0.14

0.26

0.2

0.34

0.18

0.13

0.32

0.48

0.32

0.22

0.21

0.47

0.19

d ai
( v z)
ec d

0.24

0.35

0.2

0.29

0.20

0.18

0.54

1.56

0.26

0.32

0.33

0.70

1.44

Bb

C

Bb

C

Bb

C

D

D

D

D

C

Eb

D

e
2nd
me ra
ab e
Ha
jec i

e

b

i

/

\
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Instead of understanding the durations discretely based on short and long syllables, I
suggest looking at them as a continuum of durations. We can then categorize the durations in
clusters based on the data itself.57 This has been done on the first line of the poem and the result
can be seen in the following diagram. Although it is a good example of the method, the result can
be improved significantly with a larger data set. Figure E.1 shows the durations of the syllables
for the first line of the poem based on the recitation and the āvāz58 performance. The horizontal
axis shows the sequence of the syllables and the vertical axis shows the duration based on
seconds. The diagram shows that the duration of short syllables is almost consistently around
0.15 sec in recitation and around 0.5 in āvāz. The long syllables have more variation, especially
in the sung version. The diagram suggests that the long syllables can especially become
prolonged at the end and/or toward the middle of each mesra’. Using the radif database, this
hypothesis can be examined thoroughly in future researches on rhythm. The parallelism of the
two versions is striking. It seems that with respect to organization of durations, the sung version
is a more exaggerated version of the recitation.
Figures D.2 and D.3 show the sorted sequence of durations in recitation and āvāz,
respectively. As can be seen from the diagram D.2, we have almost four groups of durations for
the syllables. The first group: syllables 1-7, the second group: syllables 8-13, the third group:
syllables 14-21, and the last one 23-26. Syllables 22-24 can belong to both third and fourth

57

Clustering is a method of grouping, by which the data points in a given cluster have more

similarities.
58

Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7xalZQOFW88
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groups, since as we can see in the diagram there is a sharp slope in that part of the graph. Similar
patterns can be seen in Figure D.3.

Figure D.1: Durations of the syllables in the first line of the poem.

Figure D.2: Sorted durations of the syllables in the first line of the poem in recitation
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Figure D.3: Sorted durations of the syllables in the first line of the poem in āvāz
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